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1 Introduction 
Speech production theories generally discern three main processing stages involved in the 
generation of fluent speech (Dijkstra & Kempen, 1984; Levelt 1989). These are the 
Conceptualization of the message, the Formulation, and the Articulation. 
The first step in the generation of an utterance consists of the conceptualization of the 
message. The speaker has to determine whether she wants to express a certain idea and, if so, 
in what form she wants to express it, for instance as a command, a question, or a promise. 
Then she will have to determine what aspects of this idea are most relevant to be verbalized. 
She will have to shape this information, taking into consideration the communicative situation 
and the listener so that the listener will understand the message. Finally, the selected concepts 
have to be linearized. The end-product after Conceptualization is called the preverbal 
message, a series of abstractly represented information chunks (Levelt, 1989). The preverbal 
message does not have to be completed before it can be processed in the next stage. Because 
the information chunks are generated incrementally, earlier parts of the sequence can be sent 
to the Formulator before later parts are completed. 
The Formulation module converts the preverbal message into an articulatory structure. 
Formulation is generally described with two subcomponents, Grammatical Encoding and 
Phonological Encoding. Following Levelt (1992), I will distinguish a third subcomponent, 
namely Phoneric Translation. 
Grammatical Encoding encompasses the selection of lemmas and the construction of 
syntactic structures. A lemma is that part of a lexical item that contains the item's meaning 
and its syntactic characteristics (Kempen & Huijbers, 1983). The output of this encoding 
phase is a surface structure, an ordered string of lemmas grouped into syntactic constituents. 
Garrett (1980a) proposes a two step encoding process. During the first step, at the functional 
level, a syntactic frame is created and lemmas are selected which are assigned grammatical 
functions (such as object, subject) and phrasal membership. During the second step, at the 
positional level, the words are ordered and grammatical morphemes (such as inflections) are 
added. It remains unclear how lemma selection and syntactic frame construction interact 
during the first step. Furthermore, it is not clear whether this model is capable of incremental 
sentence production such that parts of a message can already be formulated before the rest 
of the message arrives at the Formulator. Incremental sentence production is a central aspect 
of Incremental Procedural Grammar (Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1987; see also Kempen & Vosse, 
1989; Levelt, 1989). According to this theory, the selection of lemmas guides the construction 
of the surface structure. The first step in grammatical encoding is the selection of the lemma 
whose conceptual properties fit a fragment of the message. This lemma's syntactic 
characteristics then guide the construction of the syntactic tree. Suppose that the lemma 
weekend was chosen. This lemma is a noun and therefore a noun phrase procedure is called 
to build the appropriate syntactic branch with this lemma. Other syntactic procedures are then 
called to select the appropriate grammatical morphemes, and higher-order categorial 
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procedures place the noun phrase in the larger syntactic tree. 
Phonological Encoding generates the sound-form of the lemmas and the utterance as a 
whole. A lexeme is that part of a lexical item that contains the item's sound-form. 
Phonological information is stored in the mental lexicon and gets retrieved during 
phonological encoding. For instance, during phonological encoding of the word cat, the three 
appropriate phonemes are retrieved from the mental lexicon and are integrated into one 
phonological representation. Levelt (1992) proposes a set of association rules that connect 
phonemes to a frame during the creation of the phonological representation. A frame 
represents several suprasegmental characteristics of the word including the lexical stress, its 
number of syllables, and the weight of the syllables. Levelt (1992) illustrates how a word will 
sometimes be syllabified differently when it forms part of a larger phonological word that 
consists of several words, than when the word is encoded in isolation. For example, in the 
phonological word [ne-glec-tit] the word-final /t/ of neglect has moved to the next syllable. 
The example shows that the generation of the phonological representation of an utterance is 
not merely the concatenation of the sound-forms of the individual lemmas. 
Phonetic Translation takes the phonological representation and translates it into a 
articulatory program, от phonetic plan, that contains the articulatory gestures. This translation 
process might make use of a Syllabary, a mental database containing motor programs for 
syllables (Crompton, 1982; Levelt, 1989, 1992). When a syllabic frame in a phonological 
representation has been associated with its phonemes, and its parameter values (such as for 
loudness) have been determined, it then becomes an index for the stored phonetic syllables 
in the Syllabary. If a match is found, the program is selected and the parameter values are 
passed on to this program. The notion of a Syllabary has only recently been tested 
experimentally. A study by Levelt and Wheeldon (1994) showed that naming latencies were 
slower for words consisting of low-frequent syllables than for words consisting of high-
frequent syllables and that this effect was independent of the frequency of the word, h te 
last component of speech production, Articulation, the articulatory program is executed 
leading to overt speech. For a review of the complexity of fluent articulation, I refer to Levelt 
(1989, Chapter 11). Articulation will not be discussed in this thesis. 
In the present research I investigate the phonological encoding of individual words. It may 
seem that the isolated study of the sound-form generation of individual words cannot provide 
information about the role of phonological encoding in fluent speech production. Though 
studying the encoding of individual words will not provide information about utterance-
specific matters, such as prosodie planning and the forming of rhythmic phrases, I believe 
studying these small parts of speech to be useful. 
At first sight the approach seems to imply the incorrect assumption that utterance 
construction is the concatenation of the phonological representations of individual lemmas. 
However, the phonological encoding of an utterance starts with the retrieval of the form 
characteristics of each individual item. Furthermore, the association rules as proposed by 
Levelt (1992) only require a limited lookahead and do not differentiate between the 
production of isolated words and the production of phonological words that contains several 
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lexemes. Thus, single word methods seem to be applicable to the study of retrieval and 
association processes during phonological encoding. 
Studying encoding at the word level is further licensed if phonological encoding can be 
shown to be independent from grammatical encoding. Such independence is advantageous 
because an isolated study of one stage is more likely to grasp important process characteristics 
when the process is modular and strictly top-down than when it interacts with the processes 
preceding and following it. Speech errors illustrate the modular encapsulation of grammatical 
and phonological encoding (Fromkin, 1973; Garrett, 1975, 1980a). Word exchanges (e.g., 
dinner is being served at wine: Fromkin, 1973) arise during grammatical encoding. The 
swapped words are mostly of the same syntactic category and come from different phrases. 
Phoneme movements (e.g., heft lemisphere; Fromkin, 1973) arise during phonological 
encoding. The words involved in these sound errors are typically intra-phrasal and belong to 
different syntactic classes. However, there are some claims that grammatical and phonological 
encoding interact. This interactive hypothesis is based on the fact that words involved in 
exchanges are phonologically more similar than expected by chance (Dell & Reich, 1981; 
Harley, 1984; Sternberger, 1985), and that sound errors tend to create words that are 
semantically similar to other words in the environment (the semantic bias effect, see Fromkin, 
1971; Motley & Baars, 1976). For instance, Motley and Baars (1976) found that subjects 
would slip on the word pair get one, resulting in wet gun, more often if this pair was 
preceded by the semantically related pair damp rifle. This result suggests that the two 
encoding processes are not independent. Interactive models allow for semantic and syntactic 
influences during phonological encoding and phonological influences during lemma access 
(Dell, 1986, 1988; Sternberger, 1985, 1990). These findings on semantic bias can also be 
explained by a Monitor system that checks the speech just prior to uttering (Levelt, 1989). 
The Monitor might fail to intercept sound errors more often if the resulting error is closer to 
the topic of conversation than when there is no semantic relatedness to the topic. 
Reaction time experiments further support the notion of successive and separate stages of 
lexical access (Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt, Schriefers, Vorberg, Meyer, Pechmann, & 
Havinga, 1991a, 1991b; Schriefers, Meyer, & Levelt, 1990). Schriefers et al. (1990) showed 
that there is a stage of lexical access where a word's meaning is activated, followed by a 
stage where its form representation is activated. Levelt et al. (1991a, 1991b) failed to find 
support for the prediction that semantic alternatives of a target item are phonologically 
activated (a prediction one can derive from the semantic bias effect)1. In sum, these findings 
suggest that phonological encoding can be viewed as a modular process. 
Previous research on phonological encoding has mostly dealt with the phoneme, in 
particular with phoneme movements in speech errors (Baars, Motley, & MacKay, 1975; 
Boomer & Laver, 1968; Dell, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1990; Fromkin, 1971, 1973; Garrett, 1980b; 
MacKay, 1972; Nooteboom, 1973; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979, 1983, 1986, 1987, 1992; 
Sternberger, 1985, 1990). This research showed, either by analyzing error corpora collected 
over many years, or by direct elicitation through experimental means, that there are a number 
of constraints on phoneme movements. Two prominent models of phonological encoding 
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describe these movements in sound errors (Dell, 1986; 1988; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1987,1992; 
also see Chapter 3). Unfortunately, these studies have provided limited knowledge about the 
time course of retrieval of the sound-form and the role of suprasegmental characteristics 
(Meyer, 1992; I will return to this issue in the next chapter)2. 
More recently, several researchers have begun to investigate the time course of phoneme 
retrieval, using a priming paradigm to tap sound-form generation (Meyer, 1988, 1990; Meyer 
& Schriefers, 1991). Priming studies are usually based on the assumption that certain 
information is centrally stored and can be accessed via several pathways. In the three 
mentioned studies, phonemes are assumed to be centrally stored. For example, boat and 
basket both access the same bit of information about the word onset during phonological 
encoding. According to this assumption, it should be possible to preactivate one or more 
phonemes of an item (the target) by presenting a second item (the prime) that has those same 
phonemes. The systematic priming of certain combinations of phonemes in different positions 
in the word yielded evidence about the time course of phoneme retrieval. For instance, Meyer 
and Schriefers (1991) used begin-related primes (e.g., boat for basket) and end-related primes 
(e.g., sick for click) to influence picture naming. The begin-related prime influenced encoding 
of the target if it was presented 150 ms before or at the point where the picture was 
presented. The end-related prime influenced encoding if it was presented at or 150 ms after 
picture onset. This result suggests that the beginning of a word is encoded before the end of 
a word. 
There are only a few studies that have investigated the retrieval of suprasegmental word 
characteristics (Meyer, 1988; Romani 1992). In the present priming study I add to this small 
base by investigating the retrieval of a word's lexical stress, its number of syllables, its CV 
structure, and, to a lesser extent, the internal structure of the syllable, and I will discuss the 
relation in time between phoneme retrieval and the retrieval of suprasegmental characteristics 
(or structure retrieval). 
In Chapter 2,1 will review several studies on suprasegmental structure. First I will discuss 
several linguistic studies on Autosegmental Phonobgy and Metrical Phonology. An important 
question here is whether it is necessary to store a word's suprasegmental structure, particularly 
lexical stress, in the mental lexicon or whether it is possible to predict stress by means of a 
rule system. Then I will review several psycholinguistic investigations of suprasegmental 
characteristics. I will discuss the experiments done in speech production but will also look 
at studies in comprehension and reading. These experimental results have several implications 
for the experimental investigation of phonological encoding and the mechanisms behind 
priming. 
In Chapter 3, I will discuss the word-form generation theories of Shattuck-Hufnagel 
(1987, 1992) and Dell (1986, 1988). These theories mainly focus on the role of phonemes 
during word form retrieval. However, this work is relevant to the study of structure retrieval 
because it constrains the possible ways in which suprasegmental retrieval relates to phoneme 
retrieval. I will end the chapter with a set of predictions about the role of several 
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suprasegmental elements during sound-form generation. 
Then I will present a series of experiments testing the characteristics of structure retrieval 
in naming. In Chapter 4,1 will describe the experimental paradigms and method, and will 
mention some minor results. In the first three experiments, described in Chapter 5, I 
investigate the nature of lexical stress retrieval. In the second set of three experiments, I 
studied the nature of CV structure retrieval. These experiments are reported in Chapter 6. In 
Chapter 7,1 give the results of three experiments on the retrieval of a word's syllable number. 
The results of the nine experiments provide us with new facts about sound-form 
generation. In Chapter 8,1 will propose a new model of phonological encoding to describe 
these observations. The model (called PEASE) describes the time course of phoneme and 
structure retrieval and the mechanisms behind priming. I will present the simulation results 
of the various experiments in Chapter 9 and will apply the model to other word-form 
generation phenomena in the last chapter. 
Notes 
1. However, Dell and O'Seaghdha (1991) argue that a model can be maintained which has a weak 
degree of interactivity, strong enough to create sound error effects, such as the semantic bias, yet so 
weak that it has no effect during normal speech processing. See Levelt et al. (1991b) for a discussion 
of weak interactivity. 
2. An exception must be made for Dell (1988) where a first step was made towards a more serious 
treatment of suprasegmental characteristics. 

2 Suprasegmental Structures in Language 
In this chapter I will review linguistic and psyche-linguistic studies of the suprasegmental 
properties of a word, in particular lexical stress, CV structure, and the syllable, and will 
discuss the relation between these and phonemes. I will ignore the role of intonation. The 
intonational contours of a word are not retrieved from the mental lexicon but are computed 
and depend on the specific characteristics of the utterance (Levelt, 1989). 
I will begin with the linguistic accounts of suprasegmental phenomena, in particular those 
that apply to underived words in Dutch. In the second part of this chapter I will review 
psycholinguistic investigations of suprasegmental characteristics. I will start with the role of 
structural elements in auditory word-recognition. Then I will focus on reading research and 
will discuss whether the obtained effects of suprasegmental structure are caused by 
comprehension or production aspects of reading. I will conclude the chapter with a review of 
the evidence about structure retrieval in speech production. 
2.1 Linguistic accounts 
In Chomsky and Halle's "The Sound Pattern of English" (1968), a phonological representation 
is unilinear. It consists of a single sequence of phonemes that are defined as unordered sets 
of features. The unilinear representation is connected to a hierarchical morphological structure, 
but there is no role for a distinct suprasegmental structure in the phonological representation. 
More recently a view on phonological representations has been developed that assumes 
a hierarchical phonological organization. In the theory of Autosegmental Phonology, a 
phonological representation is described as consisting of several tiers, each constituting a 
linear arrangement of elements. The elements in different tiers are linked to each other by 
association Unes (van der Hulst & Smith, 1982). Examples of the different tiers are the 
segment tier, the timing tier, the metrical tier, and the syllable tier. 
The segment tier, the bottom tier of the hierarchy, contains the linear sequence of 
phonemes (see Levelt, 1989, pp. 295-297 for a more elaborate discussion of this tier). For 
instance, the representation of the item moment on this tier is [ m o m @ η ι]1. This tier 
contains the terminal nodes of the phonological hierarchy. Moving up through the hierarchy, 
I will discuss the timing tier, the syllable tier, and the metrical tier, all of which represent 
suprasegmental information. 
2.1.1 The timing tier 
The timing tier, or skeletal tier, is the central axis of the hierarchy. It contains a sequence of 
timing elements. At one time, these elements were labelled C-slots and V-slots, generally with 
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consonants associating to C-slots and vowels associating to V-slots (Clements & Keyser, 
1983; Halle & Vergnaud, 1980). According to more recent theories, however, there is no 
constraint on whether slots associate to a consonant or a vowel (Halle & Mohanan, 1985; 
Levin, 1985). Instead a sequence of X-slots represents the number of timing units of a lexical 
item. The timing tier contains no information about the sequence of consonants and vowels 
because this information is already coded in the segment tier. There is no one-to-one relation 
between the phonemes and the timing slots. Long vowels and long consonants (geminates) 
associate to two timing slots whereas short phonemes generally associate to one slot (as is 
shown in the example below). 
slots: X XX X X X X 
min 
phonemes: m о: m @ η t 
Selkirk (1984a) proposes still another type of slot based on sonority values. Some slots 
can be filled with very sonorous elements whereas other slots can be filled with less sonorous 
elements. Vowels are the most sonorous elements, IM and /n/ are in the middle range, and 
obstruents are the least sonorous phonemes. For English, Selkirk presents a syllable template 
with sonority slots as the terminal nodes. For each slot there is a constraint as to which 
phonemes can be associated. As Selkirk points out, a syllable has a sonority peak preceded 
by and followed by slots with sonority values that decrease from peak to edges. The syllable 
template represents this observation in a more formal way. For Dutch, a similar sonority 
hierarchy and syllable template has been developed by van der Hulst (1984). 
The linguistic notion of a skeletal tier suggests that timing slots form part of an item's 
phonological representation that is created during speech production. The C-slots and V-slots 
proposal suggests that the actual CV sequence is present whereas the X-slot proposal predicts 
that only the number of slots is relevant. The sonority theory suggest that the phonological 
representation contains sequences of sonority slots. However, these theories do not make 
explicit claims about the lexical status of the timing tier. That is, the timing tier might be 
stored and retrieved during word-form generation, but timing information might also be 
derived from the stored segmental make-up of an item during sound-form generation. The 
latter alternative is only possible if phonemes implicitly contain some timing information such 
as vowel length. 
2.1.2 The syllable tier 
Syllable units group the timing slots of the skeletal tier. A syllable tier might only represent 
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the number of syllables and the number of slots in each syllable. 
syllables: 
slots: 
phonemes: m о: m θ η t 
Generally it is assumed that a syllable unit has some form of internal organization 
(Goldsmith, 1990). A syllable unit can be defined as consisting of zero or more consonants, 
followed by a vowel, and ending with zero or more consonants. These three subparts have 
been named the onset, nucleus, and coda. The nucleus and coda are in most theories 
organized into a rhyme. An onset or coda constituent is either connected to one or more 
timing slots or is unfilled, while the nucleus constituent always has to be filled with one or 
more timing slots. 
syllable 
onset 
nucleus coda 
The internal structure of individual syllables can also be used to measure syllable weight 
(van der Hulst, 1984, Goldsmith, 1990). A syllable has a certain weight that depends on the 
sequence of V-slots and C-slots in the rhyme. Van der Hulst (1984) classifies the different 
syllabic patterns in Dutch along a weight scale. On the one extreme are the light syllables 
with only a schwa in the rhyme and on the other extreme are the superheavy syllables with 
VCC or W C rhymes. The relative weight of syllables within a word is often taken as a 
predictor for lexical stress with the heavier syllable having stress. I will come back to the 
determination of lexical stress in the next section. 
Various descriptions of the syllable tier have already been applied to the theory of 
phonological encoding. Dell (1986) uses syllable number and the 'onset nucleus coda' 
template to guide the selection of phoneme retrieval. In Dell (1988), several different syllable 
templates are assumed although no explicit reference is made to syllable weight. In the next 
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chapter I will describe these models in more detail. 
2.1.3 The metrical tier 
Multisyllabic words have a rhythmic organization. A disyllabic word has prefinal (or 
penultimate) stress (stress falls on the first syllable) or final stress (stress falls on the last 
syllable), whereas longer words contain main stress as well as secondary or even tertiary 
stress. In the theory of Metrical Phonology, lexical stress of a word is computed based on the 
segmental make-up and the characteristics of the syllables and related units such as feet (van 
der Hulst & Smith, 1982). This computation is described with metrical grids or metrical trees 
(Liberman and Prince, 1977). Because the two formalisms are similar (Goldsmith, 1990), I 
will only describe the metrical grid. 
In the metrical grid formalism, the stress partem of a word is represented by means of a 
grid (Selkirk, 1984b). Each syllable has a placeholder on line 0 of the grid (see the example 
below). A stressed syllable receives a marking on line 1, the foot level. The syllable with 
main stress will have an entry on line 2, the word level. The degree of stress is indicated by 
the number of x's that a syllable has on the grid. In the example Mississippi, the third syllable 
has main stress, the first syllable has secondary stress, and the other syllables are not stressed. 
line 2 X 
linei X X 
UneO _ 
Mis sis sip pi 
The stress system in Dutch is a mixture of several patterns (van Marie, 1980). There is 
a Germanic pattern with stress on the initial stressable syllable, a French pattern with stress 
on the final stressable syllable, and a Latin pattern with stress on the penultimate syllable, or 
on the antepenultimate if the penultimate is light. Rule systems have been designed to 
describe the regularities of lexical stress placement in Dutch. Booij (in press) gives a 
summary of the stress placement regularities in Dutch: 
1. Penultimate stress for words ending in a vowel (e.g., ka'narie [canary]), except for two 
subclasses of words. Words ending in -ia or -io have antepenultimate stress (e.g., 'aria [id]), 
and some words have final stress (e.g., melo'die [melody], tro'fee [trophy], ka'do [gift]). 
2. Final stress for words ending in a long vowel plus consonant (WC; e.g., ka'naal 
[channel]), a short vowel plus consonant cluster (VCC; e.g., perka'ment [parchment]) or a 
diphthong (plus an optional C; e.g., ko'pij [manuscript], para'dijs [paradise]). This rule also 
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knows several exceptions (e.g., "hospitaal [hospital], 'olifant [elephant]). 
3. Penultimate or antepenultimate stress for words ending in a short vowel plus consonant 
(VC). Stress cannot be on the antepenultimate syllable if the penultimate is closed or contains 
a diphthong (e.g., lexicon [id], elektron [id]). Occasionally, stress may also fall on the final 
syllable (e.g, balTcon [balcony], ja'pon [dress]). 
Booij (in press) observes that there are a lot of exceptions to these stress placement rules. 
Some of these exceptions can be described via the notion of extrametricality, where a syllable 
is made invisible during the determination of stress. Still, a portion remains for which lexical 
stress cannot be predicted. 
Van der Hulst (1984) classified the different syllabic patterns along a weight scale (see 
Section 2.1.2). The heaviest syllable in a word tends to receive lexical stress. He then tested 
this rule for a collection of 3500 monomorphemic disyllables and trisyllables and found a 
considerable number of exceptions. Again a portion of these can be described as 
subregularities based on their segmental make-up. He concluded that a stress system for Dutch 
should be interpreted "as a lexical redundancy rule rather than as a rule that actually applies 
to items that have not been specified for stress" (van der Hulst, 1984, p. 222). 
I conclude on the basis of the analyses by Booij (in press) and van der Hulst (1984) that 
it is highly unlikely that lexical stress is computed each time that a word-form representation 
is created. A considerable number of rules have to be considered when determining lexical 
stress, and there is a large number of exceptions whose lexical stress cannot be computed. 
Instead I predict that lexical stress is stored for each item and is retrieved from the mental 
lexicon during word-form generation. 
2.2 Psycholinguistic evidence 
In the remainder of the chapter I will investigate whether the linguistically motivated 
suprasegmental structures can be verified psychologically. I will start the chapter with 
auditory word recognition. If suprasegmental word-form information is used to recognize the 
word, this might have implications for the representation of the lexeme in the mental lexicon 
and for the way in which auditory primes can influence the processing of targets in priming 
experiments. In the second section, I will review various reading studies. Because reading 
aloud has a visual recognition and a speech production component, it might provide 
information about the possible interactions between recognition and production. In the last 
sections of the chapter, I will discuss various reaction time and sound error studies on 
phonological encoding. 
2.2.1 Auditory word recognition 
Cutler and Clifton (1984) tested the role of lexical stress during word-recognition. In one 
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experiment, monosyllabic words, disyllabic words, and pseudowords were presented to 
subjects in a lexical decision task. The items were presented either mixed or blocked with 
respect to stress pattern and number of syllables. Cutler and Clifton predicted that lexical 
decision times should be faster in the blocked condition but failed to find this effect. A 
second experiment tested whether lexical stress can provide cues to the grammatical category 
of a headword. In English, disyllabic nouns predominantly have prefinal stress whereas 
disyllabic verbs carry final stress. Cutler and Clifton predicted that the grammatical category 
might be determined faster for prefinally stressed nouns (such as apple) than for final nouns 
(such as cigar) and faster for verbs with final stress (such as await) than for prefinally 
stressed verbs (such as borrow). In the task, subjects heard nouns and verbs that were 
preceded by either 'to ...' (inducing a verb context) or 'the ..' (inducing a noun context), and 
had to decide whether the phrase was grammatical. However, no reaction time advantage was 
found for the typically stressed items, neither in the grammatical nor in the ungrammatical 
phrases. Seemingly contradictory results were found in a third experiment, where words were 
presented to subjects in a semantic judgement task. A portion of the words were 
mispronounced with respect to the lexical stress pattern (such as nutmeg -> nut meg), and 
reaction times for these words were slower than for correctly pronounced words. However, 
half of these mispronunciations entailed a change from a reduced vowel in the originally weak 
syllable to a full vowel (such as 'wisdom -» wis'dom). Because the mispronunciation effect 
was larger for the reduced forms, it is quite possible that this effect is driven by a change of 
the phonetic characteristics rather than misplacing lexical stress. 
In a cross-modal priming task, Cutler (1986) investigated the role of lexical stress with 
minimal pairs where lexical stress is the distinguishing feature (such as forbear). These words 
were presented in appropriate sentences (such as Gritting her teeth, she reminded herself that 
her forbears had been hardy pioneer types). Subjects had to make a lexical decision on a 
visual target that was presented right after the critical word was heard in the sentence. Cutler 
found that the words of a minimal pair behave like true homophones. A word of a minimal 
pair {'forbear) primes a semantically related word (ancestor) and primes a word that is 
semantically related to the other word in the minimal pair (tolerate). The results show that 
both candidates of the minimal pair are active, implying that lexical prosody is not used 
during lexical access. When the target is presented later in time, only the semantically related 
word is primed because the sentence context has been used to determine the correct word of 
the minimal pair. 
Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder, and Segui (1981) studied the role of syllable structure 
in speech recognition. French subjects had to detect a syllable-sized target in a word. The 
target (such as pa) was responded to faster when it corresponded to a syllable of a word (such 
as pa-lace) than when it did not exactly correspond to a word's syllable (such as pal-mier). 
Mehler et al. (1981) concluded that connected speech is segmented syllable by syllable. In 
a study by Cutler, Mehler, Norris, and Segui (1986), the analogous experiment was done for 
English but no evidence of syllable-based segmentation was found. Syllables have clear 
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boundaries in French but not in English which has many ambisyllabic words. The use of these 
words in the English experiment might have prevented a syllable-based segmentation strategy. 
In a second experiment, the original French materials of Mehler et al. were presented to 
English subjects but the syllable-based segmentation was still not found. The latter finding 
was also found with English word-like nonwords. Cutler et al. (1986) found in a final 
experiment that French subjects who received English items did use a syllable-based 
segmentation. 
Cutler et al. (1986) claim that the source of these segmentation differences might be that 
French is a syllable-timed language while English is a stress-timed language. In a stress-timed 
language, the alternation of weak and strong syllables is an important characteristic of 
individual words and connected speech. Cutler and Norris (1988) showed that segmentation 
of continuous English speech starts at strong syllables. Subjects had more difficulty detecting 
words (such as mint) embedded in disyllabic nonwords when the nonword had two strong 
syllables (such as mintayve) than when the nonword had a strong and a weak syllable (such 
as mintesh). When the nonword has two strong syllables, the second syllable is separated from 
the first (leading to min-tayve) so that detection of the word requires assembly of material 
across a segmentation position. As this account predicts, no differential effect was found of 
weak versus strong second syllable in the detection of a word like thin in the nonwords 
thintayve and thintef, because the word included in the nonword with two strong syllables is 
not split up. 
Segmentation procedures have also been investigated with French-English bilinguals 
(Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Segui, 1989), for Spanish and Catalan (Sebastián-Galles, Dupoux, 
Segui, & Mehler, 1992), and through analysis of natural and laboratory-induced slips of the 
ear in English (Cutler & Butterfield, 1992). The studies show that the predominant 
characteristic of a language's syllable structures determines the nature of the segmentation 
process. A segmentation strategy will divide speech into CVC blocks for a language that 
predominantly contains syllables with a CVC structure, and heavy/light inspired segmentation 
will result when the alternation of heavy and weak syllables is characteristic for that language. 
Thus, syllable structure plays a role during segmentation of connected speech but lexical 
stress is not used in word-recognition. 
2.2.2 Reading 
In the study of silent reading and reading aloud, an effect of lexical stress was found. I will 
discuss various studies that investigate the locus of this effect. 
In a study by Campbell, Rosen, Solis-Macias, and White (1991), subjects read word pairs 
and had to decide whether these words had the same or a different stress pattern. Meanwhile 
they either repeated aloud the sequence ba-ba-ba or constantly heard that sequence. Campbell 
et al. found that concurrent articulation impaired performance more than concurrent hearing. 
In a second experiment, subjects had to mark stress in sentences. Concurrent articulation and. 
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to a smaller extent, chewing impaired accuracy compared to a silence condition. The authors 
suggest that lexical stress is determined in a post-lexical process, because employing the 
articulators had a detrimental effect. 
The dual route model of reading aloud (Carr & Pollatsek, 1985; Coltheart. 1978, 1980; 
Paap, McDonald, Schvaneveldt & Noel, 1987) predicts that a word's frequency influences its 
behavior in the reading process. The model's central assumption is that there is competition 
between a sub-lexical, assembled phonology route and a lexical route. A word is either 
located in the lexicon via its orthographic pattern and subsequently produced (the lexical 
route), or its phonological representation is computed using orthography-phonology conversion 
rules (the assembly route). In some studies, the phonological representation is assumed to 
guide word-recognition (e.g., Jared & Seidenberg, 1991; see below) while other studies 
assume that this representation is used to utter the word (e.g., Jared & Seidenberg, 1990; see 
below). It is assumed that the lexical route is very fast for high-frequency words. The 
assembly process, a more time consuming route, cannot influence the reading process of these 
items. The lexical route is slower for low-frequency words, giving the assembly process more 
opportunity to influence reading. 
Jared and Seidenberg (1991) showed that only low-frequency words produce 
phonologically mediated activation of meaning. Subjects were given a category name (such 
as car part) and an exemplar (such as brake) and had to decide whether the exemplar 
belonged to the category. The no responses took more time for homophone foils (such as 
break) than for spelling controls because the other member of the homophone pair that is part 
of that category (brake) was activated too. 
In another study by Jared and Seidenberg (1990), subjects read words with a regular 
spelling-sound correspondence (such as must), words with regular inconsistent correspondence 
(such as gave which is orthographically similar to the exception word have), and exception 
words (such as have). Naming times for regular words were shorter than for the inconsistent 
and exception words but this difference was only found with low-frequency words. Jared and 
Seidenberg conclude that these items use the assembly route and that conversion rules for 
regular words are more successful than for the other words. For the low-frequent inconsistent 
words, the representation produced by the assembly route is in conflict with the one produced 
by the lexical route and a longer naming latency results. In another experiment the number 
of syllables was varied. For low-frequency items only, the reading latencies increased with 
syllable number. Jared and Seidenberg (1990) claim that the results are not caused by a 
syllabification process but by the conversion rules. The longer words contained more vowels 
than the shorted words, resulting in larger reading latencies for longer words because the 
vowels are the most ambiguous elements for conversion rules. 
Colombo (1992) investigated the role of stress in reading Italian words aloud. For low-
frequency words, naming times for words with a common stress pattern were faster than for 
words with an uncommon stress pattern, but this effect was not obtained with high-frequency 
words. Monsell, Doyle, and Haggard (1989, Experiment 3) found the same results for English. 
Colombo concludes that a high-frequent word's pronunciation is retrieved from the lexicon 
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before the assembly route has built a representation. For low-frequency words both the lexical 
route and the assembly route build a representation. The assembly route takes a language's 
dominant stress pattern as the default. When the word's stress pattern is not the dominant one, 
the representations of the two routes will conflict 
Thus, reading research has shown an effect of lexical stress and syllable number for low 
frequent items. The interference with lexical stress for low frequent items is probably reading 
specific, caused by contradictory evidence about an item's lexical stress as derived from the 
lexical route and as construed by the assembly route. For low frequent words, reading times 
increased with syllable number but this might be related to the number of vowels which are 
the most ambiguous elements for the orthography-phonology conversion rules. 
2.2.3 Phonological encoding 
Word-form generation has been investigated with on-line and off-line measurements, through 
analysis of corpora, judgements, and experimental manipulation. I will discuss the tip-of-the-
tongue phenomenon, sound errors, the stress shiñ phenomenon, and several reaction time 
studies. 
Tip-of-the-Tongue. The tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon occurs when speakers cannot name 
an object but have the impression that they know it and are on the verge of producing it 
(Brown & McNeil, 1966; see Brown, 1991, for a review). When subjects are in a tip-of-the-
tongue state, they can often recall some aspect of the word. They can name the first letter in 
about SO percent of the cases, the first phoneme in 30-40 percent, and correct naming of the 
last letter is also above chance. The number of syllables and the lexical stress is given in 50-
80 percent of the cases but this high number might for a large part be due to guessing 
strategies (Brown, 1991). It is not clear what causes the tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon. For 
instance, it might reflect a temporary inability to retrieve information from the lexicon or to 
form a phonological representation with the successfully retrieved information. So, it is 
difficult to interpret the finding that some information of a blocked item can still be accessed. 
Sound Errors. Errors made in spontaneous speech are not random, but seem to be 
constrained by the characteristics of the speech production process (Garrett, 1980a, 1980b; 
MacKay, 1972; Nooteboom, 1973; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979, 1983, 1986, 1987). Different 
types of sound errors are distinguished based on the actual and original locations of the error 
unit(s) (see examples 2.1 to 2.12 below). In an exchange, two units swap places. In an 
anticipation, the error unit is found in the original location and in another location earlier in 
the utterance, replacing another element. In a perseveration, the error unit appears in the 
original location and later in the sentence. An element can be added in a place where there 
was no element (addition) or can disappear from its original position, either reappearing 
somewhere else in the utterance (shift) or not reappear in the utterance (deletion)2. 
Substitution errors (exchanges, anticipations, and perseverations) seem to be more frequent 
than nonsubstitution errors (Meijer, 1991; Nooteboom, 1973). 
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Error units vary in size. A word (sec example 2.4), a morpheme (see example 2.6), or a 
sublexical unit (see all other examples), such as a feature, phoneme, cluster, rime, or syllable, 
can function as an error unit. It is generally assumed that errors with sublexical units are 
generated during phonological encoding. In most sound errors, the error unit is a single 
phoneme or a cluster of two phonemes (Fromkin, 1971). Nooteboom (1973) found that 90% 
of all sound errors were single phonemes and 7% were consonant clusters. Shattuck-
Hufnagel's (1983) analysis of 210 spontaneous sound exchanges showed that an exchange 
involved two single phonemes in 66% and two clusters or a cluster and a phoneme in 28% 
of the cases. 
Exchange 
2.1: guinea kig page (guinea pig cage) 
(Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979, p. 299) 
2.2: emeny (enemy) 
(Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979, p. 299) 
Anticipation 
2.3: leading list (reading list) 
(Dell, 1986, p. 285) 
2.4: sky is in the sky (sun is in the sky) 
(Dell, 1986. p. 285) 
Perseveration 
2.5: beef needle (beef noodle) 
(Dell, 1986, p. 285) 
2.6: explain...rule exsertion (explain...rale insertion) 
(Dell. 1986, p. 285) 
Addition 
2.7: blue blug (blue bug) 
(Dell, 1986, p. 285) 
2.8: they bring abrout (they bring about) 
(Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979, p. 299) 
Deletion 
2.9: same sate (same state) 
(Dell, 1986, p. 285) 
2.10: the dugs (the drugs) 
(Dell, 1986. p. 285) 
Shift 
2.11: State-lowned and (state-owned land) 
(Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979, p. 299) 
2.12: back bloxes (black boxes) 
(Dell, 1986, p. 285) 
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The distribution of error units suggests that the main unit of selection in word-form 
generation is the phoneme. Phonemes can move to other words and can be chosen more often 
than in the planned utterance. The occurrence of error movements between words suggests 
that phonological encoding does not take place on a word by word basis. Some form of 
interaction between the encoding of successive words seems to exist (Shattuck-Hufnagel, 
1979). Furthermore, phonemes typically move to a new location that is similar to the original 
location. Positional constraints describe these similarities. According to the syllabic 
constraint. 
"Segmental slips obey a structural law with regard to syllable-
place; that is, initial segments in the origin syllable replace 
initial segments in the target syllable, nuclear replace nuclear 
and final replace final" (Boomer & Laver, 1968, p. 7). 
The syllabic constraint is often complied with in natural speech. Fromkin (1971) analyzed a 
corpus of 600 errors and found only two violations. Nooteboom (1973) analyzed 546 sound 
errors with interacting consonants or clusters and did not find a single violation. Shattuck-
Hufnagel (1979) found four violations in 211 exchange errors, although there were violations 
in 30% of the anticipations and perseverations. 
More recent analyses have challenged the syllabic constraint. In a corpus of 140 vowel 
errors, Shattuck-Hufnagel (1986) found that 79% occurred between two stressed vowels, 3% 
occurred between unstressed vowels and 18% involved a stressed and an unstressed vowel. 
These results suggest that vowel movements are sensitive to lexical stress. Shattuck-
Hufnagel's (1987) analysis of the MIT corpus shows that most sound errors involve word 
onsets: Word onsets interacted in 66% of 1520 consonant errors and in 78% of 715 
consonants errors in (incomplete) exchanges. In addition, Shattuck-Hufnagel (1987) 
investigated whether these word onset movements are sensitive to lexical stress. 
Unfortunately, the corpus analysis could not give a conclusive answer to this question because 
the majority of these sound errors involves monosyllables and prefinally stressed disyllables. 
However, in a series of tongue twister experiments (Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1987, 1992), she 
found that sequences of words with similar word onsets in prestressed positions (e.g., 'parrot 
fad foot 'peril) produced more sound errors than sequences of words with similar word onsets 
in different prestressed positions (e.g., par'ade fad foot par'ole). The latter word sequences 
produced more sound errors than sequences of words with similar word onsets or similar 
second syllable onsets in prestressed positions (e.g., re'peat fad foot re paid). Thus, word 
onsets are more likely to interact with each other if they both occur before a stressed vowel 
and word onsets are more likely to interact with each other than with other syllable onsets, 
although shared word position is more likely to induce consonant errors than shared stress 
value. Shattuck-Hufnagel concluded that error movements obey the word position constraint 
according to which word onsets in stressed syllables seem to be most error-prone and will 
interact with each other instead of with consonants in other positions. 
In an earlier study (Meijer, 1991), I ran several tongue twister experiments in which onset 
position was varied while keeping stress position constant. Sequences of words with similar 
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word onsets (e.g., l iga "regen lasso 'ritme) produced more errors than sequences of words 
with similar second syllable onsets (e.g., paleis moe'ras salon ba'ret). The latter word 
sequences produced more errors than sequences of words with similar word onsets or second 
syllable onsets (e.g., paleis 'ritme salon 'regen). These results suggest that the word position 
constraint does not only limit word onset movements but also those of other consonants. 
Other evidence in support of this view is that word-final phonemes often interact in sound 
errors (Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1987). Shattuck-Hufhagel (1987) found that word-internal errors 
only rarely occur in the speech error corpus. 
To summarize, phonemes move to other locations in sound errors, showing that word-
form generation involves the selection of phonemes and the construction of a phonological 
representation instead of simply executing a completely prestored motor program. The syllabic 
constraint and the word position constraint describe the limitations on these movements as a 
result of the suprasegmental make-up of the words involved, in particular lexical stress and 
the position of the phoneme in the original word. Analyses of natural sound errors and 
experimentally elicited errors showed that interactions between word onsets, especially in 
stressed syllables, form the majority of sound errors. Phonemes in other positions interact with 
phonemes in comparable slots with respect to word position and stress, demonstrating that the 
word position constraint is a more accurate description of movement limitations than the 
syllabic constraint. 
Sound error research revealed that the suprasegmental characteristics of words are relevant 
to word-form generation. However, suprasegmental slips are rare either because structure 
retrieval is less error-prone or because these errors are harder to detect (although the latter 
explanation would suggest that these slips should be found in experimental elicitation studies 
where effects of listener strategy can be minimized by repeated listening; see Cutler, 1981; 
Ferber, 1991). However, suprasegmental slips do occasionally occur. Cutler (1980) presents 
several of these errors, in which only the lexical stress was misplaced (such as hie'rarchy, 
elaborating, and arrìculatory), or in which both lexical stress and syllable number were 
affected (such as ambiguty instead of ambi'guity, bi'cential instead of bicen'tennial, or 
similarity instead of similarity). Thus, these errors show that the retrieval of both 
suprasegmental information and phonemes are not always faultless. Unfortunately, sound error 
analyses provide little information about the time course of the various retrieval processes. 
For instance, it cannot be decided on the basis of these data whether suprasegmental 
information is selected prior to the phonemes. On the basis of these limitations of speech error 
evidence, Meyer (1992) argues for a larger emphasis on other ways of data collection in 
which error-free phonological encoding is tapped, preferably on-line. 
Stress Shift. The stress shift phenomenon refers to cases in which a word's stress pattern 
is changed in order to preserve the weak-strong alternation of an utterance. For instance, the 
word six'teen has final stress but stress seems to get shifted in the phrase 'sixteen 'dollars. 
If lexical stress is stored, recomputation of the stress pattern must follow to create the desired 
utterance (Levelt, 1989; Selkirk, 1984b), but recomputation might be unnecessary if stress is 
computed on-line. In a stress shift study, Kelly (1989) had subjects pronounce simple phrases 
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and raters had to determine the rhythmic pattern of these utterances. For instance, he 
presented noun phrases containing singular or plural nouns with sibilant or non-sibilant 
endings. A weak syllable is added in the plural form of nouns with sibilant endings (the 
defense -* the defenses), but the number of syllables does not change for nouns with non-
sibilant endings (the detail -> the details). Kelly found that the stress shiñ occurred: When 
adding a syllable in the plural form resulted in a strong-weak-weak pattern, stress tends to be 
shifted to the prefinal syllable (the 'moustaches —» the moustaches). He then investigated 
whether this stress shift is a production effect. Raters judged items that were presented in their 
original sentence, or were spliced out and presented in isolation. Raters heard an alternating 
partem for the words in sentence presentation but did not perceive a stress shift when the 
same words were presented in isolation, implying that alternation is a perceptual effect (also 
see Cooper & Eady, 1986; Martin, 1970). Thus, the existence of the stress shift phenomenon 
does not seem to contribute to our understanding of the role of lexical stress in speech 
production. 
Reaction Time Studies. Meyer (1988, 1990) investigated the time course of phoneme 
retrieval as a function of the phoneme's position in the syllable. Subjects received several 
word pairs and had to name the second word in the pair (the target) in response to the first 
word. The targets had a phoneme overlap in the homogenous condition (for instance, the word 
onset for all targets was /b/, called the implicit prime) but there was no such similarity in the 
heterogeneous condition. In several (but not all) homogenous sets, naming was faster than in 
the heterogenous sets. Sharing the word onset or the whole first syllable reduced naming, but 
sharing the rhyme of the first syllable but not the word onset, or sharing the second syllable 
but not the first syllable did not lead to a reduction. Sharing CV-fragments for CV-targets 
(such as ka-mer, ka-do, ka-bel) and sharing CVC-fragments for CVC-targets (such as hal-ter, 
hal-te, hal-ma) produced similar naming advantages. For CV-targets, sharing CV-fragments 
(such as ka-mer, ka-do, ka-bel) led to a larger naming reduction than sharing the word onset 
but this difference was not found with CVC-targets. Meyer argues on the basis of these results 
that there is serial selection of constituents. The onset phoneme(s) are retrieved first, followed 
by the rime phoneme(s), etcetera. However, these effects might also reflect the dynamics of 
the association process. That is, when targets share the initial syllable, a phonological 
representation might be built in advance that already contains this fust syllable. Meyer's 
(1988) results suggest that a syllable in the phonological representation is divided into an 
onset and a rhyme branch, and that each branch can only be prepared for if all the terminal 
nodes of that branch are known. 
Romani (1992) studied the effect of shared lexical stress and CV structure on naming, 
using a reading paradigm in which subjects heard a nonword prime while reading aloud a 
target Reading latencies were faster when prime and target overlapped in CV and lexical 
features (such as 'margin - Tu>lp@k) than when there was no overlap with respect to stress 
and CV structure (such as in 'margin - eslœed). In the next experiment, Romani tried to 
separate the contribution of CV structure and lexical stress using full structural overlap (such 
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as in 'wisdom - 4erj@t), only lexical stress overlap (such as in 'wisdom - 'anlet), and no 
structural overlap (such as in 'wisdom - ga 'pet), but no significant results were obtained. So, 
the second experiment also failed to replicate the significant difference between full and no 
structural overlap. In a final experiment, Romani tested whether priming phonemes in a word 
is more effective when these phonemes form a complete syllable in the word (such as in 
'target - folget) than when the sequence of phonemes does not constitute a whole syllable 
(such as in 'target - forgep). She found that sharing a sequence of phonemes primes the 
target but that it makes no difference whether this sequence forms exactly one syllable or part 
of two successive syllables, suggesting that the syllable structure does not influence phoneme 
retrieval. 
Unfortunately, several properties of the experimental design complicate the interpretation 
of these results. First, the time between the onset of the prime and the onset of the visual 
stimulus was unusually large (SOA -2600 ms), giving opportunity to strategic effects. Second, 
all primes were nonwords, but a nonword's lexical stress cannot be retrieved from the lexicon 
because a nonword is by definition not stored in the lexicon, and lexical stress is also not 
determined during word recognition. For these items, lexical stress must be assembled 
postlexically and the nature of this assembly might cause qualitatively different priming 
effects. Thirdly, Romani uses a reading paradigm and the priming results might have been 
influenced by the reading specific orthography-phonology conversion process. 
23 Summary 
The majority of the research that was discussed in this chapter focussed on the role of lexical 
stress. Lexical stress is not used to constrain auditory and visual word recognition. Yet it 
plays a role during reading and speech production (Colombo, 1991). Linguistic investigations 
show that the computation of lexical stress in Dutch is complex and not without exceptions, 
suggesting that stress is stored in the lexicon and is retrieved during phonological encoding. 
Other suprasegmental structures have been investigated less. The syllable structure that is 
characteristic of a language determines the manner in which speech is segmented. Evidence 
for an onset-rhyme division of a syllable was found in word-form generation. An effect of 
syllable number was found in reading with low-frequency words that are processed via the 
assembly route. 
Notes 
1. The '@' represents the phoneme schwa. 
2. The shifts that I discuss here are on the sublexical level. Garrett (1982) uses the term to refer to 
a special kind of speech errors in which words change position in the sentence. 
3 Models of Phonological Encoding 
Autosegmental Phonology states that phonemes and the various suprasegmental elements are 
represented on separate tiers. This separation of segmental and structural information has also 
been assumed in the Scan Copier (Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1987, 1992) and the activation 
spreading model of Dell (1986, 1988). The Scan Copier describes the generation of speech 
errors, in particular how phoneme movements obey the word position constraint. Dell (1986) 
gives a detailed description of phoneme retrieval, providing a mechanism that causes the 
syllabic constraint. In a later version (Dell, 1988), the original model is adapted to include 
some findings on the time course of phoneme retrieval. 
3.1 The Scan Copier 
Shattuck-Hufnagel (1992) describes phoneme retrieval, in particular those aspects of phoneme 
selection that cause limitations on phoneme movements in sound errors as described by the 
word position constraint. Prior to the onset of selection, a set of candidate content words is 
retrieved from the lexicon and placed in a temporary buffer. Each item is already specified 
for lexical stress and is separated into a word-onset part and a rest-of-the-word part. A 
prosodie frame, consisting of prosodie units and word boundary markers, has also been 
obtained. For each word, there are several slots to which phonemes will associate. It is not 
fully clear how many different slots there are, but there seem to be separate slots for word 
onsets and prestressed phonemes, whereas other phonemes seem to be grouped in one slot. 
During selection, the slots of the prosodie frame are filled. When a word onset slot is to 
be filled, all the word onsets in the temporary buffer are scanned and one is copied into the 
slot. A similar scan is performed for a prestress slot. Other phonemes are not scanned-and-
copied but are copied in serial order directly from one lexical item into the slot. According 
to the Scan Copier, the regularities in speech errors as described by the word-position 
constraint are caused by the scanning procedure. This procedure separates the elements that 
are word onsets and prestress consonants. The separation itself occurs without many mistakes, 
but sometimes an incorrect target element is selected. The serial ordering of the rest of the 
word can produce erroneous results too. Because the serial spellout procedure occurs word 
by word, it can only cause within-word errors. 
Thus, the Scan-and-Copy model describes how two different scanning procedures cause 
the regularities in sound error movements as described by the word-position constraint. 
Unfortunately, some issues that are particularly relevant for the current research remain 
unanswered in the Scan Copier. For instance, it is not clear whether the prosodie frame, which 
is filled during selection, stores the CV structure of the words. The Scan Copier also does not 
specify whether this frame is created or retrieved during word-form generation. It furthermore 
needs to be explained how the scanning procedures decide among the different phonemes for 
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selection and whether these scanning procedures operate in parallel or in serial order. Finally, 
the finding that the word position constraint does not only limit the between-word movements 
of word onsets but also of other consonants might be problematic for the model. 
3.2 Dell's spreading activation model of phonological encoding 
Dell (1986, 1988) proposed a model of phonological encoding that belongs to the class of 
spreading activation models (Dell and Reich, 1981; Harley, 1984; Roelofs, 1992; Sternberger, 
1985)1. In general, these models assume that linguistic knowledge is explicitly represented 
in a network of interconnected nodes that correspond to linguistic units or to linguistic rules. 
A node has a certain activation value that symbolizes the involvement of that particular unit 
in the process. Activation can spread from one unit to its connected units, thereby involving 
them in the process too. 
Dell (1986) designed a network with six layers of nodes that are hierarchically organized: 
morphemes, syllables, rimes, clusters, phonemes, and features. A morpheme (such as moment) 
is connected to its syllables (mo: and m@ni), a syllable (m@nt) is connected to its rime (@nt) 
and its onset phoneme (m) or cluster, a rime is connected to its nucleus (@) and its coda 
phoneme or cluster (ni), a cluster is connected to its phonemes (n in coda position and t in 
coda position), and a phoneme is connected to its features (such as voiced and stop). Each 
word can be described as a sequence of onset, nucleus, and coda slots. A slot can be filled 
with clusters, phonemes, and null-elements. 
Phonological encoding of a word starts with boosting the activation value of the word. 
Activation then spreads to the connected elements. At a certain point in time the most active 
onset, nucleus, and coda elements are selected and fill the slots in a syllabic frame. For 
multisyllabic words, activation will first predominantly spread to the first syllable node until 
the selection process has filled a frame, and activation will then spread predominantly to the 
second syllable, etcetera. 
Dell (1986) provides a selection mechanism that explains the syllable constraint in sound 
errors. A selection error will obey this constraint because phonemes are grouped with respect 
to their position in the syllable. The model also provides interesting descriptions of the 
mechanisms that cause various sound error regularities. A key factor in this description is the 
notion of bidirectionality of connections. For instance, the phoneme /p/ spreads activation to 
its connected features, and the features spread activation back to the connected phonemes. The 
phoneme that is connected to all these features (in this case /p/) will benefit most from this 
feedback, but other phonemes will benefit too, especially the phoneme /b/ which shares all 
but one of its features with the phoneme /p/. Thus, similar elements will activate each other 
more than dissimilar elements and similar elements are therefore more likely to interact in 
sound errors. Analyses of natural speech errors have shown that similar elements are more 
likely to interact and experimental elicitation techniques use this phenomenon to maximize 
the number of interaction errors. Bidirectionality also explains why a nucleus or a coda 
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movement tends to produce existing rhymes and why sound errors aie more likely to create 
words than nonwords. Finally, the model describes how different sound error types are 
caused. For instance, in a deletion, a null-element is selected instead of the intended phoneme, 
whereas the reverse occurs in case of an addition. In an exchange, an element gets selected 
that is not the intended one and its activation is therefore reduced. The previously intended 
(but not selected) element now becomes the most active one in the set and fills the slot that 
was meant for the other element. A special kind of an exchange is a shiñ in which a phoneme 
interacts with a null-element. 
Filling the slots of the syllabic frame is a parallel process in the model. This is not in 
accordance with the finding that the phonological representation of a word is built in a serial 
order (Meyer, 1988, 1990; Meyer & Schriefers, 1991). In addition, the syllable frame 
selection procedure requires knowledge about the number of syllables in a word and the order 
among those syllables to ensure that enough syllabic frames will be filled in the right order, 
but it is not clear how this is ensured in Dell (1986). Dell (1988) overcomes these 
shortcomings by changing the syllable frame based selection rule. In this version of the 
model, there is a phoneme network (called the lexical network by Dell) with vowels, 
prevocalic consonants, and postvocalic consonants, and a wordshape network with headers 
that represent the CV structure of a word as a sequence of vowel, prevocalic consonant, and 
postvocalic consonant slots. A lexeme is connected to its phonemes and one wordshape 
header. Word-form generation starts with the selection of a wordshape node whose slots then 
get filled serially. 
Thus, in the 1988 version of the model, the syllable frame is replaced by a wordshape 
structure that is similar to the traditional CV structure. There are several wordshape nodes that 
compete for selection. In addition, the model assumes that this structure retrieval occurs prior 
to phoneme retrieval. Unfortunately, Dell (1988) does not give a detailed description of 
wordshape retrieval, phoneme retrieval, and the role of the wordshape during phoneme 
retrieval. Furthermore, because only monosyllabic examples are used to describe the model 
it is unclear whether wordshape headers are explicitly specified for number of syllables and 
lexical stress. 
3 3 Discussion 
The Scan Copier and Dell's (1986,1988) model of phonological encoding focus for the most 
part on regularities in sound errors. The models assume that the suprasegmental characteristics 
provide a frame with slots that have to be filled with phonemes. Thus, segment retrieval is 
assumed to be guided by structural information. Only Dell (1988) assumes retrieval of a 
suprasegmental frame from a set of possible candidates. I follow Dell's (1988) assumption 
that phonemes as well as suprasegmental elements are retrieved in separate selection 
procedures during word-form generation. The linguistic investigations of lexical stress in 
Chapter 2 show that the computation of lexical stress in Dutch is complex and not without 
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exceptions. Therefore I assume that a word's stress pattern is stored in the lexicon and 
retrieved during phonological encoding. Following Levelt (1992), I believe that the word's 
syllable number is also retrieved, and that this information is used by the phoneme-to-frame 
association rules during the creation of the phonological representation. For instance, the word 
moment has its separate phonemes - /m/, /o:/, etcetera - and the metrical information 'σ-σ. 
The phonemes are retrieved from left-to-right, in serial order (Meyer & Schriefers, 1991). The 
metrical information is retrieved as a whole and becomes the frame to which the phonemes 
associate, forming a syllabified phonological representation. I further assume that the 
syllable's or word's CV structure is not stored in the lexicon (the internal underspecification 
hypothesis). Following Levelt (1992), I assume that the phoneme-to-frame association rules 
create the word's internal organization, possibly creating syllables with an onset-rhyme 
subdivision, as was suggested by Meyer's (1988) results. 
In contrast to the Scan Copier and Dell's (1986, 1988) models, I believe that phoneme 
and suprasegmental retrieval are independent and have their own time course of selection. 
Thus, I do not assume that phoneme retrieval is guided by structural information. However, 
the Associator can only start construction the phonological representation if the metrical frame 
as well as the first phonemes have been identified. Thus, the slowest process determines the 
onset of association. I will call this the parallel independence hypothesis. These hypotheses 
about word-form retrieval have been tested in several experiments which I will discuss in the 
next chapters. 
Notes 
1. This model actually describes the whole process of sentence production, but I will limit the 
discussion to phonological encoding. 
The Experimental Paradigms 
Two priming paradigms have been applied in the various experiments that are reported in the 
next three chapters, namely the picture-word interference and the translation task paradigm. 
In this chapter, I will discuss these paradigms, provide a general outline of the experimental 
method, and present some minor results of the experiments. 
4.1 Outline of the paradigms 
The picture-word interference paradigm seems very similar to the translation task paradigm 
(La Heij, de Brayn, Elens, Hartsuiker, Helaha, & van Schelven, 1990). Both approaches 
measure the effect of a priming manipulation on naming latencies. A trial description of these 
tasks is given in Figure 4.1. A visual stimulus is presented to a subject who names this 
stimulus. An acoustic prime is presented prior to, together with, or after the onset of the 
stimulus (dependent on the Stimulus Onset Asynchrony, or SOA, of that trial). The subject 
is told to ignore this prime. The distinction between the two tasks is formed by the nature of 
the stimulus. Pictures of simple objects are presented in the picture-word interference 
paradigm. In the translation task experiments, the stimulus is an English word and the subject 
has to give the Dutch translation. 
Picture-Word Interference 
picture ». response ("bezem") 
time 
SOA J 
acoustic prime 
Translation Task 
"broom" *• response ("bezem") 
SÖÄ~~£ 
time 
acoustic prime 
Figure 4.1 The time course description of the picture-word 
interference task and the translation task. 
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4.2 Method of the experiments 
Materials. One experiment was done with the picture-word interference paradigm. The 
pictures were simple line drawings of common objects, selected from the picture database at 
the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. For the other experiments, Dutch targets and 
their English translations were selected. The English word and its translation had a minimal 
segmental and structural overlap: They never shared initial phonemes, and had a different 
number of syllables and/or lexical stress in most cases. Thus, it seems unlikely that the Dutch 
naming response could have been computed on the basis of the English orthographic pattern, 
using reading-specific orthography-phonology conversion rules, or that the English word's 
orthographic pattern facilitated phonological encoding as a result of orthographic/phonemic 
similarity to the corresponding Dutch word (see La Heij et al.. 1990; La Heij, Starreveld, & 
Steehouwer, 1993). 
For each experiment, a number of acoustic primes were selected that were matched in 
frequency with the naming target (using the CELEX frequency count; see Bumage, 1990) 
with the exception of Experiment 1, where a good frequency match was hard to obtain. In 
Chapter 2 we saw that nonword primes should not be used because lexical stress is not stored 
in the mental lexicon for those items and lexical stress is probably also not determined during 
word recognition. Therefore, I only used real word primes. The primes had a minimal amount 
of segmental overlap with the English word in the translation task experiments to prevent 
priming effects on the recognition of the English word. In most experiments, the same set of 
primes were used to create the trials in all conditions. In these experiments, differences 
between conditions cannot be attributed to the use of different primes (a departure from this 
design will be explicitly mentioned in the appropriate method sections). The experimental 
materials are given in Appendix A. For each experiment, a set of filler trials and several 
practice trials were created. In the picture-word interference experiment, several filler trials 
also served as practice trials. In the practice part of the translation task experiments, each 
target was presented once without an acoustic prime. 
Subjects. Subjects, all native speakers of Dutch, were recruited from the Max Planck 
Institute for Psycholinguistics subject pool. They were paid Hfl. 8.50 for their participation. 
For each experiment, sixteen subjects per SOA were tested. 
Design. The experiments presented below were run to investigate the role of various 
suprasegmental properties in word-form retrieval. For several of these characteristics I could 
not exclude the possibility that the time course of retrieval of the suprasegmental element 
would interact with the time course of phoneme retrieval. Therefore, the effect of structure 
priming was tested within a begin-related condition, where target and prime shared the word 
onset, and within a unrelated condition, where target and prime did not share segmental 
properties1. Subjects received all target-prime combinations and had to name the same targets 
under different conditions. Thus, condition was a within-subject variable. 
Two earlier picture-word interference studies (Meyer & Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers 
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et al, 1990; also see above) had revealed that segmental overlap between target and prime 
affected the time course of phoneme retrieval, at least at some SOAs. Meyer and Schriefers 
(1991) combined mono- and disyllabic targets with primes that shared at least the first two 
phonemes. At late SOAs (-150, 0, and 150 ms) they found a facilitation effect of begin-
relatedness compared to naming in an unrelatedness condition, but this effect was not found 
at an early SOA (-300 ms). Schriefers et al. (1990) found begin-related facilitation only at 
SOA 0 and 150 ms. A number of different SOAs were included in my experiments to test 
whether a similar SOA dependent priming effect would be obtained for structure priming. 
Different SOAs were chosen among the various experiments. Six SOAs were used in 
Experiment 1 (with picture naming), varying from -375 to 150 ms and including the SOAs 
used in the two studies mentioned above. Four SOAs were used in Experiment 2 (with 
translation naming), varying from 0 to 450 ms. A previous study (La Heij et al., 1990) as well 
as a pilot test had shown that picture naming latencies were roughly 200 to 300 ms shorter 
than those obtained in translation naming. Assuming that this time difference was caused by 
processes that precede phonological encoding (i.e., translating versus picture recognition), the 
SOA range was shifted forward in time for the translation tasks. Because the SOA range used 
in Experiment 2 might have been shifted too far forward in time, three SOAs were taken in 
Experiment 3, varying from SOA -150 to 150 ms. However, in none of these three 
experiments, SOA dependent phoneme or SOA dependent structure priming effects were 
found, nor in Experiment 4 that dealt with a new suprasegmental variable, using the same 
SOAs as Experiment 2. Because these experiments failed to find SOA dependent priming 
effects, smaller SOA ranges were used in Experiments 5 to 9. These experiments used SOAs, 
varying from -150 to 300 ms, although not the same SOAs were used in each experiment. 
Experiment 10, which dealt with a new prediction, again used four SOAs, varying from SOA 
-150 to 300 ms. 
For all experiments, target-word combinations were presented with different SOAs, but 
each subject was only tested on one SOA. The trials were pseudo-randomized: Trials that 
contained the same target or prime, or had segmental or semantic similarities, had to be 
interceded by at least three other trials. Trials where target and prime shared the first 
phonemes could not follow each other immediately. 
Apparatus. The visual stimuli were presented centered on a high resolution NEC 
Multisunc Π CRT in white on a black background. Primes were recorded and digitized with 
a sampling frequency of 20 kHz, and presented over Sennheiser headphones. The picture-word 
interference experiment was run on a PDP 11/55 computer. All other experiments were run 
on NESU, an experimental system developed at the Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics, using a Hermac AT computer. Naming time was measured from onset of 
the visual stimulus to the triggering of the voice key by the subject's response. Naming times 
longer than the deadline were not registered. The deadline was 1500 ms for picture naming 
and 2500 ms for translation naming. Subjects' responses were recorded on a Sony DTC 55 
ES DAT-recorder. 
Procedure. Subjects were tested one or two at a time. A subject received the instruction 
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and a booklet containing the stimuli and their target names/translations2. The subject was 
asked to use these names. After the subject had read the instruction and studied the names, 
she was seated in a dimly Ut soundproof booth. Practice trials were administered, followed 
by the other trials. The session durations varied between 15 and 35 minutes. There was a 5 
minute break halfway in the longer experiments. 
A trial had the following structure. A picture was presented for 400 ms, or an English 
word was presented for 500 ms. The onset of the acoustic prime coincided with the onset of 
target presentation, preceded it, or followed it depending on the SOA manipulation. The 
subject had to name the stimulus, triggering the voicekey. There was a 1500 ms pause 
between voicekey triggering (or passing of the deadline) and the next trial. 
Data analysis. Following Meyer and Schriefers (1991), trials where subjects had given 
the wrong answer, repaired their utterances, stuttered, produced mouth clicks triggering the 
voice key, or produced naming latencies exceeding the deadline, were counted as errors. 
Responses more than two standard deviations from the mean were regarded as outliers and 
also included in the error scores. In the analyses, these errors were replaced by estimates 
following Winer (1971). A naming target was completely excluded from the analysis if its 
error score was higher than 20%. Analyses of variance were carried out over subjects and 
items. I will report significant F, and F2 values. In several experiments, Dunnett tests were 
applied to compare several conditions to a baseline condition and several a posteriori analyses 
were run, using the Newman-Keuls paired comparison procedure. 
4 3 Minor results of the experiments 
Error Rates. The error percentages varied by experiment and SOA within a range of 4.0% 
to 10.9%. There was no systematic error score difference between the picture word 
interference experiment and the translation task experiments. Only two analyses of variance 
of the error scores revealed significant effects. There was an Onset effect in Experiment 2 
(F,(l,60) = 4.48, ρ < .05; F2(l,20) = 5.57, ρ < .05) and a CV effect in Experiment 4 (F,(l,51) 
= 8.98, ρ < .01; F2(l, 27) = 10.47, ρ < .01). A speed accuracy trade-off hypothesis predicts 
that the smallest number of errors is found in those conditions that also produced the largest 
naming latencies. However, in both experiments more errors were produced in those 
conditions that produced the largest reaction times. Thus, a speed accuracy trade-off account 
cannot explain the (error score and reaction time) results in those experiments. 
Reaction Times. All ten experiments failed to produce and interaction of SOA with 
phoneme overlap or structure overlap. The absence of an interaction of SOA with phoneme 
overlap in my experiments is in sharp contrast with the studies of Meyer and Schriefers 
(1991) and Schriefers et al. (1990). It is not exactly clear what causes this difference but there 
are several possibilities. For example, the target and prime shared at least the initial consonant 
and vowel in these studies but only the word onset was identical in my experiments. 
Furthermore, semantically related (filler or critical) primes were included in these studies but 
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not in my experiments and this might have differentially affected the processing of the prime. 
Further research needs to be done to resolve this issue. At any rate, because these interactions 
with SOA were not significant, the results below are collapsed over SOAs. A few additional 
analyses did reveal SOA dependent effects. These analyses will be mentioned in the relevant 
results sections. 
Notes 
1. A slightly different design was used in Experiments 7, 8, and 10. 
2. The names chosen for the pictures were given in an earlier spontaneous naming experiment by the 
majority of the subjects. 

5 Storage and Retrieval of Lexical Stress 
Is it possible to speed up the retrieval of lexical stress through priming? The parallel 
independence hypothesis predicts that it is. According to this hypothesis, phoneme retrieval 
and retrieval of the metrical structure are independent and have their own time course of 
selection. The selected elements are delivered to the Associator which can only start building 
the phonological representation when both the suprasegmental element and the phonemes have 
become available. Thus, the slowest process determines the initiation of association. Priming 
lexical stress retrieval will therefore not result in shorter naming latencies unless phoneme 
retrieval is sped up as well'. Below I present three experiments in which this prediction was 
tested. 
5.1 Experiment 1: Lexical stress and picture naming 
In the first experiment, I used the picture-word interference task, discussed in the previous 
chapter. Subjects has to name pictures which they saw on a screen while hearing acoustic 
distractors. 
5.1.1 Method 
Materials. Thirty disyllabic target words, fifteen with prefinal stress and fifteen with final 
stress were selected for this experiment. Each target was matched with disyllabic primes and 
was also presented once without a prime, creating five conditions (the target in the examples 
below is jy'taar, a disyllabic word with final stress): 
1] Double Similarity (+onset/+ls). The prime (such as galop) overlapped with the target in 
word onset and lexical stress placement 
2] Onset Similarity (+onset/-ls). The prime (such as '.gevel) had the same word onset as the 
target but its lexical stress was on the other syllable. 
3] Metrical Similarity (-onset/+ls). The prime (such as kolom) and the target were not begin-
related but had the same lexical stress. 
4] Dissimilarity (-onsetAls). The prime (such a 'kabel) and the target differed in word onset 
and lexical stress. 
5] Silence: The target was presented without an accompanying acoustic prime. 
I will also refer to the first two prime conditions as begin-related and the last two prime 
conditions as begin-unrelated. Forty-two primes were selected to form the picture-word 
combinations. For a subset of eighteen targets, nine with final stress and nine with prefinal 
stress, the same eighteen primes could be used to create the trials in all four conditions. For 
these targets, differences between conditions cannot be attributed to the use of different 
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primes. Unfortunately, the same set of primes could not be used for all targets, because of the 
lack of disyllabic word pictures in the picture database. For these remaining 12 targets, one 
set of primes was needed for conditions 1 and 3, and another set was used for conditions 2 
and 4. The target and the prime were generally not matched in frequency and CV structure. 
In addition to the 150 experimental trials, thirty filler pictures and forty-four filler primes 
were selected to create an additional 150 trials. Four of those targets were trisyllabic while 
all other targets and primes were disyllabic. The filler trials, which were all begin-unrelated, 
were included to reduce the proportion of begin-related trials in the experiment2. The words 
in a filler trial had the same stress placement in half the cases. Filler targets were also 
presented once without a prime. A subject received 308 trials, including 8 practice trials, at 
SOAs -375, -300, -225, -150, 0, or 150 ms. 
5.1.2 Results 
All items 
Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 show the mean naming latencies over the various conditions for the 
set of thirty targets. The analyses of variance produced a main effect of Condition for the by-
subjects analysis only (F,(4,360) = 47.49, ρ < .01; F2(4,116) = 1.13, ρ = .34 ns), and an 
interaction of SOA with Condition for both the by-subjects and the by-items analysis 
(^(20,360) = 3.82, ρ < .01; F2(20,580) = 3.60, ρ < .01). The reaction times were larger with 
distractor presentation than without presentation of a prime. The Dunnett tests, performed per 
SOA (over subjects and items, ρ < .05), showed that the average reaction times in condition 
4 (-onsetAls) were significantly larger than the reaction times in the Silence condition at all 
SOAs. The comparison with the reaction times of condition 2 (+onset/-ls) also produced 
significant differences, with the exception of SOA 150 ms. The comparison between the 
Silence condition and condition 2 (+onset/-ls) produced significant effects at SOAs 0 and 150 
ms, whereas the comparison between the Silence condition and condition 1 (+onset/+ls) only 
produced an effect at SOA 0 ms. 
Table 5.1 Experiment 1, all items: Mean reaction times and standard errors of the mean 
over subjects (in ms) broken down for condition and SOA and collapsed over SOA. 
aver = average, see Figure 4.2 for an explanation of the other symbols. 
SOA 
-375 
-300 
-225 
-150 
0 
+150 
aver 
+onset/-ls 
664 
667 
640 
655 
687 
621 
656 
(19) 
(15) 
(15) 
(18) 
(18) 
(18) 
(7) 
+onset/-ls 
673 
681 
655 
677 
693 
640 
670 
(21) 
(16) 
(15) 
(20) 
(17) 
(20) 
(7) 
-onset/+ls 
658 
672 
652 
667 
696 
656 
667 
(18) 
(15) 
(15) 
(17) 
(15) 
(19) 
(7) 
-onsetMs 
679 
688 
662 
683 
717 
675 
684 
(18) 
(15) 
(18) 
(17) 
(16) 
(18) 
(7) 
silence 
652 
662 
636 
650 
638 
630 
644 
(15) 
(14) 
(15) 
(17) 
(10) 
(15) 
(6) 
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+onset/+ls +onset/-ls -onsel/+ls -onset/-ls 
condition 
Figure 5.1 Experiment 1 : Average naming latencies for the whole set. 
+/- onset = same/different word onset; +/- Is = same/different lexical 
stress; the line indicates the Silence condition. 
Two-by-two analyses were performed, excluding the Silence condition. The by-subjects, 
but not the by-items analysis of variance revealed main effects of Onset (F,(l,90) = 57.57, 
ρ < .01; F2 < 1), and Lexical Stress (F,(l,90) = 53.62, ρ < .01; F2(l,29) = 1.45, ρ = .24 ns), 
no interaction of Onset χ Lexical Stress (Ft < 1; F2 < 1), and an interaction of SOA χ Onset 
(F,(5,90) = 8.97, ρ < .01; F2 < 1). Interactions of SOA χ Lexical Stress and SOA χ Onset χ 
Lexical Stress were not significant (F, < 1, F2 < 1 for both analyses). Naming latencies tended 
to be smaller when target and prime shared the word onset than when they had different 
onsets, and reaction times tended to be smaller with identical stress than with different stress. 
The parallel independence hypothesis predicts an interaction between onset priming and stress 
priming such that naming reductions are only obtained in the Double Similarity condition 
(+onset/+ls). However, these data suggest that the effects of lexical stress and onset overlap 
are additive. 
The subset. 
Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2 show the mean reactions times for the subset of 18 targets, as 
mentioned in Section 5.1.1. Generally, reaction times were larger in the Onset Similarity 
(+onset/-ls), Metrical Similarity (-onset/+ls), and Dissimilarity (-onsetZ-ls) conditions than in 
the Silence condition, but the smallest reaction times were obtained in the Double Similarity 
condition (+onset/+ls). The analyses of variance produced a main effect of Condition 
(Fi(4,360) = 85.14, ρ < .01; F2(4,68) = 3.15, ρ < .05), and an interaction of Condition with 
SOA (F,(20,360) = 2.79, ρ < .01; F2(20,340) = 2.50, ρ < .01). Dunnett tests, performed per 
SOA (over subjects and items, ρ < .05), revealed that the reaction times in condition 1 
(+onset/+ls) are significantly faster than in the Silence condition at SOAs -375, -225, -150, 
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and 150 ms. At SOA 0 ms, the reaction times in condition 1 are critically slower (over 
subjects only). Significant differences between the Silence condition and condition 2 (+onset/-
1s) were found at all SOAs, significant differences between the Silence condition and 
condition 3 (-onset/+ls) were obtained at all SOAs with the exception of SOA -375 ms, and 
significant differences were also found between the Silence condition and condition 4 (-onset/-
ls) at SOAs 0 and 150 ms. 
Table 5.2 Experiment 1, the subset: Mean reaction times and standard errors of the mean 
over subjects (in ms), aver = average. 
SOA 
-375 
-300 
-225 
-150 
0 
+150 
aver 
+onset/+ls 
637 
660 
616 
630 
668 
616 
637 
(18) 
(18) 
(16) 
(15) 
(18) 
(20) 
(7) 
+onset/-ls 
695 
700 
674 
700 
717 
681 
695 
(22) 
(17) 
(14) 
(19) 
(16) 
(22) 
(7) 
-onset/+ls 
681 
697 
675 
694 
721 
694 
693 
(19) 
(14) 
(15) 
(18) 
(16) 
(19) 
(7) 
-onset/-ls 
679 
688 
666 
684 
720 
694 
689 
(17) 
(14) 
(20) 
(17) 
(15) 
(19) 
(7) 
silence 
662 
670 
646 
669 
646 
649 
657 
(15) 
(15) 
(14) 
(19) 
(10) 
(16) 
(6) 
Figure 5.2 shows that the average naming latencies are much smaller in the Double 
Similarity condition than in the other prime conditions. The reaction times in these three 
prime conditions are similar. The two-by-two analyses of variance, excluding the Silence 
condition, revealed a main effect of Onset (F,(l,90) = 129.85, ρ < .01; F2(l,17) = 4.51, ρ < 
.05), a tendency towards an effect of Lexical Stress (F,(l,90) = 79.72, ρ < .01; F2(l,17) = 
2.20, ρ = .16 ns), and an interaction of Onset with Lexical Stress (F,(l,90) = 115.09, ρ < .01; 
F2(l,17) = 4.53, ρ < .05). The main effect of SOA was only significant over items (F, < 1; 
F2(5,85) = 6.18, ρ < .01), the interactions of SOA χ Lexical Stress and of SOA χ Onset χ 
Lexical Stress were not significant (F, < 1; F2 < 1 for both analyses), while the interaction 
of SOA χ Onset was only significant over subjects (F,(5,90) = 5.02, ρ < .01; F2 < l)3. 
Newman-Keuls tests (by subjects and items, ρ < .05) revealed that Double Similarity priming 
(+onset/+ls) critically differed from the other three prime conditions, which did not differ 
from each other. Double Similarity priming produces smaller naming latencies than the other 
priming conditions because both the metrical retrieval and the onset retrieval processes are 
sped up and association can start earlier than when there is no priming. Onset Similarity 
priming (+onset/-ls) and Metrical Similarity priming (-onset/+ls) do not facilitate naming 
compared to Dissimilarity priming (-onsetAls) because only one retrieval process is sped up 
and the association process has to wait for the retrieval process that was not primed, to deliver 
its elements. 
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5.1.3 Discussion 
In this experiment I tested the hypothesis that a word's metrical structure is retrieved 
independently from phoneme information, and that the slowest retrieval process determines 
the onset of creating the phonological representation by the Associator. The parallel 
independence hypothesis predicts an interaction effect between word onset and lexical stress 
such that the initiation of Association occurs earlier, producing reduced naming latencies, 
when both the word onset and the metrical structure are sped up through priming. The 
predicted interaction was not found for the total set of targets. Targets were named faster in 
the begin-relatedness than in the begin-unrelatedness conditions, and naming was faster with 
identical stress than with different stress priming. The predicted interaction was found with 
the subset of targets that were more carefully designed by using the same set of primes in all 
four distractor conditions. Here, Double Similarity priming produced smaller naming latencies 
than the other distractor conditions, and the naming latencies did not differ among the Onset 
Similarity, Metrical Similarity, and Dissimilarity conditions. The reaction times in the latter 
conditions were also larger than in the silence condition. It is a common finding that the 
generation of the utterance is disturbed by the presentation of distractors (e.g., Glaser, 1992; 
Meyer & Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers et al., 1990). In the Double Similarity condition, the 
facilitating effects of priming have overcome the disturbing effects of distractor presentation 
(with the exception of SOA 0 ms). 
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Figure 5.2 Experiment 1, the subset: Mean reaction times. +/- onset 
= same/different word onset; +/- Is = same/different lexical stress; the 
line indicates the silence conditioa 
The data of the complete set of targets critically differ from those of the subset The 
findings of the subset seem more accurate because the design of the subset was better 
controlled than that of all targets. Therefore, I conclude that the predicted interaction effect 
was found in Experiment 1. If this conclusion is correct, then the same result should be found 
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with a new set of items. In the next section I will discuss the expérimental replication, which 
was done using the translation task. The translation task was chosen because it allowed the 
use of a new set of targets. 
5.2 Experiment 2: Lexical stress and the translation task (I) 
In a translation task, English words are presented on the screen and are to be translated aloud 
by the subject Experiment 2 aims to replicate the interaction effect of Experiment 1, using 
a new set of items and a new paradigm. 
5.2.1 Method 
Materiah. Twelve disyllabic targets with prefinal stress and twelve disyllabic targets with 
final stress were selected. These were combined with twenty-four disyllabic primes, creating 
the same four prime conditions as in Experiment 1. These conditions are (the target in the 
examples below is "bajes, a disyllabic word with prefinal stress)4: 
1] Double Similarity (+onset/+ls). The target translation overlapped with the prime (such as 
'buidel) in word onset and stress placement 
2] Onset Similarity (+onset/-ls). The target and the prime (such as ben'zeen) shared the word 
onset but had lexical stress on different syllables. 
3] Metrical Similarity (-onset/+ls). The target and the prime (such as Teugen) had identical 
lexical stress but were begin-unrelated. 
41 Dissimilarity (-onsetAls). The target and the prime (such as ko'meet) differed in word onset 
and lexical stress. 
In addition, prime and target had the same alternation of consonants and vowels in twenty of 
the twenty-four trials of each condition. However, not all items were matched in vowel length. 
Because lexical stress often falls on the syllable with the longest vowel, an independent 
manipulation of lexical stress and vowel length was not always possible (I will return to the 
role of vowel length in Experiment 6). The 96 experimental trials were mixed with 48 fillers 
trials that were formed with an extra set of twelve disyllabic targets and twelve disyllabic 
primes. The words in a filler trial did not overlap in stress placement and word onset A 
subject received 168 trials, including 24 practice trials, at SOAs 0, 150, 300, or 450 ms. 
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Table 5.3 Experiment 2: Mean reaction times and standard errors of the mean over 
subjects (in ms). 
SOA 
0 
150 
300 
450 
average 
+onset/+ls 
813 
834 
846 
871 
841 
(26) 
(23) 
(21) 
(28) 
(12) 
+onset/-ls 
828 
872 
880 
893 
868 
(21) 
(21) 
(24) 
(30) 
(12) 
-onset/+ls 
790 
830 
845 
858 
831 
(22) 
(20) 
(21) 
(31) 
(12) 
-onset/-ls 
787 (21) 
833 (24) 
839 (21) 
863 (29) 
830 (12) 
5.2.2 Results 
Three targets were excluded from the analysis5. The average naming latencies were largest 
in the Double Similarity and Onset Similarity condition (see Figure 5.3 and Table 5.3). There 
is a considerable difference between the reaction times of the Double Similarity (+onset/+ls) 
and the Onset Similarity condition (+onset/-ls), while the reaction times of the Metrical 
Similarity (-onset/+ls) and the Dissimilarity condition (-onset/-ls) are almost identical. The by 
subjects, but not the by-items analysis of variance produced a main effect of Onset (Fi(l,60) 
= 94.66, ρ < .01; F2(l,20) = 1.57, ρ = .23 ns; notice that this effect is inhibitory), and a main 
effect of Lexical Stress (F,(l,60) = 25.20, ρ < .01; F2(l,20) = 1.14. ρ = .30 ns). In addition, 
a significant interaction of Onset with Lexical Stress was found (F,(l,60) = 22.91, ρ < .01; 
F2(l,20) = 5.54, ρ < .05). In the by-subjects Newman-Keuls tests (p < .05), Double Similarity 
and Onset Similarity did not only significantly differ from each other but also from Metrical 
Similarity and Dissimilarity. However, Double Similarity was no longer critically different 
from Metrical Similarity and Dissimilarity in the by-items analyses (p > .05). This suggests 
that the tendency towards an onset inhibition effect is mainly carried by the Onset Similarity 
condition. 
5.2.3 Discussion 
The data of Experiment 2 show an interaction effect of begin-relatedness and lexical stress. 
Priming a naming target with a distractor that has the identical stress placement reduces 
reaction times compared to a prime with the opposite stress pattern, but only when target and 
prime share the word-initial phoneme. The reaction time is not affected by stress identity 
when target and prime do not share the word onset. These relations between onset overlap and 
stress overlap were also found in the previous experiment But there is also a major difference 
between the results of both experiments. In Experiment 1, similar reaction times were found 
in all distractor conditions except for the Double Similarity condition that produced faster 
reactions. This result is in accordance with the parallel independence hypothesis which 
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+œset/+ls +onset/-ls -onset/+ls -<mset/-ls 
condition 
Figure 5.3 Experiment 2: Average naming latencies. +/- onset = 
same/different word onset; +/- Is = same/different lexical structure. 
predicts that both metrical retrieval and phoneme retrieval had to be sped up to reduce 
reaction times. In the current experiment, begin-related priming led to slower reactions than 
begin-unrelated priming but this result is mainly caused by the Onset Similarity condition. 
These data suggest a dependency relation between metrical and word onset retrieval such that 
the facilitating effects of lexical stress priming are obstructed in the begin-unrelated 
conditions. 
The larger reaction times with begin-relatedness is also in contradiction with two above 
mentioned picture-word interference studies (Meyer & Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers et al, 
1990). The current experiment differs from the others in using a different paradigm (i.e. the 
translation task) and this might have caused the differential effects, for instance as a result 
of interference from the visual word recognition of the English word. In addition, onset 
inhibition was especially obtained in the Onset Similarity condition, where target and prime 
had different stress patterns. Lexical stress was not systematically manipulated in the earlier 
studies and the target and prime shared lexical stress in most cases in the begin-related 
condition. In addition, facilitation effects of segmental overlap have also been obtained in two 
other earlier Stroop task studies, using the translation task (La Heij et al., 1990) and definition 
naming (La Heij et al., 1993). However, in these studies both the target and the prime were 
presented visually, and the authors argue that these facilitating effects have an orthographic 
basis. In a second translation experiment, I aimed to replicate the onset inhibition effect 
obtained in the current experiment 
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5.3 Experiment 3: Lexical stress and the translation task (II) 
5.3.1 Method 
Materials. In this replication study of Experiment 2, twenty-four new disyllabic targets, twelve 
with prefinal and twelve with final stress, and twenty-four disyllabic primes, twelve with 
prefinal and twelve with final stress, were selected. The same four distractor conditions were 
created as in the previous experiments, i.e. Double Similarity (+onset/+ls), Onset Similarity 
(+onset/-ls), Metrical Similarity (-onset/+ls), and Dissimilarity (-onset/-ls). In each condition, 
target and prime were matched in CV structure in sixteen to eighteen of the twenty-four trials. 
An additional ten disyllabic targets and ten disyllabic primes were taken to create 40 filler 
trials. Like in the previous experiments, the words in those trials were never begin-related to 
reduce the overall proportion of begin-related trials. Each subject received 160 trials, 
including 24 practice trials, at SOAs -150, 0, or 150 ms. 
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Figure 5.4 Experiment 3: Average naming latencies. +/- onset = 
same/different word onset; +/- Is = same/different lexical stress. 
5.3.2 Results 
The mean reaction times in the Metrical Similarity (-onset/+ls) and Dissimilarity condition 
(-onset/-ls) were very similar. Onset Similarity priming (+onset/-ls) caused the largest 
latencies and Double Similarity priming (+onset/+ls) produced the fastest reaction times (see 
Table 5.4 and Figure 5.4)6. The Onset effect was not significant (F,(l,45) = 3.04, ρ = .09 ns; 
F2 < 1), the effect of Lexical Stress approached significance (F,(l,45) = 7.19, ρ < .05; 
F2(l,22) = 3.29, ρ = .08 ns), and the Onset χ Lexical Stress interaction was significant 
(F,(l,45) =18.07, ρ < .01; F2(l,22) = 4.52, ρ < .05)7. In the by-subjects Newman-Keuls tests 
(p < .05), Onset Similarity significantly differed from the other conditions, but me naming 
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latencies in this condition were not critically different from Metrical Similarity and 
Dissimilarity in the by-items analyses (p > .05). 
Table 5.4 Experiment 3: Mean reaction times and standard errors of the mean over 
subjects (in ms). 
SOA 
-150 
0 
150 
average 
+onset/+ls 
890 
887 
879 
885 
(32) 
(31) 
(24) 
(17) 
+onset/-ls 
918 
925 
886 
910 
(34) 
(36) 
(24) 
(18) 
-onset/+ls 
897 
897 
876 
890 
(37) 
(34) 
(23) 
(19) 
-onset/-ls 
898 (38) 
899 (34) 
868 (21) 
888 (19) 
5.3.3 Discussion 
An interaction between lexical stress and begin-relatedness was found in this and the previous 
two experiments. Priming of the lexical stress will not reduce naming when target and prime 
are begin-unrelated. When target and prime share the word onset, naming will be faster when 
prime and target have stress placement on the same syllable than when the stress placement 
is on different syllables. 
In Experiment 2, naming latencies tended to be larger in the begin-related conditions, 
especially in the Onset Similarity condition, than in the begin-unrelated conditions. This 
finding was not replicated in this experiment Onset Similarity priming still produced slow 
reactions but the difference between this and the begin-unrelated conditions was less 
pronounced, while Double Similarity priming produced reaction times that were slightly 
smaller (though non-significant) than those in the begin-unrelated conditions. However, the 
two experiments have in common that a strong facilitating effect of begin-relatedness was not 
obtained. The results so far suggests that the absence of a facilitating effect is related to the 
use of the translation task paradigm. 
The current experiment replicates the dependency effect of lexical stress and word onset 
retrieval of Experiment 2. The parallel independence hypothesis predicts similar reactions in 
all distractor conditions except for the Double Similarity condition (that should produce faster 
reactions), but Experiments 2 and 3 show that reaction times are larger in the Onset Similarity 
condition than in the begin-unrelated conditions. These results imply that the effect of lexical 
stress priming is governed by the retrieval of the word-initial phoneme. 
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5.4 General Discussion 
In this chapter I have presented three experiments investigating the retrieval of lexical stress 
and its relation to phoneme retrieval. One experiment used picture naming, the other two used 
translation naming. Three important facts were found: (1) Metrical priming only produced an 
effect when combined with word onset priming, suggesting that the creation of the 
phonological representation can only start when both metrical and phoneme information have 
become available; (2) The processes that retrieve lexical stress and the word onset are not 
independent, suggesting that the effect of lexical stress priming is obstructed in the begin-
unrelated conditions; (3) The effect of begin-relatedness differs for picture naming and 
translation naming. With respect to findings 1 and 2,1 will discuss the parameter remapping 
account, the union account, and the separate but dependent account, and I will then turn to 
the third finding. 
Parameter remapping. In a series of speech production experiments, Rosenbaum, Weber, 
Hazelett, and Hindorff (1986) investigated the role of stress (or intensity) on repetition. 
Subjects' recitation performance was much faster for letter lists of even length with 
alternating stress levels (such as AbCd) than for letter lists of odd length with alternating 
stress levels (such as AbC; Upper case letters refer to stressed letter naming and lower case 
letters refer to unstressed production). Rosenbaum et al. (1986) assume that parameter values 
(such as intensity level) that are assigned to a subprogram for a response item (such as the 
motor program for the letter 'A') are stored with that program after the subprogram has been 
executed. Extra processing time is required when a different parameter value has to be 
assigned to that subprogram on a next occasion. This parameter remapping is necessary for 
the odd list AbC ("AbCaBcAbCaBc...") but not for the even list AbCd ("AbCdAbCdAbCd..."). 
Rosenbaum et al. (1986) find similar results for finger tapping and violin playing. 
In my experiments, shared lexical stress only reduced naming latencies if prime and target 
started with the same phoneme. One might argue that the stress value of the prime is assigned 
to the subprogram of the word onset. If the target starts with the same phoneme and has the 
same stress as the prime, remapping never occurs, but remapping of the word onset's stress 
value is always required if the target has a different stress value, causing a time delay. 
However, there are two major problems with this parameter remapping account. First, it must 
be assumed that the recognition process of the prime triggers the motor program for execution 
of that item. However, related evidence on picture recognition suggest that this assumption 
is incorrect. Schriefers et al. (1990, Experiment 3) showed that a semantic interference effect 
caused during lemma retrieval in picture naming is not obtained when these pictures are not 
named but are categorized as "seen before in an earlier session" versus "new". Thus, picture 
recognition does not trigger picture naming processes when only categorization is required. 
Yet, it is possible that auditory word-recognition behaves unlike picture recognition and does 
trigger a motor program. Even then it seems unlikely that the parameter remapping account 
can explain the data at very late SOAs (e.g., SOA 450 ms, see Table 5.3) where there seems 
insufficient time for an auditory prime to be recognized and encoded before the onset of the 
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target naming response. 
The second, and far more questionable, assumption of the parameter remapping account 
of my data is that there are subprograms corresponding to individual phonemes. This 
assumption is probably correct for the letters in Rosenbaum et al.'s (1986) experiments that 
were uttered one after the other. Here a letter formed a separate unit with its own metrical 
structure and required values for intensity. However, subprograms for words correspond to 
syllables rather than to individual phonemes (Crompton, 1982; Levelt, 1989, 1992; Levclt & 
Wheeldon, 1994; also see Chapter 1), refuting the parameter remapping account for my data. 
Union. The union account states that word onset and lexical stress are stored and retrieved 
as one unit. For example, the single unit 'σ-fc (a monosyllabic metrical structure with the 
word onset Ibi) is retrieved for a monosyllabic word starting with а ІЫ (such as boat). This 
account predicts that facilitation can only occur when the target and the prime share both 
lexical stress and word onset because only then will the unit 'lexical stress - word onset' 
receive extra activation. 
The union account does not match the current ideas about the phonological representation 
as described by Autosegmental Phonology, but might explain the special status of the word 
onset in sound errors. A word onset is very different from the other phonemes because of its 
union with the metrical structure and is therefore more likely to interact with another word 
onset than with other phonemes. Word onsets that are united with the same metrical structure 
might be more likely to interact with each other than with word onsets that are united with 
different metrical structures, because they are more similar. However, it seems that the union 
account cannot explain the finding of the last two experiments that the naming latencies were 
larger in the Onset Similarity condition than in the two begin-unrelated conditions. In all three 
conditions, a union unit was preactivated that was not target for selection. There seems no 
reason to assume that these units should be treated differently by the retrieval process. 
Therefore, the union account makes the incorrect prediction that similar naming latencies must 
be obtained in these three conditions. 
Separate but dependent. The parallel independence hypothesis stated that the retrieval 
processes of lexical stress and phonemes are separate processes with independent time courses 
of selection. The data of Experiments 2 and 3 showed that the independence assumption could 
not be maintained. The separate but dependent account maintains that the lexical stress and 
the phonemes are stored separately and get retrieved separately, but that retrieval of lexical 
stress is in some way governed by the retrieval of the word-initial phoneme. The following 
mechanism might cause this dependency effect: During phonological encoding of a word, its 
phonemes and its suprasegmental elements are activated. An element will be selected when 
its activation value exceeds a threshold. The activation values of word-initial phonemes are 
unbounded but there is a constraint on the activation values of the various lexical stress nodes 
such that the values can never be higher than the value of any word onset 
For now, it remains to be determined what functionality this mechanism has during word-
form generation (I will return to this question in Chapter 8). However, the extra constraint on 
the retrieval of lexical stress might explain why suprasegmental movements in sound errors 
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are so rarely encountered. It also explains the interaction between lexical stress priming and 
begin-relatedness. When a target's onset is not primed, priming the target's lexical stress will 
not lead to a larger activation of the stress node, because the value of the stress node cannot 
get larger than that of the (unprimed) word-initial phoneme. Therefore, no effect of lexical 
stress priming is found within the begin-unrelated conditions. Priming the target's word onset 
will lead to a potentially higher maximum value for the target lexical stress. When the 
intended lexical stress is primed too, both elements are selected earlier and Association can 
start earlier than when only the word onset is primed, resulting in facilitation for the Double 
Similarity condition compared to the Onset Similarity condition. This mechanism does not 
explain why the begin-related conditions were on average slower than the begin-unrelated 
conditions in Experiments 2 and 3, but not in Experiment 1.1 will discuss this effect below. 
In sum, three alternatives were presented to explain the interaction between phoneme and 
suprasegmental retrieval and the origin of their dependency. The parameter remapping account 
was rejected because several of its assumptions seemed incorrect, while the union account 
cannot handle the data of the last two experiments. The 'separate but dependent' account 
provides a mechanism that seems to explain the data although it remains to be determined 
what function this mechanism has during word-form generation. 
The effect of paradigm. In picture naming, begin-relatedness typically leads to facilitation 
compared to begin-unrelatedness. In translation naming, begin-relatedness leads to naming 
latencies that are similar or even larger than the reaction times in the begin-unrelatedness 
condition. Inspection of the data of my experiments shows that the effect of begin-related 
versus begin-unrelated priming does not affect the role of lexical stress priming. In other 
words, in all three experiments we only found an effect of lexical priming with the two begin-
related conditions, even though word onset priming produced a main facilitation effect in 
Experiment 1, a tendency towards an inhibition effect in Experiment 2, and no main effect 
in Experiment 3. 
The different effects of begin-relatedness in translation and picture naming might have 
resulted because translation naming involves more linguistic processes than picture naming. 
In translation naming, the English word is read and its corresponding Dutch lemma is 
accessed. The reading process involves orthography-phonology conversion of the English 
word, possibly triggering many different phonological patterns (Van Orden, Pennington, & 
Stone, 1990). We saw in Chapter 2 that the assembly route can influence phonological 
encoding, given that the lexical route is slow, which is the case for low-frequent words during 
normal reading. Although the subjects in my experiments could not rely on the assembly route 
for naming the Dutch target, the assembly route might still have caused some interference on 
the phonological encoding of the target translation8. Thus, naming might get influenced by 
the acoustic prime and the recognition of the English word in the translation task while 
naming is only disturbed by the acoustic word in the picture-word interference paradigm9. 
The activation of other than the target phonemes might potentially lead to more selection 
errors during word-form generation. In order to ensure faultless production, inhibition might 
get applied to the activated elements (including the word onset that is activated through 
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priming). The net effect of word onset priming in the begin-related conditions is thus a result 
of the amount of facilitation through activation by the prime, and the amount of inhibition of 
the target phonemes. Assuming that more inhibition is required to counteract the higher 
degree of phoneme activation in the translation task than in the picture-word interference task, 
a smaller net facilitation effect of begin-relatedness follows. I will come back to this 
explanation in Chapter 8. 
In this chapter, we saw that lexical stress is stored in the mental lexicon and retrieved 
during word-form generation. In the next chapter I will investigate whether timing slots play 
a role during retrieval. 
Notes 
1 This prediction only holds when both selection procedures have similar durations. If one retrieval 
process were to be much slower than the other, priming only the slowest process would reduce naming 
latencies. 
2. The target and the prime shared the word onset in twenty-five percent of the trials 
3. Further analyses showed that the interaction of Onset with Lexical Stress was similar in both the 
set of prefinal items and the set of final items (The interaction of Set χ Onset χ Lexical Stress was not 
significant F,(l,90) = 96 63, ρ < 01; F2(l,16) = 2.44, ρ = 14 ns) The interpretation of this result is 
complicated by the fact that not the same primes are used for each condition within each set. 
4. The silence condition was removed from this and the following experiments because it was not 
directly relevant to the question whether there was an interaction between phoneme and 
suprasegmental retrieval 
5 The error rates of the items beker [mug], berouw [penitence], and verraad [treachery] exceeded the 
20% limit and were excluded. Subjects reported that they confused the English word mug with its 
Dutch homograph [mosquito] or misread it as the filler rug, and that they were unfamiliar with the 
other two words which they tended to forget or confuse with each other during the experiment. 
6 The item barak [shed] was removed from the analysis. 
7. Although no interaction of SOA with Onset and Lexical stress was obtained (F,(2,45) = 1.29, ρ = 
.29 ns, F2 < 1), inspection of Table 5.4 suggests that the interaction of Onset with Lexical Stress is 
less pronounced at SOA ISO ms. Separate analysis of variance show that this is indeed the case. The 
interaction is significant over subjects at SOA -ISO ms and over subjects and items at SOA 0 ms 
(SOA -150 ms· F,(l,15) = 6.49, ρ < 05; F2(l,22) = 2.99, ρ = .10 ns. SOA 0 ms. F , 0 , 1 5 ) = 9.44, ρ 
< .01, F2(l,22) = 5.35, ρ < .05), but is not significant at SOA 150 ms (Fi(l,15) = 2.65, ρ = .12 ns; F2 
<1). 
8. La Heij et al. (1993) showed that orthographic unrelated primes interfered more with naming than 
the presentation of a senes of Xs. However, because target and prime were both presented visually in 
this study, it is not quite clear whether this effect is in part caused by an interference of reading 
processes on the phonological encoding of the naming target, or whether it can be completely 
attributed to competition between orthographic patterns. 
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9. In addition, concurrent auditory word recognition of the prime might have had a larger influence 
on the visual word recognition of the English word than on the picture identification process. 

6 Storage and Retrieval of Timing Slots 
Is it possible to speed up the retrieval of timing slots through priming? According to the 
internal underspecification hypothesis (see Section 3.3), timing slots are not retrieved during 
word-form generation, but aie created by the phoneme-to-frame association rules during the 
construction of the phonological representation. Thus, the hypothesis predicts that two primes 
that are both identical to the target with respect to lexical stress, word onset, and number of 
syllables, will produce similar effects on the target's retrieval processes, even when one prime 
overlaps with the target in number of timing slots and the other prime does not1. Because 
lexical stress interacted with begin-relatedness in the previous experiments, word onset 
similarity has been varied also in the experiments below to test for possible interactions 
between word onset priming and timing priming. 
6.1 Experiment 4: CV structure or syllabic frame? 
In this first experiment on timing slots, I investigated contrasting predictions of the timing tier 
and the syllable tier representations about the suprasegmental status of a consonant cluster. 
A monosyllabic word with a coda cluster (such as bond) is represented on the timing tier as 
CVCC or XXXX. Its representation on the syllable tier is onset-nucleus-coda. If timing slots 
are retrieved during word-form generation, as was proposed by Dell (1988), then retrieval will 
be disturbed more by a prime with a different timing structure (such as bas) than by a prime 
with the identical timing structure (such as balk). If a fixed onset-nucleus-coda template 
guides the selection of exactly three elements (null-elements, phonemes, or clusters), as was 
proposed by Dell (1986), similar reaction times will result in both conditions. The internal 
underspecification hypothesis also predicts similar reaction times, because it assumes that the 
internal structure of words is irrelevant for selection (i.e., that timing slots are not retrieved). 
6.1.1 Method 
Materials. Thirty-two monosyllabic targets were selected, sixteen with a coda cluster and 
sixteen with a single phoneme in the coda position, as well as thirty-two monosyllabic primes. 
The target and the prime were matched in lexical stress and syllable number, and had a single 
consonant in the onset position but were not always matched in vowel length (I will 
investigate the effects of vowel length in Experiment 6). Four conditions were created (the 
target in the examples below is bod ): 
1] Double Similarity (+onset/+cv). The target and the prime (such as bal) had the same word 
onset and CV structure. 
2] Onset Similarity (+onset/-cv). The prime (such as balk) shared the onset with the target but 
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differed in CV structure. 
3] Timing Similarity (-onset/+cv). The target and the prime (such as tip) had different word-
initial phonemes but shared the CV structure. 
4] Dissimilarity (-onset/-cv). Target and prime (such as kern) neither shared the word-initial 
phoneme nor the CV structure. 
Thus, target and prime were fully matched in timing structure in conditions 1 and 3. Because 
these items have the same alternation of consonants and vowels, I will use the term 'CV 
structure' instead of the less specific 'X structure'. 
Nine monosyllabic filler targets and primes were included and formed thirty-six filler 
trials. The words in those trials neither shared word onset nor CV structure. A subject 
received 196 trials, including 32 practice trials, at SOAs 0, 150, 300, or 450 ms. 
810 -t 
+onset/+cv +onset/-cv -onset/+cv -onse1/-cv 
condition 
Figure 6.1 Experiment 4: Average naming latencies. +/- onset 
same/different word onset; +/- CV = same/different CV structure. 
6.1.2 Results 
The analysis of variance revealed the following pattern2. There is a main effect of Timing 
(F,(l,51) = 74.40, ρ < .01; F2(l,27) = 8.80, ρ < .01). The Onset effect is not significant (F, 
< 1; F2 < 1), and the interaction between Onset and Timing only reaches significance over 
subjects (F,(l,51) = 6.75, ρ < .05; F2 < l)3. Naming is faster in the Double Similarity 
condition (+onset/+cv) and the Timing Similarity condition (-onsetAfcv) than in the Onset 
Similarity (+onset/-cv) and the Dissimilarity conditions (-onsetf-cv; see Figure 6.1 and Table 
6.1). Thus, there is an effect of Timing regardless of the word-initial manipulation. However, 
there is a tendency towards a larger Timing effect within the begin-unrelated conditions than 
within the begin-related conditions. That is, sharing the CV structure leads to somewhat faster 
reactions in the begin-unrelated conditions than in the begin-related conditions while not 
sharing the CV structure leads to somewhat faster reactions with onset overlap than with 
different word-initial phonemes. 
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Table 6.1 Experiment 4: Mean naming latencies and standard errors of the mean 
over subjects (in ms). 
SOA 
0 
150 
300 
450 
erage 
+onset/+cv 
790 
794 
797 
758 
784 
(18) 
(34) 
(39) 
(23) 
(14) 
+onset/-cv 
794 
814 
811 
781 
799 
(21) 
(37) 
(41) 
(21) 
(14) 
-onset/+cv 
776 
791 
803 
746 
777 
(18) 
(37) 
(37) 
(21) 
(14) 
-onset/-cv 
800 (19) 
817 (38) 
834 (38) 
788 (24) 
808 (14) 
6.1.3 Discussion 
In this experiment, naming targets were combined with primes that either had the same timing 
or differed in CV structure at the word-final position. The internal underspecification 
hypothesis and the fixed onset-nucleus-coda template hypothesis predict no significant effects 
on naming while the timing tier hypothesis predicts facilitation for identical timing priming. 
The data showed that shared timing led to facilitation compared to different timing, both with 
and without word-initial overlap. These results are in accordance with the timing tier 
hypothesis (Dell, 1988) and refute the internal underspecification hypothesis. The experiment 
provides no evidence for a selection mechanism in which an onset-nucleus-coda frame guides 
the selection of exactly three elements, as is assumed in Dell's (1986) model of phonological 
encoding. 
Instead of one fixed syllable template, there might be a small set of templates (such as 
CVCC, CCWQ, describing a syllable in terms of its consonant and vowel alternation. Such 
a categorization is similar to the weight scale (van der Hulst, 1984; Selkirk, 1984a; see 
Section 2.1.2), but weight scale templates only describe syllable rhymes. This syllable 
templates idea can also account for the pattern of results in this experiment During retrieval, 
a choice has to be made among the set of templates and priming the target's template will 
lead to faster selection than priming an alternative template. 
The syllable templates theory states that a multisyllabic word is described as a sequence 
of syllable templates and is either retrieved as one unit (i.e., as a sequence) or retrieved in 
several steps (i.e., as individual templates). Both variations of the syllable templates account 
imply that words are already syllabified before the onset of Association. We saw in the 
introductory chapter that words will sometimes be syllabified differently in isolation than 
when they form part of a larger phonological word. Thus, the syllable templates idea makes 
the counterintuitive prediction that a word that is already syllabified is sometimes resyllabified 
during Association. The timing tier theory assumes that an item is initially not syllabified and 
that syllabification occurs during Association. 
This experiment showed that CV priming was effective both in the begin-related and 
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begin-unrelated conditions. This suggests that in contrast to lexical stress retrieval, there is 
no dependency relationship between timing retrieval and word onset retrieval. Just like in the 
previous experiment, begin-related priming and begin-unrelated priming produced similar 
naming latencies. 
In sum, the effect of Timing refutes the internal underspecification hypothesis and the 
fixed onset-nucleus-coda template hypothesis. The results can be explained by the timing tier 
theory and the syllable templates account, although the latter makes the counterintuitive claim 
that words will sometimes be resyllabified. In the next experiment I tried to replicate the 
Timing effect with disyllabic items. 
6.2 Experiment 5: Internal structure and disyllables 
6.2.1 Method 
Materials. Twenty-six disyllabic targets, sixteen with penultimate stress, and fifty-two primes 
were combined, creating four distractor conditions (the target in the examples below is 
'zenuw): 
1] Double Similarity (+onset/+cv). The target and the prime (such as 'zuivel) had the same 
word onset and CV structure. 
2] Onset Similarity (+onset/-cv). The target and the prime (such as 'zUver) shared the word 
initial phoneme but had different CV structures. 
3] Timing Similarity (-onset/+cv). The prime (such as Ίηζοη) had a different word onset but 
shared the CV structure with the target 
4] Dissimilarity (-onsetAcv). The target and the prime (such as "borstel) differed in word onset 
and CV structure. 
The main goal of this experiment was to replicate an effect of Timing. I did not intend to 
distinguish between the syllable templates and timing tier accounts of internal structure. 
Target and prime were matched with respect to CV structure and the (syllabified) sequence 
of syllable templates in conditions 1 and 3, and differed in CV structure (except for two trials 
where target and prime were actually matched according to the timing tier account) and 
sequence of syllable templates in conditions 2 and 4 (the first template always differed while 
the second template differed in most cases). For example, the target zenuw and the prime 
zuivel have the same CV structure (i.e., С VC VC) and the same sequence of syllable templates 
(i.e., CV-CVC) while the prime zilver differs both in CV structure (i.e., CVCCVC) and in 
templates (i.e., CVC-CVC). The targets were combined with one set of 26 distractors in 
conditions 1 and 3, and with the other distractors in conditions 2 and 4. The words in the 104 
trials always shared lexical stress. Forty filler trials were formed with an additional set of ten 
disyllabic targets and twenty disyllabic primes in which target and prime always differed in 
word-initial phoneme and lexical stress. A subject received 170 trials, including 26 practice 
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trials, at SO As 150 or 300 ms. 
Table 6.2 Experiment 5: Mean naming latencies and the standard deviations. 
SOA 
150 
300 
average 
6.2.2 Results 
+onset/+cv 
813 
798 
805 
(24) 
(23) 
(16) 
+onset/-cv 
822 (25) 
819 (19) 
821 (15) 
-onset/+cv 
800 (22) 
797 (22) 
799 (15) 
-onset/-cv 
827 (22) 
825 (20) 
826 (15) 
The results are given in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2*. Double Similarity priming (+onset/+cv) 
and Timing Similarity priming (-onset/+cv) facilitated naming compared to Onset Similarity 
priming (+onset/-cv) and Dissimilarity priming (-onset/-cv; an effect of Timing: F1(l,30) = 
22.47, ρ < .01; F2(l,22) = 5.11, ρ < .05). The Timing effect seems more pronounced within 
the begin-unrelated conditions than within the begin-related conditions but the interaction 
between Onset and Timing was not significant (F,(l,30) = 1.58, ns; F2 < 1), nor was the main 
effect of Onset (F, < 1; F2 < 1). 
1 
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И0-Щ 
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+а»й/+с +onset/-cv -onset/+cv -<mset/-cv 
ООШДО0В 
Figure 6.2 Experiment 5: Averaged naming latencies. +/- onset = 
same/different word onset; +/- cv=similar/dissimilar cv structure. 
6.2.3 Discussion 
This experiment successfully replicated the main finding of the previous experiment that 
naming is faster when target and prime have identical CV structures than when these 
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structures differ. This facilitation is found both within the begin-related conditions and the 
begin-unrelated conditions. The tendency towards an interaction between onset priming and 
timing priming was apparent in the absolute differences between conditions but was not 
significant Again, no facilitation of word onset priming was obtained. I conclude on the basis 
of this replication that a slot representation is stored in the lexicon and gets retrieved during 
word-form generation. It cannot be decided on the basis of the present findings whether this 
slot representation is syllabified and whether there are separate slots for consonants and 
vowels (I will return to this issue in the next chapters). Furthermore, it is also not clear 
whether these slots are placeholders for exactly one phoneme or whether long vowels and 
geminates occupy more than one slot (Clements & Keyser, 1983; Halle & Mohanan, 1985). 
This last issue has been investigated in the next experiment. 
6.3 Experiment 6: Vowel length 
Experiments 4 and 5 produced evidence for a slot retrieval process, which provides the 
association process with information about the number of slots that get filled with phonemes. 
For pragmatic reasons, I assumed for those experiments (and for the experiments of Chapter 
5) that both short and long vowels only fill one slot in the timing sequence. This assumption 
conflicts with the idea from Autosegmental Phonology that a CV structure consists of a 
number of timing units with long vowels and geminates taking two units. This view predicts 
that a prime that differs from the target in the length of the vowel has a different internal 
structure and cannot facilitate target naming while a prime that is completely matched in CV 
structure, including vowel length, does facilitate naming. This prediction was investigated in 
the current experiment 
6.3.1 Method 
Materials. I selected twenty-four monosyllabic targets, twelve with a short vowel and twelve 
with a long vowel, and 24 monosyllabic primes, creating the following conditions (the target 
in the examples below is keus): 
1] Double Similarity (+onset/+vl). The target and the prime (such as kool) had the same word 
onset and CV structure, including vowel length. 
2] Onset Similarity (+onset/-vl). The target and the prime (such as kom) shared the word-
initial phoneme but differed in vowel length. 
3] Vowel Length Similarity (-onset/+vl). The target and the prime (such as baai) were not 
begin-related but had the same CV structure, including vowel length. 
4] Dissimilarity (-onset/-vl). The target and the prime (such as mat) were begin-unrelated and 
had vowels of different length. 
Forty-eight filler trials were formed, using an additional set of twelve monosyllabic primes 
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and targets. The filler target and prime had different alternations of consonants and vowels 
in the majority of the cases and were never begin-related. A subjects received 168 trials, 
including 24 practice trials, at SOAs 0 or 150 ms. 
Table 6.3 Experiment 6: Mean naming latencies and standard errors of the mean 
over subjects (in ms). 
SOA 
0 
150 
average 
.3.2 Results 
+onset/+vl 
806 
780 
793 
(17) 
(21) 
(14) 
+onset/-vl 
807 (19) 
789 (21) 
798 (14) 
-onset/+vl 
825 (20) 
812 (23) 
818 (15) 
-onset/-vl 
810 (19) 
796 (22) 
803 (14) 
The data of this experiment do not show a clear effect of vowel length (see Table 6.3 and 
Figure 6.3)5. The average reaction times in the Double Similarity condition (+onset/+vl) were 
only slightly smaller than the latencies in the Onset Similarity condition (+onset/-vl), while 
the reaction times in the Vowel Length condition (-onset/+vl) were even larger than those of 
the Dissimilarity condition (-onset/-vl). The reaction times tended to be smaller in the begin-
related than in the begin-unrelated conditions, in particular when vowel length was shared. 
The analyses of variance showed that the Onset effect was only significant over subjects 
(F,(l,30) = 12.98, ρ < .01; F2(l,22) = 1.36, ρ = .24 ns), that the effect of Vowel Length was 
not significant (F,(l,30) = 2.13, ρ = .16 ns; F2 < 1), and that the interaction of Onset with 
Vowel Length was not significant either (F,(l,30) = 3.67, ρ = .07 ns; F2 < 1). 
I I 
+anset/+vl +anset/-vl -onset/+vl -onset/-vl 
condition 
Figure 6.3 Experiment 6: Averaged naming latencies. +/- onset = 
same/different word onset; +/- vl = similar/dissimilar vowel length. 
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6.3.3 Discussion 
This experiment tested the idea that words with vowels of different lengths have different 
internal structures. The absence of a vowel length effect in the data shows that this idea is 
probably incorrect (although null-effects should always be interpreted with some caution). An 
item's internal structure that is stored in the lexicon is not a sequence of timing slots as 
defmed by Autosegmental Phonology but a sequence of placement holders. Each placement 
holder is filled with exactly one consonant or (long or short) vowel. On the basis of the 
present data it is not clear whether separate placement holders are distinguished for 
consonants and vowels (but see Chapter 10). 
6.4 General Discussion 
I started this chapter with the assumption that timing slots are not retrieved during word-form 
generation, but that the phoneme-to-frame association rules create the internal structure of a 
phonological representation. This internal underspecification hypothesis turned out to be 
incorrect. During phonological encoding a sequence of placement holders is selected, with 
each slot corresponding to exactly one phoneme. The experiments showed that long and short 
vowels occupy the same number of slots, refuting (the psycholinguistic implications of) the 
timing tier view of Autosegmental Phonology'. Furthermore, they showed that clusters fill 
several slots, refuting Dell's (1986) proposal that a fixed 'onset-nucleus-coda' template guides 
selection of phonemes. The syllable templates and Dell's (1988) timing tier hypothesis 
provide alternative descriptions of the word's internal structure. The timing tier account states 
that the sequence of slots is not syllabified while the syllable templates account assumes this 
syllabification, implying that resyllabification of items is sometimes required. The timing tier 
theory is more parsimonious because it assumes that an item is not syllabified at first and 
does not require occasional resyllabification during Association. 
The Timing effect was found both within the begin-related and the begm-unrelated 
conditions while the effect of lexical stress was only found within the begin-related 
conditions. Thus, the time course of slot retrieval critically differs from the time course of 
stress retrieval in that it is not strongly governed by the dynamics of word onset retrieval 
although the weak interaction effect between slot priming and phoneme priming suggests that 
slot retrieval and phoneme retrieval may not be completely independent 
Notes 
1. Implicit to the internal underspecification hypothesis is the assumption that the priming manipulation 
can only affect retrieval processes. I assume that the phoneme-to-frame association rules, which are 
according to this hypothesis responsible for creating a word's internal slot structure, cannot be directly 
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influenced by an acoustic distractor. 
2. Three items (koers [direction], leed [sorrow], and tucht [discipline]) were removed because their 
error rate exceeded the 20%. One item (darm [intestine]) was excluded because its prime in the Double 
Similarity condition (dans) accidently shared more initial phoneme overlap than was intended. 
Inclusion of mis target in the analysis led to similar results. Due to a timing error in the experimental 
equipment, the data of 9 subjects had to be excluded. Regrettably, this timing error was found at a 
very late stage, at which point the original materials had been lost. The analyses were therefore 
performed on the data of the remaining 55 subjects. 
3. Although no interaction of SOA with Timing was obtained (F¡< 1, F2 < 1), inspection of Table 6.1 
suggests that the Timing effect is less pronounced as SOA 0 than at the other SOAs. Separate by-
subjects analyses of variance indeed show that Timing is significant at the 5 percent level at SOA 0 
ms (SOA 0 ms: F,(l,15) = 8.04, ρ < .05) and is significant at the 1 percent level at the other SOAs 
(SOA 150: F,(l,l 1) = 16.33, ρ < .01. SOA 300: F,(l,ll) = 15.24, ρ < .01. SOA450: F,(l,14) = 43.85, 
ρ < .01). Similarly, separate by-items analyses of variance showed no effect of Timing at SOA 0 ms 
(F2(l,27) = 2.59, ρ = .12 ns), but showed significant effects of Timing at the other SOAs (SOA 150: 
F2(l,27) = 6.95, ρ < .05. SOA 300: F2(l,27) = 7.80, ρ < .01. SOA 450: F2(l,27) = 9.02, ρ < .01) 
4. Three items (misdrijf [crime], bandiet [crook], and kostuum [suit]) were excluded. 
5. The item lef [courage] was excluded from the analysis. 
6. Although the psycholinguistic implications of the timing tier hypothesis could not be confirmed in 
Experiment 7, I do not claim that this has any consequences for Autosegmental Phonology as a 
linguistic theory. 

7 Storage and Retrieval of Syllable Number 
Is it possible to speed up the retrieval of syllable number through priming? I assume that a 
word's metrical structure consists of its number of syllables and the lexical stress pattern. For 
example, the metrical structure 'σσ will get retrieved during the encoding of the word water 
(while its sequence of placeholders is retrieved during a separate selection procedure). 
Consequently, a prime that has more or less syllables than a target cannot prime the target's 
metrical structure. 1 will call this the unique pattern hypothesis. 
I concluded in Chapter 6 that a sequence of placeholders is delivered to the association 
process. This sequence provides a rough estimate of the number of syllables if the 
placeholders are not labelled and provides exact information about the syllable number if the 
sequence is syllabified or when the placeholders are different for consonants and vowels. 
Thus, the Associator is probably capable of building the required number of syllables in the 
phonological representation on the basis of the slot sequence and the actual content of the 
various phonemes. Storing syllable number in the metrical structure would only provide 
redundant information at the cost of having a larger set of metrical structures. Metrical 
structures might therefore not store a lexeme's syllable number but only store lexical stress. 
I will call this the inclusion assumption. 
The inclusion assumption implies that words with different numbers of syllables can be 
connected to the same metrical structures. For example, a monosyllabic word and a 
multisyllabic word with lexical stress on the first syllable have the metrical structure 'σ, while 
any multisyllabic word with stress placement on the second syllable is connected to the 
metrical structure σ'σ (assuming that stress placement is expressed counting from the left 
most syllable onward). Thus, the inclusion assumption predicts that a prime with more or less 
syllables than a target can prime the target's metrical structure, provided that their stress 
placement is identical. The next three experiments investigate these two conflicting 
predictions. 
7.1 Experiment 7: Number of syllables and monosyllabic targets 
In the current experiment I tested whether monosyllabic words and disyllabic words with 
prefinal stress are connected to the same metrical structure. I compared the effect of disyllabic 
primes with lexical stress on the first syllable on the naming of monosyllabic targets, with the 
effect of monosyllabic primes and the effect of disyllabic primes with final stress. The unique 
pattern hypothesis predicts that no disyllabic word can prime the monosyllable's metrical 
structure, while the inclusion hypothesis predicts that prefinally stressed disyllables will prime 
the target's metrical structure. Chapter 5 showed that the effect of metrical structure, there 
defined in terms of lexical stress, will only appear in the begin-related conditions. Therefore, 
target and prime always shared the word onset in the critical conditions of this experiment. 
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I added one begin-unrelated condition to determine the amount of onset facilitation or 
inhibition in the current translation task. 
7.1.1 Method 
Materials. Twenty-seven monosyllabic targets and 81 monosyllabic and disyllabic primes 
were taken to create four conditions (the target in the examples below is beek): 
1] Double Similarity (+syll/+ls). The target and the monosyllabic prime (such as boeg) shared 
word onset, number of syllables and lexical stress. 
2] Included Similarity (-syll/+ls). The target and the disyllabic prime with prefinal stress (such 
as "bundel) shared the word onset and placement of lexical stress but had a different number 
of syllables. 
3] Included Dissimilarity (-syll/-ls). The target and the disyllabic prime with final stress (such 
as bal Icon) shared the word onset, but had a different number of syllables and lexical stress. 
4] Baseline. The target and the monosyllabic prime (such as deugd) were begin-unrelated but 
had the same metrical structure. 
Different sets of primes were used in conditions 1, 2, and 3, while the baseline condition was 
formed by pairing the primes of condition 1 with different targets. In addition, the various 
conditions were not equally matched on slot sequence. There was a slot match in 13 of the 
27 trials in the Double Similarity and the Baseline conditions, while none of the trials in the 
other conditions were matched. Consequently, if the inclusion assumption holds, there might 
still be a small absolute naming advantage in the Double Similarity condition compared to 
the Included Similarity condition as a result of the better slot match (although the difference 
might turn out to be statistically not significant because the majority of the trials in the 
Double Similarity condition are not matched). A reaction time difference between the two 
'Included' conditions cannot be due to slot retrieval. 
An additional set of 14 monosyllabic targets and 56 monosyllabic and disyllabic primes 
were taken to create 56 filler trials. These trials were included to reduce the proportion of 
begin-related trials in the experiment1. A subject received 191 trials, including 27 practice 
trials, at SOAs -150 or 0 ms. 
Table 7.1 Experiment 7: Mean naming latencies and standard errors of the mean 
over subjects (in ms). 
SOA +syll/+ls -syll/+ls -syll/-ls baseline 
-150 835 (25) 861 (32) 855 (27) 817 (30) 
0 833 (24) 849 (26) 859 (24) 827 (23) 
average 834 (17) 854 (20) 857 (18) 823 (18) 
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7.1.2 Results 
The average naming latencies are given in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.12. The by-subjects 
analyses of variance produced a significant effect of Condition (F,(3,83) = 13.13, ρ < .01; 
F2(3,72) = 1.86, ρ = .15 ns). A comparison between the critical conditions and the baseline 
condition showed that the fastest reaction times were produced in the Baseline condition, 
using begin-unrelated primes. Dunnett tests (p < .05, over subjects only) produced a 
significant difference between the Baseline and the Included Similarity condition (-syll/+ls), 
and between the Baseline and the Included Dissimilarity condition (-syll/-ls). 
Similar reaction times were produced in the Included Similarity and the Included 
Dissimilarity conditions, while faster reaction times were obtained in the Double Similarity 
condition (+syll/+ls). New analyses of variance were run in which the Baseline condition was 
excluded, treating Lexical Stress as a nested factor. These analyses showed that the 
monosyllabic primes had a different effect on naming than the disyllabic primes (an effect of 
Syllable, by subjects only: F,(l,27) = 11.44, ρ < .01; F2(l,24) = 2.32, ρ = .13 ns). The effect 
of Lexical Stress within Syllables was not significant (F, < 1; F2 < 1). 
+syll/+ls -syll/+ls -syll/-ls 
condition 
Figure 7.1 Experiment 7: Average naming latencies. +/- syll = 
same/different syllable number; +/- Is = same/different lexical stress; 
the horizontal line indicates the baseline condition. 
7.13 Discussion 
The data of this experiment show that disyllabic primes cannot prime monosyllabic targets, 
not even when these disyllabic primes have prefinal stress. These data provide weak support 
for the unique pattern hypothesis. However, the results might also be due to preparation. 
Because all targets in the experiment were monosyllabic, the production system might have 
preselected the monosyllable's metrical structure in advance, making priming of metrical 
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structures ineffective. The reaction times in the disyllabic prime conditions might only be 
slightly longer than those of the monosyllabic prime conditions, because the disyllabic 
conditions have a worse CV match and because the disyllabic primes are longer than the 
monosyllabic primes, resulting in a longer period of distraction of the subject. This alternative 
explanation was tested in the experiment below. 
7.2 Experiment 8: Number of syllables and preparation 
Meyer (1988, 1990) showed that the speech production system is capable of preparation 
responses when all targets in an experiment share a phoneme and all its preceding phonemes. 
In this experiment I examined whether the pattern of data of Experiment 7 would be obtained 
anew when potential preparation responses were prevented. I assume that during normal word-
form generation (i.e., when there is no preselection), the metrical structure is selected first. 
A preparation response of the metrical structure therefore does not require that other 
suprasegmental elements or phonemes are shared as well. Preselection was made impossible 
in the current experiment by using a set of targets that had different metrical structures. 
7.2.1 Method 
Materials. The critical trials of the previous experiment were taken. The four conditions were 
(the target in the examples below is beek; see Section 7.1.1 for other details): 
1] Double Similarity (+syll/+ls). The target and the monosyllabic prime (such as boeg) shared 
onset, number of syllables and lexical stress. 
2] Included Similarity (-syll/+ls). The target and the disyllabic prime with prefinal stress (such 
as "bundel) shared the word-initial phoneme and lexical stress, but had a different number of 
syllables. 
3] Included Dissimilarity (-syll/-ls). The target and the disyllabic prime with final stress (such 
as bal Icon) shared word onset, but differed in syllable number and stress placement 
4] Baseline. The target and the prime (such as deugd) were begin-unrelated, but shared the 
metrical structure. 
The filler primes of the previous experiment were combined with a new set of fourteen 
disyllabic filler targets, half with final and half with prefinal stress, and formed 56 begin-
unrelated filler trials. A subjects had to name disyllabic targets in 34% of the trials, receiving 
191 trials, including 27 practice trials, at SOAs -150 or 0 ms. 
7.2.2 Results 
The results of this experiment are quite different from those of the previous experiment (see 
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Table 7.2 and Figure 7.2)3. The fastest reactions were produced in the Double Similarity 
condition (+syll/+ls) and the slowest reactions were produced in the Included Dissimilarity 
condition (-syllAls). The reaction times are much smaller in the Included Similarity condition 
(-syU/+ls) than in the Included Dissimilarity condition, but larger than in the Double 
Similarity condition. Analyses of variance produced an effect of Condition (F,(3,90) = 47.90, 
ρ < .01; F2(3,78) = 4.68, ρ < .01). Dunnett tests showed that Included Dissimilarity differed 
from the Baseline (over subject and items, ρ < .05). 
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+sylty+ls -syll/+ls -syll/-ls 
Figure 7.2 Experiment 8: Average naming latencies. +/- syll = 
same/different syllable number; +/- Is = same/different lexical stress; 
the horizontal line indicates the baseline condition. 
Analyses of variance, excluding the Baseline and treating Lexical Stress as a nested factor, 
showed that the reaction times were smaller in the Included Similarity condition than in the 
Included Dissimilarity condition (an effect of Lexical Stress within Syllables: F,(l,30) = 
98.92, ρ < .01; F2(l,26) = 4.62, ρ < .05). These analyses furthermore showed that the reaction 
times were smaller in the monosyllabic condition than in the disyllabic conditions (an effect 
of Syllable: F,(l,30) = 57.32, ρ < .01; F2(l,26) = 6.39, ρ < .05). Newman-Keuls tests showed 
that the Double Similarity condition and the Included Dissimilarity condition were critically 
different (over subjects and items, ρ < .05), and that the Double Similarity and Included 
Similarity conditions only differed in the subject analysis. 
Table 7.2 Experiment 8: Mean naming latencies and standard errors of the mean 
over subjects (in ms). 
SOA +syll/+ls -syll/+ls -syW-ls baseline 
-150 801 (14) 824 (16) 857 (18) 816 (16) 
0 860 (23) 874 (25) 933 (26) 879 (25) 
average 830 (15) 849 (15) 895 (17) 847 (16) 
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7.2.3 Discussion 
The current experiment used the critical trials of Experiment 7, replacing 14 monosyllabic 
filler targets with 14 disyllabic filler targets. This filler substitution had a large effect on the 
naming latencies of the critical targets. Included Similarity priming led to a large facilitation 
compared to Included Dissimilarity priming, confirming the inclusion theory. The priming 
effect of Included Similarity priming was similar to the effect of Double Similarity priming, 
although the reaction times tended to be smaller in the latter condition. This tendency is 
probably caused by the differences in CV match and length of the primes. The data suggest 
that the strategy of preselecting the metrical structure did indeed occur in the previous 
experiment, preventing the manifestation of an effect of metrical priming. 
7.3 Experiment 9: Number of syllables and lexical stress 
The inclusion hypothesis predicts that the metrical structure which is retrieved during word-
form generation, only contains a word's lexical stress and not its total number of syllables. 
The investigation of lexical stress retrieval in Chapter 5 revealed an interaction between stress 
priming and word onset priming, using targets and primes that were matched on syllable 
number. The inclusion hypothesis predicts that the match of syllable number is not necessary. 
That is, it should be possible to obtain an interaction between lexical stress and begin-
relatedness, using word pairs that are not matched on syllable number. This prediction was 
tested in the current experiment, using monosyllabic targets and disyllabic primes. Thus, the 
inclusion hypothesis predicts no effect of stress priming within the begin-unrelated conditions 
and a facilitation effect of stress-relatedness within the begin-related conditions. 
7.3.1 Method 
Materiate. Twenty-four monosyllabic targets and 48 disyllabic primes were taken to form the 
following conditions (the target in the examples below is lift): 
1] Double Similarity (+onset/+ls). The target and the disyllabic prime with prefinal stress 
(such as lade) shared word onset and lexical stress. 
2] Onset Similarity (+onset/-ls). The target and the disyllabic prime with final stress (such as 
latei) were begin-related but had a different stress pattern. 
3] Metrical Similarity (-onset/+ls). The target and the disyllabic prime with prefinal stress 
(such as "mode) were not begin-related and had the same stress partem. 
4] Dissimilarity (-onset/-ls). The target and the disyllabic prime with final stress (such as 
roe'nu) had a different word onset and stress pattern. 
A set of prefinally stressed disyllabic primes were used in conditions 1 and 3, while the set 
of disyllabic primes with final stress were used in conditions 2 and 4. Targets and primes had 
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the same slot number in 7 of the 24 trials of conditions 1, 2, and 4, and in 9 of the 24 trials 
of condition 3. An additional set of twelve disyllabic targets, six with prefinal stress and six 
with final stress, and twenty-four disyllabic primes were selected to form 48 filler begin-
unrelated trials. These fillers were included to reduce the proportion of begin-related trials and 
to prevent preselection of the metrical structure. A subject had to name disyllabic targets in 
33% of the trials, receiving 168 trials, including 24 practice trials, at SOAs -150, 0, or 150 
ms. 
810 τ 
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+onse1/+ls +onset/-ls -onse»/+ls -<mset/-Is 
condition 
Figure 7.3 Experiment 9: Average naming latencies. +/- onset = 
same/different word onset; +/- Is = same different lexical stress. 
7.32 Results 
The fastest reactions were given in the Double Similarity condition (+onset/+ls) and the 
largest reaction times were found in the Onset Similarity condition (+onset/-ls; see Figure 7.3 
and Table 7.3). Similar reaction times were produced in the begin-unrelated conditions. The 
analyses of variance produced a significant effect of Lexical Stress (F,(l,45) = 20.80, ρ < .01; 
F2(l,23) = 10.80, ρ < .01) and a significant interaction of Onset with Lexical Stress (F,(l,45) 
= 25.93, ρ < .01; F2(l,23) = 8.32, ρ < .01). The Onset effect was not significant (F,(l,45) = 
2.31, ρ = .14 ns; F2(l,23) = 1.02, ρ = .32 ns). In the by-subjects Newman-Keuls tests (p < 
.05), Double Similarity and Onset Similarity did not only significantly differ from each other 
but also from Metrical Similarity and Dissimilarity. However, Double Similarity was no 
longer critically different from Metrical Similarity and Dissimilarity in the by-items analyses 
(p > .05). 
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Table 7.3 Experiment 9: Mean naming latencies and standard errors of the mean 
over subjects (in ms). 
SOA 
-150 
0 
150 
average 
+onset/+ls 
775 
761 
787 
774 
(23) 
(21) 
(24) 
(13) 
+onset/-ls 
808 
801 
803 
804 
(26) 
(23) 
(28) 
(15) 
-onset/+ls 
796 
769 
785 
783 
(24) 
(21) 
(25) 
(13) 
-onset/-ls 
784 (23) 
779 (23) 
792 (25) 
785 (13) 
7.3.3 Discussion 
The current experiment produced an interaction effect between lexical stress and word onset, 
a familiar pattern that we already encountered in Experiments 2 and 3. The data show that 
disyllables with a prefinal stress pattern share the metrical structure with monosyllables and 
that disyllables with final stress have a different metrical structure because their stress pattern 
is different These results fully support the idea that the metrical structure stores a word's 
stress pattern and does not contain information about a word's syllable number. 
7.4 General Discussion 
In this chapter I investigated whether the metrical structure, which stores a stress pattern, also 
stores a word's total number of syllables. Experiment 8 showed that a target's suprasegmental 
structure can be primed with a prime that has a different number of syllables, provided that 
these words share lexical stress. Experiment 9 replicated this effect and showed that the 
interaction between begin-relatedness and lexical stress priming, which was already obtained 
in Chapter 5 with targets and primes that were matched on syllable number, could also be 
obtained with word pairs that were not matched in syllable number. 
The comparison between Experiments 7 and 8 suggests a preselection effect. In 
Experiment 7, the metrical structure was preselected because only this structure was needed 
for all the monosyllabic naming targets in that experiment. Preselection of the metrical 
structure probably also occurred in Experiments 4 and 6 which also only used monosyllabic 
targets. Here preselection probably did not affect the experimental manipulation because these 
experiments investigated the retrieval of slot number. Preselection could not have occurred 
in Experiment 5, which replicated the findings of Experiment 4, because the targets of 
Experiment 5 consisted of both prefinally and finally stressed disyllables. 
In summary, the previous nine experiments have produced three main results. First, 
phonological encoding does not only entail the selection of phonemes of a word, but also a 
word's metrical structure. This suprasegmental unit provides the Associator with the word's 
lexical stress but not with its total number of syllables. Metrical retrieval is separate from 
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word onset retrieval but the data suggest that the time course of metrical retrieval is governed 
by word onset retrieval. Second, there is an additional structure selection process that retrieves 
a word's slot structure from the mental lexicon. Slot retrieval is independent from metrical 
retrieval and does not seem to interact with word onset retrieval. The slot structure is a 
sequence of placeholders. A placeholder represents exactly one phoneme in the word. It 
remains to be investigated whether there are separate placeholders for vowels and consonants, 
and whether the sequence is syllabified. Third, the translation task paradigm was successfully 
applied to the study of word-form generation. However, the effect of phoneme priming (in 
particular begin-relatedness) in translation task naming differs from that in picture naming. 
In picture naming, begin-related priming facilitates naming compared to begin-unrelated 
priming. In translation naming, begin-related priming leads to very moderate degrees of 
facilitation or even inhibition. 
Altogether, these experiments provide new data on the role of suprasegmental structures 
in word-form retrieval and the effect of different experimental paradigms on speech 
production. It seems that the existing models of phonological encoding, which mainly focus 
on phoneme retrieval, cannot account for these data (see Chapter 3). In the next chapter, I will 
therefore present a new model of phonological encoding. 
Notes 
1. Because target and prime shared the word onset in three out of four conditions, 56 filler trials were 
added in which the onset was identical. The onset was shared in 49% of all trials. 
2. Two items (leed [sorrow] and wieg [cradle]) were excluded from the data set Because of a timing 
error in the experimental equipment that was discovered afterwards, the data of three subjects had to 
be excluded (see Footnote 3 of Chapter 6). 
3. The two items leed [sorrow] and wieg [cradle] that were excluded from the analysis of the previous 
experiment because they produced more than 20% errors, caused less errors in this experiment and 
were therefore not excluded. An analysis, excluding these items from the current experiment, revealed 
similar results. 

8 The PEASE Model of Phonological Encoding 
In the sections below, I will present a new model of word-form generation, named 
Phonological Encoding: Activating Suprasegmental Elements (PEASE). Central to this 
spreading activation model is the description of the retrieval of phonemes and suprasegmental 
elements during the encoding phase. It furthermore indicates how word-form generation 
relates to the other stages of speech production during naming (and spontaneous production), 
although the model does not provide a detailed description of these stages. 
8.1 Phonological encoding and speech production 
Figure 8.1 shows a flow diagram of the various processes involved in naming. The processes 
for naming are to a large extent similar to those in spontaneous speech production as 
described in Levelt (1989; see Chapter 1). During picture naming, the presented picture will 
be perceived and conceptual identification of the drawing will follow. The matching lemma 
will be retrieved (Roelofs, 1992), and its word-form will be generated. During translation 
naming, the visually presented English word will be read and recognized. Once this has taken 
place, the corresponding Dutch lemma has to be retrieved, either via the concept-mediated 
route, from English lemma to a shared concept to the Dutch lemma, or via the direct route, 
from English lemma directly to the Dutch lemma (de Groot, 1992; de Groot & Nas, 1991). 
The concept-mediated route was probably followed more frequently than the direct route for 
translation naming in my experiments. The direct route is more likely to get used when the 
translation involves orthographically and phonologically similar words, but I tried to avoid 
materials with such similarities in my experiments. 
In my experiments, target naming took less time in the picture naming than in the 
translation naming task. Because picture and translation naming only initially traverse 
different modules, the time between presentation of the stimulus and start of word-form 
generation must have differed in the two tasks. For picture naming, Levelt et al. (1991a) 
devised a mathematical model in which they broke down the naming pathway into a semantic, 
a phonological, and an articulatory buffering stage. They estimated that the stages preceding 
phonological encoding have a total mean duration of 115 ms. A comparison of the average 
naming latencies of Experiment 1 (with picture naming) and the other experiments show that 
this naming phase must have taken roughly 200 ms longer in the translation task. 
The PEASE model provides a detailed description of the activation and selection of the 
phonemes and suprasegmental elements of a word. The association process which creates the 
phonological representation and the processes following association are not the direct scope 
of the model. The model assumes a cascadic relation between retrieval, association, and 
phonetic translation. That is, the association process can start building a phonological 
representation before selection of all elements is completed, and phonetic translation can 
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probably start as soon as one syllable has been formed in the phonological representation. The 
relationship between the completion of the retrieval process and onset of articulation is 
therefore variable, depending (among other things) on the number of elements to be retrieved 
and the number of syllables in the phonological representation. 
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Figure 8.1 Row diagram of the processes involved in the experiments. Boxes denote 
processing components, and arrows indicates the flow of information between 
modules. 
8.2 The structure of the mental lexicon 
PEASE is an example of a symbolic spreading activation model (see also Section 3.2), using 
a network with a simple architecture. The first layer in the model's network contains all the 
lexemes of the lexicon, each lexeme being represented by a single node (see Figure 8.2). A 
lexeme has unidirectional (top-down) connections to the phonemes and the suprasegmental 
elements that form its phonological make-up. For instance, the lexeme bon is connected to 
the metrical node 'σ (representing an item's stress pattern, but not its syllable number), the 
slot node 3X (representing an item's number of slots to-be-fiUed with phonemes), and to the 
phonemes /b/, ΙΟΙ, and /n/. Different lexemes are connected to the same nodes. For instance, 
the word balk is connected to the same initial phoneme and stress node as the item bon. 
The various phoneme and suprasegmental units are grouped in different layers, or retrieval 
sets. There is a stress layer, that contains the lexical stress patterns. A stress pattern contains 
an item's lexical stress but not the total number of syllables, as was suggested by the results 
of the experiments in Chapter 7. There is a slot layer containing the various slot numbers. A 
slot number represents an unsyllabified sequence of unlabeled slots. Finally, there are several 
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phoneme sets. The first set contains all the possible word-initial phonemes in the language, 
the second set holds all the word-second phonemes, etcetera. There is no hierarchical 
organization of the various retrieval sets in the network. Each node in a retrieval set has 
inhibitory connections to all other nodes in the same set An active node will spread some 
inhibition to the other nodes in the set, thereby trying to suppress their activation. 
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Figure 8.2 A description of the spreading activation 
network. Boxes indicate retrieval sets, arrows 
indicate excitatory links, and lines with circular ends 
represent inhibitory links. 
8.3 The lime course of activation 
The generation of an item's word-form starts with the activation of its lexeme. Activation will 
then spread from the lexeme to its connected elements. Phonological encoding is finished 
when the various suprasegmental elements and phonemes have been selected. In the next two 
sections, I will discuss the dynamics of spreading activation and temporal mechanisms 
operating during word-form generation. 
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8.3.1 Lexemes 
In normal conversation we utter about two words per second, but this speed can be increased 
to about five words (Deese, 1984; Maclay & Osgood, 1959). This implies that the 
Phonological Encoder is capable of generating the word-forms of several words per second, 
making smooth transitions between successive encodings, possibly even allowing for some 
overlap between successive encoding cycles at fast speech rates. Figure 8.3 illustrates such 
an overlap in the activation curves of three lexemes. Item A is activated for a certain amount 
of time and its activation value reaches a peak. After a certain amount of time the external 
input to this lexeme is terminated and the lexeme starts decaying back to its resting value. 
The encoding of item В starts before item A has completely decayed back to its resting value. 
This example illustrates how successive generations overlap at the lexeme layer. In Section 
8.3.2 I will discuss the consequences of overlapping generations at the retrieval set level. 
item A item В item С 
Figure 8.3 A sketch of the activation curve of three successively 
encoded lexemes. 
The overlap example already mentioned the three main phases of the lexeme during its 
encoding. First, the target lexeme is activated for a number of time steps. All lexemes get 
activated according to the following activation rule: 
Mirtí.A(jjt) -A(]jt-bt) χ (l-q) + E, Ama) 
In words, the activation value of a lexeme at time t equals the activation value of the lexeme 
at the previous time step minus the amount of decay during that time step (q being the decay 
rate). The target lexeme will receive a constant amount of external input E. The lexeme's 
activation value can grow freely but cannot exceed the peak value Amax. Third, after a 
number of time steps the external input is terminated and the lexeme's activation value starts 
decaying. A new lexeme can now be target for phonological encoding. 
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8.32 Phonemes, slots, and metrical structures 
An active lexeme entices its suprasegmental elements and its phonemes that become active 
and eventually become target for selection. The following activation rule applies to the nodes 
in the retrieval sets (the set of metrical structures, the set of slot numbers, and the phoneme 
sets): 
Aijf) = A(jjt-àt) χ (1-tf) + Σ p{jjQA(kj-M) - ZcljMÜt-M) 
Thus, this activation rule has three components. First, the activation value of a node at time 
t equals the activation value of that node at the previous time step minus the amount of decay 
during that time step. Second, lexemes send down activation via weighted connections (p 
representing the weight). Third, there is intra-set competition among nodes: A node with a 
positive activation value competes with the other nodes in the same retrieval set by sending 
a fraction of its activation to those other nodes via inhibitory links (c represents the weight 
on those links). In sum, a node's activation value is determined by its value at the previous 
time step, the amount of activation it receives from its lexemes, and the amount of 
competition it receives from the other nodes in the retrieval set. 
Retrieval of the structural elements and the phonemes has a fixed order. The set of lexical 
stress patterns delivers an element first. An element from this set can come up for selection 
if its activation value is the highest in the set and if the value exceeds the threshold. The 
probability that a stress node j will be selected at t < Τ S t+At given that it has not been 
selected at Τ á t is: 
¡¡(selection j at t < Τ s. f+Δί | -· selection j a Τ s Г) = Л№ ~ ^ 
Σ A(kJ) 
kesÊt 
Thus, the probability that a metrical node is selected given that it has not been selected yet, 
also called the hazard rate (Luce, 1986; Roelofs, 1992), is a function of the amount to which 
the threshold thr is exceeded divided by the total amount of positive activation of all nodes 
in the stress set (i.e., the set of metrical structures). The hazard rate h(s) = 0.0 if no threshold 
is exceeded. The probability that the target metrical node gets selected at a certain time step 
is a function of its hazard rate at that moment and the probability that the node was not 
selected already at an earlier moment (see Appendix В for the derivation of this function). 
Selection of the stress pattern is always followed by the selection of a slot number. Then 
the phoneme sets give elements, the set of word onsets starting first, followed by the set of 
second phonemes, the set of third phonemes, etcetera, until all phonemes are selected (Meyer, 
1990; Meyer & Schriefers, 1991). The selected slot number determines exactly how many 
phoneme sets will have to select a element Thus, there is a fixed serial order among the 
different retrieval sets that determines which retrieval set will select an element next The 
probability that a slot or phoneme node gets selected at a certain moment is not only a 
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function of the set-internal characteristics (as is the case for the metrical nodes), but also of 
the probability that selection of an element of the preceding retrieval set has been completed 
at an earlier time step (see Appendix В for the precise characteristics of this function)1. The 
Expectation Time of phonological encoding is 
E(T) = Σ ft.l¿) χ s χ At 
J- l 
where fll,s) is the probability that the word-final phoneme I is selected at time step s. The 
strictly enforced serial order of selection guarantees that the word-final phoneme can only be 
selected when all preceding elements have already been retrieved. 
The model assumes that a selected unit is sent to the Associator that attaches it to the 
phonological representation that is under construction. The lexical stress pattern is delivered 
first because it forms the framework to which the phonemes are connected. The slot 
information indicates how many phonemes are to be expected. The phonemes, delivered in 
the proper serial order, fill the slots. The Associator's central task is the syllabification of the 
phonological representation (Levelt, 1992). Figure 8.4 shows a particular moment in time of 
the planning of the item 'blond'. The metrical structure 'σ, the slot node 5X (represented as 
5 slots), and the word onset /b/ were already selected and associated. The phoneme /U was 
also selected and is up for integration into the phonological representation. 
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Figure 8.4 A particular moment in time of the selection and association 
procedures of the target lexeme 'blond'; filled boxes represent phoneme sets. 
I illustrated in Figure 8.3 how successive encodings could overlap at the lexeme level. In 
the example, item В started getting activated while item A was still active. At the retrieval 
set level, item B's elements started being activated while some of item A's elements may still 
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have to be retrieved. The fixed serial order of retrieval from separate sets can maximally 
utilize this overlap. It enables a situation in which the last phonemes of the old lexeme are 
being retrieved while the suprasegmental elements and the first phonemes of the next lexeme 
get activated. Very high encoding rates might be obtained with such overlap in combination 
with short periods of activation per lexeme and low thresholds2. 
There is of course a limit to the encoding rate. Very low threshold values and short 
encoding cycles per lexeme might easily lead to selection errors. A very important potential 
source of interference for a new target lexeme is the previously activated lexeme: Both the 
now current lexeme and the previous lexeme whose activation is decaying are in many 
instances activating different elements within a set, leading to competition, if not selection 
errors. The word-form generation of the decaying lexeme will probably be affected little 
provided that the phonemes that still need to be selected have received ample activation 
already and can suppress the phonemes of the new lexeme. However, the generation 
procedure of the next lexeme can be affected easily. At the start of a new procedure, more 
activation will still be given by the decaying lexeme than by the new lexeme if the decaying 
lexeme is more activated than that new lexeme (a situation that certainly arises with overlap; 
see again Figure 8.3). Even if this does not lead to selection errors, it will delay selection 
especially in the metrical set that has to deliver an element first. 
In Chapter 5 I discussed two mechanisms that control the activation values of stress 
pattern and word onset nodes (see Section 5.4). I propose here that these mechanisms might 
have a function in preventing selection errors during phonological encoding. The first 
mechanism, assumed by the 'separate but dependent' account, ensures that the activation 
values of lexical stress nodes can never be higher than the value of any word onset. Second, 
I suggested that prior to the word-form generation of a new lexeme, inhibition will be applied 
to active phonemes. 
In the PEASE model, inhibition will be applied to the word onsets that are active right 
before the generation of a new lexeme, because this activation is delivered by other sources 
than the new lexeme and might interfere with the encoding of that new lexeme. More 
important, because of the dependent activation relationship between word onset retrieval and 
stress retrieval, the inhibition on word onsets will indirectly also remove interference from 
the stress set. Thus, the inhibition mechanism suppresses interference, not only of the 
previously encoded lexeme, but also of all alternative sources such as lexemes, activated by 
concurrent word-recognition, or phonemes, activated by reading specific orthography-
phonology conversion rules. Because the set of word-initials contains many elements, only 
the few active elements will be inhibited while all other elements are not suppressed. This 
principle of selective inhibition would not hold if inhibition were to be applied directly to the 
set of lexical stress nodes because this set has only a few members. Consequently, there 
would be a high probability that the pattern that received inhibition was exactly the one to 
be chosen. 
The above two mechanisms reduce delay of selection, or even selection errors in the stress 
set. Because the fixed serial order of selection ensures that all other elements will be selected 
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after the stress set has delivered its element, there is more time available to activate the target 
elements of the other sets. In addition, after a retrieval set has delivered an element, activation 
to this set will be blocked to prevent a build-up of activation to the target elements of the old 
lexeme. Activation is not blocked from the set of word onsets after selection but in this set 
the onset inhibition will inhibit phonemes. However, if a word onset nevertheless exceeds the 
threshold prematurely during encoding, i.e. before an element in the preceding slot set is up 
for selection, this might be an indication that the amount of inhibition was insufficient. 
Activation will then be blocked from the phoneme sets until this premature encoding situation 
no longer applies. This mechanism might be particularly useful in reducing a decaying 
lexeme's influence, and in preventing repeated selection of its phonemes, which would 
causing perseverations. 
Thus, the model assumes a simple encoding network in which elements, grouped in sets, 
are activated and retrieved according to an activation-based selection rule. Elements are 
retrieved in a fixed serial order (the stress pattern followed by the slot node, the first 
phoneme, second phoneme, etcetera). In addition, the model incorporates a combination of 
inhibition and dependency rules which suppress elements in one set that are significantly more 
active than the elements of another set. These rules, some of which have been suggested by 
the data of my earlier experiments, probably reduce delay of selection, or even selection 
errors during word-form generation. 
8.4 The role of the prime 
How is it possible that an auditorily presented prime can affect the naming latency of a target 
word? There seem to be three possible solutions. I already mentioned the first possibility 
when I discussed the 'parameter remapping' account. One of its underlying assumptions was 
that the prime, after having being recognized, triggers its encoding, interfering with the 
encoding of the target I concluded that such triggering is unlikely and cannot explain the 
influence of the prime at very late SOAs where there seems insufficient time for an auditory 
prime to be recognized and encoded in time (also see Section 5.4). 
A more likely possibility is that the production system and the recognition system use 
related structures in the lexicon. Connections at the phoneme and lexeme level seem the most 
obvious candidates. If the recognition and production system are connected at the phoneme 
level, the recognition of а ІЫ win activate a /b/ in the production system. Although a 
connection at the phoneme level cannot be excluded, it cannot explain how suprasegmental 
characteristics of the prime can influence naming. In auditory word-recognition, lexical stress 
is not derived from the acoustic signal but is determined postlexically (Cutler, 1986; Cutler 
& Clifton, 1984). The role of slot number in word recognition has not been investigated yet 
but on a prelexical level this information might only be determined fairly late, namely after 
all phonemes have been recognized. Thus, a connection a the phoneme level seems to give 
an incomplete account 
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The observed successful preactivation of suprasegmental information seems to imply that 
word-recognition and speech production have to be interconnected at the lexeme level. The 
model assumes that the recognition and production system only connect at the lexeme level 
and not at a prelexical level. Figure 8.5 shows how an acoustic signal activates lexemes. 
These lexemes in tum spread activation to their sublexical speech production elements. The 
suprasegmental units and the phonemes only receive activation via a lexical route and do not 
interact with sublexical representations at the word-recognition level. 
the cohort 
the speech signal 
Figure 8.5 The pathway of the prime. Arrows indicate flow of activation. 
A simplified version of the cohort theory has been added to the model to simulate the 
effect of auditory word-recognition on naming (Marslen-WUson & Welsh, 1978; Marslen-
Wilson, 1987). As phonemes are recognized in the acoustic signal, a cohort is set up 
containing all and only the words that match the identified portion of the speech signal. 
Because the information about subsequent incoming phonemes is not temporally discrete but 
overlaps in time (Fowler, 1983, 1984; Klatt, 1980; Liberman & Mattingly, 1985; McClelland 
& Elman, 1986), the model assumes that neighboring phonemes' identification processes 
overlap3. The lexemes in the cohort are activated, with activation values that increase as the 
number of candidates in the cohort decreases. A lexeme is removed from the cohort when a 
newly identified portion of the signal produces a mismatch with a lexeme4. The model 
assumes that the end of the speech signal is marked, so that lexemes that are longer than the 
speech signal (e.g. balkon [balcony] when presenting bai [ball]) will mismatch. Although clear 
word boundaries are not present in connected speech, this assumption seems to have some 
validity for the isolated prime presentation in the experiments. 
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The activation metaphor in cohort theory provides a good description of the mismatch 
effect according to which unambiguous information will lead to the exclusion of word 
candidates that mismatch the signal (Marslen-Wilson, 1987). Cohort theory differs from the 
TRACE model (McClelland & Elman, 1986) which predicts that an unambiguous acoustic 
signal corresponding to a nonword (such as shigarette) can lead to word-recognition (such as 
cigarette). However, this word recognition prediction of the TRACE model is probably 
incorrect Marslen-Wilson and Zwitserlood (1989) showed in several cross-modal priming 
studies that an auditorily presented prime that is semantically related to a visually presented 
target (e.g. the target honing [honey] with the probe bij [bee]) facilitates lexical decision on 
the target more than a real-word prime that differs in word onset from the semantically related 
prime (e.g. woning [house]). The latter prime is just as ineffective as a nonword prime that 
differs maximally in word onset from the semantically related prime (e.g. foning). The same 
effect was found by Marslen-Wilson, van Halen, and Moss (1988; Marslen-Wilson, Moss, & 
van Halen, submitted), both for nonwords which deviated by one feature from the semantic 
prime (such as the nonword prime pomaat related to the semantic prime tomaat [tomato]), 
and for nonword which deviated by more features (such as nabak related to the semantic 
prime tabak [tobacco]). However, Marslen-Wilson et al. (1988, submitted) found priming with 
the same nonword primes in an auditory-auditory priming task, although the nonword rhyme 
primes produced a weaker effect than the full semantic primes. In addition, Connine, Blasko, 
and Titone (1993) found in a cross-modal task that a nonword does not produce significant 
priming when its word onset deviate by many features, but does produce a significant effect 
when the deviation is small (the effect is smaller with nonwords than with the actual semantic 
prime). Marslen-Wilson et al. (submitted) argue that nonword primes will always lead to a 
mismatch with the semantic prime, as is predicted by the cohort model but not by TRACE. 
That is, shigarette is never actually heard as cigarette. But after this perceptual mismatch 
there is a recovery process where the nonword is being interpreted as a possible token of a 
real word. This post-lexical strategic process might lead to nonword priming, but only when 
the lexical decision is slow enough to be influenced by the recovery process, such as in the 
intra-modal task by Marslen-Wilson et al. (submitted), and in the experiments by Connine et 
al (1993) in which large lexical decision times were produced. 
In the same study, Marslen-Wilson et al. (submitted) showed a relation between the 
number of candidates in a cohort and their activation values. In a cross-modal task they 
presented ambiguous nonword primes (such as d/task where the initial portion of the speech 
signal fits the phonemes /t/ and /d/ equally well) that activated either a few or many word-
candidates, and found a clear effect of competitor environment. If the ambiguous prime was 
in a no competitor group (such as d/task where dask is not a word), then the prime was just 
as effective as the real semantic prime (task). But an ambiguous prime in a competitor 
environment (such as b/plank where both blank and plank are words) was not more successful 
as a prime of the target wood than the semantically unrelated prime blank. The latter result 
suggests that the number of competitors will affect the height of the activation value of the 
semantic prime. Marslen-Wilson and Zwitserlood (1989) obtained the same result in a post-
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hoc analysis in which a negative relation between the size of the cohort and the amount of 
facilitation by a semantic prime was produced. 
Subjects frequently remark, a common observation in daily dialogues, that it is difficult 
to listen and speak at the same time. The model incorporate this observation and assumes that 
the initiation of word-form retrieval might get delayed if the word recognition process has not 
been terminated yet The exact amount of delay might be a complex function of the nature 
of the prime (in terms of length, onset of presentation, maybe even loudness of presentation), 
the nature of the task (with more complex tasks being disturbed more profoundly than easier 
tasks), the intended start of phonological encoding, and maybe even the individual (the degree 
to which a subject can divide attention over the tasks). It is beyond the scope of the present 
research to disentangle the roles of the various factors that cause this delay. The model 
assumes that the delay will be maximal at a certain point in time (which is supposed to 
depend on the above mentioned factors) and that delay will be smaller as the distance 
between this point and the prime's SOA increases. 
To summarize, an auditory word-recognition module is added to the model to simulate 
the influence of the prime in the experiments. Word recognition is described by a cohort-
based activation metaphor (Marslen-Wilson, 1987). In addition, the model assumes that 
concurrent word-recognition can hinder the initiation of word-form retrieval. In the next 
chapter, I will present the results of various simulations of the nine experiments that were 
presented in the previous chapters. 
Notes 
1. When a set has delivered an element, the word-form generation process will have to switch to the 
next retrieval set I will assume that this can be done within one time step. 
2. The period of activation per lexeme is not the same for each lexeme at a particular encoding rate. 
Lexemes with few phonemes need a shorter activation period than lexemes with many phonemes. The 
activation period can easily be adjusted for number of phonemes when the lexeme's slot number has 
become available. 
3. For instance, during the recognition of the word bon, the word onset and the vowel will first 
constrain the cohort and later the vowel and the coda consonant will affect recognition. 
4. A candidate lexeme is removed from the cohort after a mismatch by bringing its activation value 
back to its resting value. 

9 A Computational Analysis of the Experiments 
The experimental results on lexical stress, slot number, and syllable number form key 
phenomena for a model of word-form generation. In this chapter I will show how PEASE 
accounts for these findings. 
9.1 Method of the simulations 
Parameters. The estimated values of the retrieval parameters were as follows1. The 
spreading rate ρ was 0.0007 per ms, the decay rate q was 0.0105 per ms, the intra-set 
competition rate с was 0.0212 per ms, and the amount of external input £ to a target lexeme 
was 1.5672 units per ms. I selected a time step Ar of 5 ms. Target lexemes grew to an 
activation peak that was fully determined by the activation rule and was not curbed by the 
peak parameter Amax2. There were separate thresholds for the metrical set (metrthr), the slot 
set (slotthr), and the phoneme sets (segthr). The estimated value of segthr was 3.4234 while 
the values of the two other thresholds as well as the interference suppression in varied over 
the experiments for fine-tuning purposes. Interference suppression was applied for 30 ms. 
The estimated values of the word-recognition parameters were the following. The amount 
of external input Ec to a lexeme in the cohort was 0.1988 units per ms. The maximum 
amount of total activation in the cohort Cmax was 28.4020. Every 109 ms, new phonemic 
information influenced the cohort The presentation of a prime would sometimes delay the 
start of phonological encoding. If the onset of presentation was at the point Dt in time and 
had not finished before the onset of encoding, the delay would be maximal (Dmax ms). If the 
onset of the prime preceded Dt than the delay was "Dmax - (Dt - SOA) χ Dn" ms, and the 
delay was "Dmax - (SOA - Dt) χ Dp" ms if the onset of signal presentation followed Dt The 
parameters Dn and Dp weigh the reduction of the delay as a function of the distance in time 
between Dt and the SOA (the delay could of course not be lower than 0 ms). The values of 
the parameters were varied for fine-tuning purposes. The undelayed onset of phonological 
encoding PEt was 115 milliseconds for the picture-word interference experiment (after Levelt 
et al., 1991a). This value varied for the translation tasks (and was roughly 200 ms larger). 
Network. One network was used, containing over 800 lexemes. All primes, targets, and 
fillers of the experiments were included as well as a number of randomly selected 
monomorphemic nouns of maximally three syllables3. 
Procedure. The model should be able to reproduce the pattern of data over the various 
SOAs, using the materials of the given experiment Therefore, the critical trials that had been 
used in an experiment were run for the various SOAs during the simulation of that 
experiment The fit was optimized by estimating free parameters, using the simplex 
optimization technique (Neider & Mead, 1965). 
Data analysis. The mean retrieval latencies of the simulations, broken down for condition 
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and SOA, are given in Appendix С The goodness of fit between the retrieval latencies and 
the naming latencies of the experiments was evaluated, using a χ2 statistic, corrected for the 
number of estimated parameters (Roelofs, 1992; Smith, Shoben, & Rips, 1974). For each data 
cell, there is a difference score between the average naming latency (in the experiment) and 
the average retrieval latency (in the simulation), reflecting the time taken by the processes that 
precede and follow word-form retrieval during naming. In the section below, I will give 
figures showing the results of both the experiment and the simulation. I collapsed these results 
over SOA and added the median difference score to the retrieval times of the simulation, in 
order to facilitate visual comparison of the patterns of results4. 
9.2 Lexical stress 
The investigation of lexical stress retrieval revealed three key findings. First, metrical priming 
only produced an effect when combined with word onset priming, suggesting that the creation 
of the phonological representation can only start when both metrical and phoneme information 
have become available. Second, the processes that retrieve lexical stress and word onset are 
not independent. Third, the effect of begin-relatedness differs for picture naming and 
translation naming 
In this section I will present the simulations of Experiments 1 to 3, presented in Chapter 
5. There was no statistical difference between the simulated patterns and the pattern of results 
of these three experiments (χ2 = 35.35, df = 31, ρ > .10 ns)5. 
Table 9.1 Experiment 1, the subset: the simulation data plus median difference 
score (299 ms). Difference scores between the experimental and the simulation 
data are given in brackets (in ms). 
SOA 
-375 
-300 
-225 
-150 
+0 
+150 
+onset/+ls 
632 
623 
621 
631 
686 
638 
( 5) 
(37) 
(-5) 
(-1) 
(-18) 
(-22) 
+onset/-ls 
684 
684 
684 
694 
749 
678 
( Π ) 
(16) 
(-10) 
( 6) 
(-32) 
( 3) 
-onset/+ls 
673 
673 
672 
681 
733 
700 
( 8) 
(24) 
( 3) 
(13) 
(-12) 
(-6) 
-onset/-ls 
674 
674 
673 
682 
735 
701 
( 5) 
(14) 
(-7) 
( 2) 
(-15) 
(-7) 
silence 
662 
662 
662 
662 
662 
662 
( 0) 
( 8) 
(-16) 
( 7) 
(-16) 
(-13) 
Experiment 1. Table 9.2 gives the optimized values of the free parameters in Experiments 
1 to 3. The average retrieval latencies of Experiment 1 are given in Table 9.1. The 
experimental and simulation results are compared in Figure 9.1 The pattern of the simulation 
data closely follow the experimental results. Onset Similarity, Metrical Similarity, and 
Dissimilarity priming (conditions 2, 3, and 4) produced similar reaction times while much 
smaller reaction times were produced in the Double Similarity condition (condition 1). In the 
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experiment and the simulation, reactions are faster in the Double Similarity condition than in 
the silence condition at all SOAs except at SOA О ms. 
+<^+ls +p/-ls -ol+ìs -ol-is silence 
condition 
Figure 9.1 Experiment 1, the subset: real data and 
simulation data. +/- о = same different word onset; +/- Is = 
same/different lexical stress. 
How does PEASE account for these findings? First, retrieval processes in the Metrical 
Similarity (-onset/+ls) and Dissimilarity (-onset/-ls) conditions had similar time courses. In 
the Metrical Similarity condition but not in the Dissimilarity condition, the target and the 
prime activated the same lexical stress node. However, a stress node is not allowed to become 
more active than a word onset node. Because neither the naming target's onset nor any other 
word onset was activated by both target and prime, the target stress node's activation value 
was as high as the unprimed target's word onset Consequently, stress retrieval occurred at 
similar moments in time in the Metrical Similarity and Dissimilarity conditions. 
Second, lexical stress was retrieved faster in the Double Similarity condition (+onset/+ls) 
than in the Onset Similarity condition (+onset/-ls), causing a retrieval time difference. At 
SOAs -375 to 0 ms, the target's onset was already activated by the prime before the onset of 
encoding, but interference suppression inhibited this onset's activation (at SOAs 150 ms, no 
interference suppression was applied)6. However, the prime and the target lexeme pushed the 
onset's activation value back up. Consequently, the word onset exceeded the threshold earlier 
in time in the begin-related than in the begin-unrelated conditions. The stress node was 
activated by target and prime in the Double Similarity but not in the Onset Similarity 
condition. This extra activation was not undone (by the dependency mechanism) because the 
target onset node was preacüvated too, and the target metrical node was selected earlier in 
the former than in the latter condition. 
Third, at all SOAs competition between units in the various retrieval sets hindered 
retrieval in the prime conditions but not in the Silence condition. At SOAs -150 and 0 ms, 
word-form generation in the prime conditions was also hindered by a delay caused by the 
processing of the speech signal. These two effects explain why reaction times were smaller 
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in the Silence condition than in the Onset Similarity and begin-unrelated conditions. Double 
Similarity priming produced faster reactions than silence at the first four SOAs, because the 
facilitation caused by the prime was larger than its negative influences. At SOA 0 ms, the 
Double Similarity prime was presented late and did not have enough time to overcome its 
negative influences, causing slower reactions in the Double Similarity condition than in the 
silence condition. The prime produced an even smaller amount of facilitation at SOA 150 ms, 
but the reaction times were faster with Double Similarity priming than with silence because 
delay and interference suppression, which influenced word-form generation at SOA 0 ms, did 
not occur at SOA 150 ms. 
Table 9.2 The parameter values varied in Experiments 1 to 3. 
'**' = irrelevant; ' = ' = value taken from previous experiment. 
parameters 
in 
metrthr 
slotthr 
Dt 
Dmax 
Dn 
Dp 
PEt 
Experiment 1 
0.4002 
7.3884 
3.0068 
21 ms 
75 ms 
0.3740 
0.2870 
115 ms 
Experiment 2 
1.1564 
5.0663 
5.5666 
554 ms 
147 ms 
0.1463 
** 
325 ms 
Experiment 3 
0.5500 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
** 
= 
Experiments 2 and 3. In Experiments 2 and 3, lexical stress and word onset similarities 
were manipulated in a translation task. Figure 9.2 gives the results of both simulations. Again, 
these results closely follow the experimental findings. Similar retrieval times were produced 
in the Metrical Similarity (-onset/+ls) and Dissimilarity (-onset/-ls) conditions, while faster 
retrieval times were obtained with Double Similarity priming (+onset/+ls) than with Onset 
Similarity priming (+onset/-ls). The main difference between Experiment 1 and these 
experiments, especially Experiment 2, is the relation between the begin-related and the begin-
unrelated conditions. I suggested in Chapter 5 that this might be the result of paradigm-
specific differences. The translation task but not picture naming involves reading processes 
which might have influenced phonological encoding (see Section 5.4). In the simulations, 
processing of the acoustic signal was assumed to hinder translation naming more than picture 
naming. First, there was a larger delay of initiation of phonological encoding in Experiments 
2 and 3 (as is reflected in the higher value for Dmax, see Table 9.2). In the simulations, the 
onset of phonological encoding was delayed at all SOAs and started after a cohort was 
already formed. Second, interference suppression was larger in translation task retrieval (see 
Table 9.2). The begin-unrelated conditions were not affected by the higher suppression 
because here the target's word onset was not suppressed. The target's word onset was 
inhibited in the begin-related conditions, and more time was needed to undo this inhibition. 
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This inhibition indirectly also affected retrieval of the stress node (through the dependency 
relation), resulting in larger naming latencies, especially in the Onset Similarity condition 
where stress retrieval was not primed. The difference between the naming latencies of the 
Onset Similarity condition and those of the begin-unrelated conditions was larger in 
Experiment 2 than in Experiment 3, suggesting that more interference occurred in this 
experiment. This is reflected in the larger value of in in the second than in the third 
experiment (see Table 9.2). 
+omet/+b +omot/-b -onset/+b -onset/-ls +coset/+b +onael/-ls -<mset/+b -шк/Ц-Ь 
Figure 9.2 Experiment 2 (left) and Experiment 3 (right): real data and simulation data. 
+/- onset = same/different word onset; +/- Is = same/different lexical stress. 
Table 9.3 The parameter values varied in Experiments 4 to 6. 
'**" = irrelevant; '==' = value taken from previous experiment. 
parameters 
in 
metrthr 
slotthr 
IX 
Dmax 
Dn 
Dp 
PEt 
Experiment 4 
0.4886 
** 
4.8413 
177 ms 
191 ms 
0.1141 
0.0851 
325 ms 
Experiment 5 
— 
3.0000 
= 
= 
147 ms 
= 
= 
= 
Experiment 6 
0.1797 
** 
= 
— 
= 
= 
= 
= 
9.3 Slot retrieval 
Experiments 4 to 6, discussed in Chapter 6, tested the role of the CV structure in word-form 
generation. These investigations provided evidence for a slot selection process that is 
independent from metrical retrieval and is not governed by word onset retrieval. Slot retrieval 
selects a sequence of placeholders, each placeholder representing exactly one segment in the 
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word. 
The simulations of these experiments are reported below. Table 9.3 shows the estimated 
values of the free parameters in the simulations. There was no statistical difference between 
the simulated patterns and the pattern of results of these three experiments (χ2 = 21.79, df = 
20, ρ > .10 ns). 
+oose»/+cv +оввеЦ-с -anset/+cv -onsel/-cv +onset/+cv 4mset/-cv -onset/+cv -cnset/-cv 
ссвяШи давДЦои 
Figure 9.3 Experiment 4 Oeft) and Experiment 5 (right): real data and simulation data. 
+/- onset a same/different onset; +/- cv = same/different CV structure. 
Experiments 4 and 5. In Experiment 4, only monosyllables had to be named. The results 
of Experiments 7 and 8 showed that the metrical structure is probably preselected in this 
situation (see also below). No metrical structure was selected in the simulation of Experiment 
4, assuming that the target metrical structure had already been preselected. In Experiment 5 
with prefinal and final stress disyllables, the metrical structure was not preselected. Figure 9.3 
presents the results of the two simulations. In both experiments and simulations, Double 
Similarity (+onset/+cv) and Slot Similarity (-onset/+cv) priming produced reduced reaction 
times compared to Onset Similarity (+onset/-cv) and Dissimilarity (-onset/-cv) priming. 
According to the model, Onset Similarity priming and Dissimilarity priming produced the 
slower retrieval times because the naming target's slot node was not primed. Another slot 
node was activated instead, leading to some competition in the slot layer. In the other two 
conditions, target and prime activated the same slot node, leading to faster reaction times. In 
addition, the effect of slot priming was larger within the begin-unrelated than within the 
begin-related conditions. According to the model, there is a relationship between the effect 
of interference suppression and the slot priming effect. The large amount of interference 
suppression in these simulations counteracted begin-relatedness priming, and the target word 
onset exceeded the threshold at a later moment than with begin-unrelated primes. This effect 
explains the small reaction time difference between the Double Similarity (+onset/+cv) and 
Slot Similarity (-onset/+cv) conditions. The interference suppression effect in combination 
with competition in the slot layer led to a situation in the Dissimilarity (-onset/-cv) condition 
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(but not in the Onset Similarity (+onset/-cv) condition), in which the threshold was exceeded 
earlier by the target word onset than by the target slot node. This triggered the temporary 
blocking of the phoneme sets, causing larger retrieval times with Dissimilarity priming than 
with Onset Similarity priming. 
Experiment 6. Preselection was again assumed in the simulation of Experiment 6 because 
this experiment only used monosyllabic naming targets7. The experiment showed no effect 
of vowel length. The simulation results in Figure 9.4 show that the slot nodes in the model 
do no distinguish between words that only differ in vowel length. Reaction times tended to 
be non-significantly larger in the Vowel Length Similarity condition (-onset/+vl). Figure 9.4 
shows that the model cannot reproduce the slightly larger reaction times in the Vowel Length 
Similarity condition. 
+ansel/+vl +onset/-vl -aosetl+vl -anset/-vl 
Figure 9.4 Experiment 6: real data and simulation data. +/-
onset = same/different word onset; +/- vl = same/different 
vowel length. 
9.4 Syllable number 
Two key findings were obtained in Experiments 7 to 9, investigating the role of syllable 
number. First, syllable number is not retrieved during word-form generation. The metrical 
structure stores an item's lexical stress pattern but not its total number of syllables. Second, 
the metrical structure will be preselected when all the naming targets in an experiment have 
the same metrical structure (such as in Experiment 7, where all naming targets were 
monosyllabic), reducing the number of elements that have to be retrieved. 
The simulations of these three experiments are reported below. Table 9.4 shows the 
parameter estimates of the simulations. Again, the simulation data closely follow the pattern 
of results in the experiments (χ2 = 24.64, df = 16, ρ > .05 ns). 
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Table 9.4 The parameter values varied in Experiments 7 to 9. 
'**' a irrelevant; ' = ' = see previous experiment 
parameters 
in 
metrthr 
slotthr 
Dt 
Dmax 
Dn 
Dp 
PEt 
Experiment 7 
0.6329 
«* 
4.6191 
641 ms 
147 ms 
0.1373 
** 
330 ms 
Experiment 8 
0.1381 
7.0271 
s 
s a 
= 
= 
· · 
= 
Experiment 9 
0.5442 
5.1205 
= 
= 
= 
= 
** 
= 
Experiments 7 and 8. The results of the simulations are given in Figure 9.5. hi Experiment 
7, only monosyllabic naming targets were used. In the simulation of this experiment, no 
metrical node was selected, assuming that preselection had occurred. Because metrical 
retrieval did not occur, priming the metrical structure did not have an effect. Therefore, 
reaction times were not smaller in the Included Similarity condition (-syll/+ls), in which the 
prime and target shared lexical stress, than in the Included Dissimilarity condition (-syW-ls), 
in which the lexical stress was not shared. In addition, the primes and targets in the Included 
conditions never shared slot number while slot priming occurred in half the trials of the 
Double Similarity condition (+syü7+ls) and the Baseline condition. These slot retrieval 
differences account for the larger retrieval times in the Included Similarity and the Included 
Dissimilarity conditions. 
+sjrW+¡» -eylV+Ь -sylV-is tedine +eyty+U -syfl/+ls -«yll/-b btselme 
Figure 9.5 Experiment 7 (left) and Experiment 8 (right).: real data and simulation data. 
+/-syll = same/different number of syllables; +/- Is = same/different lexical stress. 
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Experiment 8 used the critical trials of the previous experiment, but used disyllabic filler 
targets to prevent a preselection effect. Because now a metrical structure had to be selected, 
primes could influence metrical retrieval. Retrieval times now became a lot larger in the 
Included Dissimilarity condition (-syU/-ls), in which the lexical stress was not shared, than 
in the other conditions, in which stress retrieval was sped up by the prime. 
Experiment 9. In Experiment 9, an interaction between lexical stress and word onset was 
obtained, using monosyllabic targets and disyllabic primes. Figure 9.6 shows that the 
simulated pattern closely follows the pattern of results in the experiment8. Because syllable 
number is irrelevant, prefinally stressed disyllables and monosyllables have the same metrical 
structure while finally stressed disyllables prime a different lexical stress pattern. The 
mechanisms that produce the interaction between lexical stress and begin-relatedness were 
already described for Experiments 1 to 3. 
+onse)/+ls -onset/+ls -onset/-ls -onset/-b 
ОАиШОП 
Figure 9.6 Experiment 9: real data and simulation data. +/-
onset = same/different onset; +/- Is = same/different lexical 
stress. 
9.5 Summary 
Suprasegmental characteristics form part of the item's information that is stored in the mental 
lexicon and accessed during word-form generation. Before the phonemes of a word are 
determined, the lexical stress and slot number are retrieved in separate selection processes. 
Previous models of phonological encoding (e.g., Dell, 1986, 1988; Shattuck-Hufnagel 1987, 
1992) neglect the suprasegmental aspects of retrieval and cannot account for the dynamics of 
suprasegmental retrieval. This chapter has shown that the PEASE model can describe the 
patterns of results that were found in a series of experiments on lexical stress, slot sequence, 
and syllable number, ta the next chapter I will relate PEASE to other word-form generation 
phenomena. 
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Notes 
1 I present parameter values rounded to the fourth decimal These values were estimated on the basis of 
Experiments 1 and 2 (also see Procedure) 
2 The parameter Л
г а
 was set to an unreachable high value and played no role m the simulations 
3 The stress set contained 5 elements ('σ, σ'σ, σσ'σ, 'σ'σ, 'σσ'σ) and the slot set contained 9 elements (2X 
to 10X) 
4 As the data in Appendix С reveal, collapsing across SOAs was warranted because neither the model nor the 
experiment produced an interaction of SOA with a priming manipulation 
5 The degrees of freedom were computed by taking the uncorrected degrees of freedom and subtracting a degree 
of freedom for each estimated parameter This correction included the parameters given m Table 9 2, as well 
as the parameter estimates given in Section 9 1, that remained constant over all simulations The goodness of 
fit was tested over three experiments, because many parameters that were estimated m one simulation, remained 
constant in the other simulations, thereby yielding a sufficient number of degrees of freedom 
6 Inhibition was of course also applied to the active word onsets at SOAs -375 to 0 ms m the other two prime 
conditions Because the prune did not activate the naming target's word onset m the two begin-unrelated 
conditions, inhibition was not applied to the target word onset and had no direct influence on the tune course 
of retrieval of that element 
7 A simulation in which the metrical structure was not preselected produced similar results 
8 Figure 9 6 shows a rather large absolute difference between the experiment and the simulation m the various 
conditions It seems that here the median difference score between the average naming latency (of the 
experiment) and the average retrieval latency (of the simulation) was not a good estimation of the time taken 
by the processes that precede and follow word-form retrieval 
10 Application of PEASE to Other Data 
In this chapter I will apply the PEASE model to other word-form generation phenomena. I 
will first discuss the status of the placeholder in slot number retrieval. Then I will discuss the 
time course of phoneme retrieval, the Tip-of-the-Tongue phenomenon, and speech errors. An 
evaluation of the model's feats and shortcomings will conclude this chapter. 
10.1 Experiment 10: Number of slots versus CV structure 
The experimental investigations of slot retrieval in Chapter 6 showed the existence of a slot 
retrieval process that obtains a word's slot structure from the mental lexicon. The slot 
structure is a sequence of placeholders, each placeholder representing exactly one phoneme 
in the word. It cannot be decided on the basis of these experiments whether there are separate 
placeholders for vowels and consonants, and whether the sequence of placeholders is 
syllabified. 
In PEASE an unsyllabified sequence is retrieved. Retrieval of a syllabified slot structure 
is unnecessary because the Associator syllabifies the phonological representation, each syllable 
serving as an index for retrieval of a phonetic syllable from the Syllabary (Crompton, 1982; 
Levelt, 1989; Levelt & Wheeldon, 1994). In addition, a syllabified slot structure is ineffective 
when the Associator creates novel syllabifications of an item (Levelt, 1992; also see Chapter 
1). Thus, if the Associator were to receive a syllabified slot structure, association rules would 
still have to test the correctness of this syllabification and would have to erase the stored 
syllabification when a novel one is produced. 
The model further assumes that the slots of the timing sequence are unlabeled. 
Information about the precise alternation of consonants and vowel is superfluous during the 
association process, because association rules do not distinguish between vowels and 
consonants per se. Instead these rules use phoneme sonority values to determine the 
phoneme's position in the syllable (Levelt, 1992; Selkirk, 1984a; van der Hulst, 1984). During 
retrieval slot number is used to determine the number of phoneme sets that have to deliver 
an element. The use of labelled timing slots (such as C-slots and V-slots) seems functional 
in some architectures in which labelling is used to guide the selection of elements (e.g., Dell, 
1986, 1988; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1992), but provide superfluous information in the PEASE 
model. One can change the phoneme selection process of the model to include a check of the 
phoneme's status. For example, a CV structure can indicate that the next phoneme has to be 
a vowel. A checker could then determine whether the to-be-selected phoneme is indeed a 
vowel. But such a checker is theoretically ill-motivated, not functional in the architecture, and 
pragmatically undesirable because it would consume more storage capacity and processing 
time. 
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The PEASE model thus claims that labeling plays no role in word-form retrieval. Lexemes 
that have the same number of slots retrieve the same element during slot retrieval, irrespective 
of the precise alternation of consonants and vowel that will fill the slots. Architectures that 
assume labelled slots (such as Dell's (1988) wordshape header; see Section 3.2) predict that 
only lexemes with an identical CV alternation retrieve the same slot structure. These 
contrasting predictions have been tested in the current translation task experiment 
10.1.1 Method 
Materiate. Sixteen monosyllabic targets, eight prefinal stress disyllables, eight final stress 
disyllables, and 64 primes were selected. The following four conditions were created (the 
target in the examples below is Tcogel, a disyllabic word with prefinal stress, 5 timing slots 
and a CVCVC structure): 
1] Label Similarity (+lab/+num). The target and the prime (such as 'meubel, a CVCVC word 
with 5 timing slots) had the same CV structure and slot number. 
2] Label Dissimilarity (+lab/-num). The target and the prime (such as 'filter, a CVCCVC 
word with 6 timing slots) had similar but different CV structures and differed in slot number. 
31 Number Similarity (-lab/+num). The target and the prime (such as 'album, a VCCVC word 
with 5 timing slots) shared slot number but had very different CV structures. 
4] Number Dissimilarity (-lab/-num). The target and the prime (such as 'asfalt, a VCCVCC 
word with 6 timing slots) differed in slot number and had very different CV structures. 
The target and prime were always matched in metrical structure (i.e., lexical stress but not 
syllable number). The monosyllabic targets were combined with monosyllabic primes in the 
'Label' conditions and matched with prefinal stress disyllables in the 'Number' conditions. 
The disyllabic targets were combined with disyllabic primes. Also for these targets, one set 
of primes was used to create the 'Label' conditions while another set of primes was used for 
the 'Number' conditions. In addition, all targets were combined with thirty-two other 
monosyllabic and disyllabic primes to create 64 filler trials. The words in half of these trials 
were begin-related. In twenty fillers trials, the words differed in metrical structure, and the 
words of thirty filler trials differed in syllable number. A subject received 224 trials, including 
32 practice trials, at SOAs -150, 0, 150, or 300 ms (see Chapter 4 for other details of the 
method of this experiment). 
In PEASE, the overlap in CV structure between prime and target does not affect word-
form retrieval while sharing slot number facilitates retrieval. Thus, the model predicts that the 
two Similarity conditions will produce smaller reaction times than the Dissimilarity 
conditions, and that there is no effect of CV structure overlap. In contrast, any architecture 
that assumes labelling predicts that Label Similarity priming, with target and prime sharing 
the CV structure, will yield faster reactions than the other three conditions, where target and 
prime have different CV structures. A third possibility is that the effect of Label and Number 
form additive factors. That is, slots are not labeled but CV overlap is important because it 
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causes feature priming (for instance, at the phonetic level). This account predicts that the 
Similarity conditions will produce smaller reaction times than the Dissimilarity conditions, 
and that Label Similarity priming will produced faster reactions than Number Similarity 
priming because of the larger degree of feature overlap. 
10.1.2 Results 
Monosyllables. Table 10.1 presents the average naming latencies for the subset of 
monosyllables. Similar reaction times were found in all conditions. The analyses of variance 
produced a main effect of SOA (F,(3,18) = 3.18, ρ < .05; F2(3,45) = 10.32, ρ < .01), but no 
other significant results (Label: F,(l,60) = 4.63, ρ < .05; F2 < 1. Number: F, < 1; F2 < 1. 
Label χ Number: F, < 1 F2 < 1). 
Table 10.1 Experiment 10, monosyllables: Mean reaction times and standard errors 
of the mean over subjects (in ms). 
SOA 
-150 
0 
150 
300 
aver 
+lab/+num 
730 
743 
815 
779 
767 
(20) 
(20) 
(22) 
(26) 
(12) 
+labA 
730 
743 
813 
773 
764 
num 
(18) 
(20) 
(22) 
(25) 
(ID 
-lab/+num 
724 
741 
806 
765 
759 
(18) 
(19) 
(24) 
(27) 
(11) 
-labAnum 
723 (19) 
739 (16) 
807 (20) 
769 (23) 
760 (10) 
Table 10.2 Experiment 10, disyllables: Mean reaction times and standard errors of 
the mean over subjects (in ms). 
SOA 
-150 
0 
150 
300 
aver 
+lab/+num 
822 
812 
882 
831 
837 
(24) 
(22) 
(25) 
(28) 
(13) 
+lab/-
815 
839 
898 
857 
852 
num 
(24) 
(22) 
(24) 
(29) 
(13) 
-lab/+num 
823 
821 
882 
832 
839 
(28) 
(18) 
(22) 
(23) 
(12) 
-labAnum 
831 (26) 
834 (25) 
913 (26) 
852 (24) 
857 (13) 
Disyllables. Table 10.2 gives the mean reaction times for the subset of disyllables. Similar 
reaction times were found with Label Dissimilarity (+lab/-num) and Number Dissimilarity 
(-labAnum) priming, while smaller reaction times were obtained in the Label Similarity 
(+lab/+num) and Number Similarity (-ІаЬАншт) conditions. The analyses of variance 
produced a significant effect of Number (F,(l,60) = 15.39, ρ < .01; F2(l,17) = 9.48, ρ < .01). 
No significant results were obtained for the effect of Label (F,(l,60) = 1.03, ρ = .31 ns; F2 
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< 1) and the interaction of Label with Number (F, < 1; F2 < 1). Figure 10.1 presents the 
results of the experiment and the simulation of the subset. In this simulation, the parameter 
estimates of Experiment 5 were used, re-estimating the value of slotthr (4.2923) for fine-
tuning purposes. The simulated patterns closely follow the pattern of results of the experiment 
(χ2 = 7.77, df = 15, p>.10ns). 
Figure 10.1 Experiment 10, disyllables: real data and simulation data. 
+/- lab = same/different (initial) labeling; +/- num = same/different 
number of elements. 
10.1.3 Discussion 
The results for the set of disyllables fully confirm the prediction made by PEASE. A prime 
facilitates word-form retrieval when it shares the slot number with the target, irrespective of 
the overlap in CV structure. Thus, there are no separate placeholders for consonants and 
vowels. In addition, no evidence for additional feature priming was found. 
The flat pattern of results for monosyllables are in contradiction with all predictions that 
were made above. Most remarkably, no difference was found between the Label Similarity 
and the Label Dissimilarity conditions, thus failing to replicate the effect of slot priming with 
monosyllables that was found in Experiment 4. Further research will have to determine 
whether this flat pattern can be systematically replicated. Possibly a slot priming result was 
found in Experiment 4 because the metrical structure was preselected. Without preselection 
(like in the current experiment), metrical retrieval might delay the onset of selection of a slot 
node to a point where the effect of priming no longer influences slot retrieval. Frequency 
differences between the monosyllables and (the lower frequency) disyllables might explain 
why metrical retrieval did not hide slot priming effects for the disyllables whose metrical 
structures were also not preselected. The set of monosyllables in Experiment 10 were on 
average more frequent than the set of disyllables. A frequency count in the CELEX database 
showed a frequency count of 12.8 for the monosyllables versus 6.7 for the disyllables. 
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Several studies have shown frequency effects in speech production. Above I discussed a 
study by Levelt and Wheeldon (1994) where a frequency effect was found in Syllabary 
access. Jescheniak and Levelt (1994) showed a frequency effect at the lexeme level, using 
homophones that have different lemma representations but share the lexeme. In a translation 
task, Jescheniak and Levelt compared a set of low lemma-frequency words that had a high 
lemma-frequency homophone (such as bos with the high frequency meaning forest and the 
low frequency meaning bunch) with a set of low-frequency controls without a high-frequency 
homophone, and a set of high-frequency controls. In addition to an expected robust frequency 
effect (high frequent controls had smaller naming latencies than low frequent words), they 
also found that the low-frequent homophones' naming latencies were not significantly 
different from those of the high-frequent controls. Thus, lexeme frequency is a more 
important determinant of the naming latencies than lemma frequency. 
Figure 10.2 illustrates the robust effect of frequency and its interaction with slot priming 
in the model. In the simulations, the target kers [cherry] was run either with or without 
preselection of the metrical structure, using the design of Experiment 10. The target was run 
once as a high-frequent word and one as a low-frequent word, assuming that high-frequent 
targets have smaller decay rates than low-frequent items. The decay rate of the target lexeme 
was halved (0.0052) in the high-frequent conditions. All other parameter values were taken 
from Experiment 10. Retrieval times are smaller in the high-frequency condition, both with 
and without preselection, while the slot priming effect seems critically smaller for high-
frequent words than for low-frequent items when there is no preselection of the metrical 
structure. According to the model, target elements get activated more strongly by high-
frequent words than by low-frequency words and this reduces the influence of competition 
and preactivation. Consequently, retrieval times are shorter and the effect of the prime is 
smaller, both with and without preselection. Without preselection the effect of slot priming 
disappears for the high-frequent condition because metrical retrieval delays the onset of slot 
retrieval. Extra activation will spread from the lexeme during this delay, further reducing the 
contribution of the prime to the activation value of the slot node. 
+Uty+mjm -Htty-шап -kty^on -hty-вшц 
Figure 10.2. The effect of slot priming for high and low frequency words without preselection 
(left) and with preselection (right). 
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10.2 Serial order in phoneme retrieval 
Meyer and Schriefers (1991) investigated whether phonemes are retrieved in parallel or in 
serial order. They found in three picture-word interference experiments that the initial 
phonemes of a word are selected before the last phonemes. In these experiments, 25 targets 
(such as hark) were combined with a begin-related prime (such as hand), a begin-unrelated 
prime (such as vilt), an end-related prime (such as bark), and an end-unrelated prime (such 
as zeit). In the first experiment, begin-related facilitation was obtained at SOAs -ISO, 0, and 
150 ms but not at SOA -300 ms for the subset of monosyllabic targets. End-relatedness 
reduced reaction times at SOA -150 ms. For the subset of nine disyllables and one trisyllable, 
they found begin-related facilitation at SOA 0 and 150 ms, but no significant effect of end-
relatedness. 
In the second experiment, where a larger number of filler trials were included to reduce 
the proportion of related trials, begin-related facilitation was found at the same SOAs as in 
the previous experiment for the monosyllables, while end-related facilitation was again found 
at SOA -150 ms and also at SOA 0 ms. The set of disyllables produced the same results as 
in Experiment 1. 
In the third experiment, a correction of the SOA was performed in the begin-unrelated 
conditions such that the critical phonemes (and not the first phoneme) of a prime in the end-
related condition began at picture onset, 150 or 300 ms before prime onset, or 150 ms after 
target onset. The onset of presentation of the monosyllabic primes (which were matched with 
monosyllabic targets) was on average 118 ms earlier than in the previous experiments. The 
disyllabic primes began on average 268 ms earlier. The subset of monosyllables again 
replicated the begin-relatedness effects of the previous experiments. End-related facilitation 
was now found at a later moment, namely at the last two SOAs. For the set of disyllables 
begin-related facilitation was not only found at SOAs 0 and 150 ms but also at SOA -150 ms 
while end-related facilitation was obtained at the last two SOAs. 
In sum, Experiment 3 showed that facilitation effects of begin-relatedness were obtained 
at earlier SOAs than end-related facilitation. In addition, the absolute timing effects should 
be interpreted with some caution. For instance, for disyllables begin-related facilitation was 
obtained at SOA -150 ms in Experiment 3 but not in Experiments 1 and 2, while in the earlier 
mentioned study by Schriefers et al. (1990), significant begin-related facilitation was found 
at SOAs 0 and 150 ms, but never at SOA -150 ms. 
I ran simulations of the second and third experiment of Meyer and Schriefers (1991), 
choosing the following parameter values. The threshold values were 6 for metrûvr and slotthr, 
and 5 for segthr. The maximum activation value Amax was 120 ms, the phoneme recognition 
Cper was 109 ms for the monosyllables, and 100 ms for the disyllables, interference 
suppression in was .4, Dt was -200 ms, Dmax was 120 ms, On was .1 and Dp was .3. These 
simulations, given in Figures 10.3 and 10.4, show begin-related facilitation at late SOAs but 
not at SOA -300 ms. In contrast, the effect of end-relatedness was stronger at the late SOAs 
than at the early SOAs in the aligned case, and was found at earlier SOAs for the non-aligned 
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case than for the aligned case for monosyllables, although the simulated facilitation effects 
were rather small and the differences over SOAs were not as pronounced as in the 
experiment. Thus, the main finding that begin-related facilitation is found at earlier SOAs than 
end-related facilitation was reproduced in the simulation but end-related facilitation effects 
were more modest than in the experiments1. 
begin end 
2 0 -
I-
c-ao-
| - 4 0 -
-eo-
-80-
20-
c - 2 0 -
|-40-
-eo-
ν -
5 4
· 
l i l i 
-300 -150 0 150 
soa 
ís. 
^ ^ 
l i l i 
-300 -150 0 150 
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20 
Γ 
tr-20' 
|-40 
-во 
-ΘΟ 
-300 
"Ί 
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150 
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20 
I o 
V e ' 
C-20-
I-40 
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•во -300 
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"Ί Γ 
-150 0 
soa 
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Figure 10.3 Experiments 2 and 3, monosyllables (Meyer & Schriefers, 1991): real data and 
simulation data. Mean reaction difference between the related and the unrelated conditions in 
the non-aligned case (Experiment 2) and the aligned case (Experiment 3). 
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Figure 10.4 Experiments 2 and 3, disyllables (Meyer & Schriefers, 1991): real data and 
simulation data. Mean reaction difference between the related and the unrelated conditions in 
the non-aligned case (Experiment 2) and the aligned case (Experiment 3). 
In PEASE, phonemes are activated in parallel but selection of the various phonemes 
occurs from left to right. The speed of selection can be thus be affected at an earlier moment 
for the word-initial phonemes because they are selected before the word-final phonemes. 
Because the critical end-related phonemes in the monosyllables at a given SOA appeared on 
average 118 ms later in the non-aligned case than in the aligned case, the critical phonemes 
of a prime presented at SOA 0 ms in the non-aligned experiment (Experiment 2) appeared 
at roughly the same point in time as the critical phoneme of an aligned prime presented at 
SOA 150 ms in the aligned experiment (Experiment 3), and thus end-related effects were 
obtained at different SOAs. The model assumes a relation between slot nodes and phoneme 
nodes which entails that no phoneme is allowed to exceed the selection criterion unless a slot 
node has exceeded its threshold (see Section 8.3.2). The modest end-related facilitation 
suggests that similar relations might also exist between subsequent phonemes sets such that 
a phoneme can only exceed its criterion if a phoneme in the previous set has been selected. 
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Thus, end-related priming would have no effect if the prime was presented early (because the 
late phonemes were not allowed to exceed the threshold yet), but would have a large effect 
if the prime was presented later. 
The occurrence of SOA dependent phoneme priming effects in these simulations is in 
sharp contrast with the ten experiments presented in the thesis that did not reveal these 
effects. According to the model, word recognition might (at least partly) be responsible for 
these differential effects. SOA effects might vary over experiments because a given SOA in 
various experiments does not always correspond to the same mental SOA, that is the time 
between onset of phonological encoding and onset of cohort formation. For instance, the onset 
of cohort formation and the duration of word recognition will vary as a result of the nature 
of the acoustic signal (in terms of speed, clarity) and the number of possible word-candidates. 
In addition, word form generation can be delayed due to interference between naming and 
concurrent recognition processes. In the simulations presented in this section, begin-related 
facilitation was not found for the early SOA because the prime had already been recognized 
before the initiation of phonological encoding, which was delayed for the subset of 
disyllables. However, this delay was not assumed for the disyllables in the simulations of my 
Experiment 1 which did produce a facilitation at early SOAs. 
If the difference in correspondence between the experimental and mental SOA is 
responsible for these different results, then facilitation should not be found in my experiment 
at even earlier SOAs (e.g., SOA -450 ms). Similarly, begin-related facilitation should not be 
found in the experiments of Meyer and Schriefers (1991) at very late SOAs (e.g., SOA 300 
ms). Unfortunately, it is for now unclear why such rather large differences might exist in the 
correspondences between experimental and mental SOAs for experiments that all use picture 
naming. Possibly the presence of semantic primes in Meyer and Schriefers (1991) and in 
Schriefers et al. (1990) might have contributed to this difference, although it is not clear why 
the semantic relatedness might have altered the mental SOA. 
10.3 Tip-of-the-Tongue 
In the review of the Tip-of-the-Tongue phenomenon (Section 2.2.3) I concluded that the first 
phoneme, and maybe the lexical stress and syllable number, are successfully recalled by 
subjects but that it is difficult to determine what causes these effects. Here I will illustrate the 
latter point with PEASE. 
The main puzzle that will have to be solved by a Tip-of-the-Tongue theory is why certain 
information is lost while other information is unaffected. For instance, why is the word onset, 
lexical stress, and syllable number unaffected while other information gets destroyed? PEASE 
predicts that the Tip-of-the-Tongue phenomenon must tap into the Associator if syllable 
number is successfully recalled because syllable number is determined during the creation of 
the phonological representation and is not retrieved from the lexicon. Thus, at some point a 
complete phonological representation was created but this structure got partially destroyed at 
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a later point Alternatively, if one assumes that only the word onset information is recalled 
above chance (and that the lexical stress and syllable number percentages are due to guessing 
strategies), then the model predicts that the Tip-of-the-Tongue phenomenon might also have 
occurred due to a failure to cancel the blocking of activation to the various retrieval sets at 
the start of word-form generation. The word onset will still be activated because the blocking 
mechanism never applies to word onsets. However, a Tip-of-the-Tongue theory needs to 
explain why such failures persisted for this word, event after repeated attempts, but did not 
occur for other words, and how subjects had access to this partial information. Thus, the 
model shows that a Tip-of-the-Tongue experience might be caused by selection or association 
problems. However, further research of this phenomenon will have to determine why these 
processing difficulties arise and why these problems are word-specific. 
10.4 Speech errors 
In Section 2.2.3 I reviewed the sound error literature and found a number of robust findings. 
Here I will discuss how PEASE might account for the various results. 
In the model, a selection error will occur when another than the target element becomes 
the most active element in the set and gets selected instead. This situation might arise if 
another than the target lexeme is very active, for instance as a result of a fast speech rate with 
lexemes getting encoding fast after one other. Thus, PEASE predicts that more sound errors 
will be created at faster speech rates, a finding obtained in various error elicitation studies 
(Dell, 1986, 1988). I described in Section 8.3.2 that erroneous selection is more likely to 
occur for word-final elements and especially word-initial elements than for middle phonemes 
in the word. This might explain why word-onsets and word-finals are more frequently 
involved in sound errors than other elements. In PEASE, the word-initial set differs from the 
other retrieval sets in that other interference suppression mechanisms are applied. It is 
possible that these mechanisms are also more error-prone. For instance, we saw that the 
amount of interference suppression probably varies with the degree of alien activation. A 
wrong estimation of this activation might easily cause a selection error. The strict serial order 
of selection from separate sets promotes the word-position constraint on phoneme movements 
because phonemes that interact in sound errors will be in the same retrieval set The model 
further predicts that substitution errors are more common than nonsubstitution errors, because 
substitution errors would be the result of a phoneme selection error while nonsubstitution 
errors would also require the selection of the wrong slot number. The Associator might also 
be responsible for some nonsubstitution errors when failing to associate phonemes or by 
making an error during the selection of a syllable from the Syllabary. 
The Associator might sometimes also prevent that the selection of a wrong phoneme of 
metrical structure will lead to an overt sound error. The phoneme-to-frame association rules 
might fail to create a phonological representation with these elements, or the resulting syllable 
might not be present in the Syllabary. Altogether, sound errors will only seldom occur in the 
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model, because selection is strictly ordered and is governed by interference suppressing 
mechanisms. This is in line with speech errors counts in real speech: During spontaneous 
conversation, people will produce a sound error about once per 2000 words (Gamham, 
Shillcock, Brown, Mill, & Cutler, 1982)2. 
10.5 Summary and Conclusions 
In the last three chapters I presented a new model of phonological encoding and analyzed a 
variety of word-form generation phenomena through computer simulation. The model assumes 
a simple feed-forward network with lexemes that spread activation in parallel to their 
suprasegmental elements and phonemes. Selection procedures use an activation-based criterion 
to elect elements from a small set of candidates. Retrieval of these elements is strictly 
ordered, beginning with the retrieval of the metrical structure, followed by the slot number, 
word onset, second phoneme, etcetera, until all phonemes have been selected. The strict 
ordering was partially inspired by earlier data that suggest a linear order in phoneme encoding 
(Meyer & Schriefers, 1991). The model showed that suprasegmental selection does not have 
to differ from phoneme retrieval and can be subject to the same linear order. It also showed 
the functionality of this linear order Phoneme-to-frame association rules are solely 
responsible for the syllabification of the phonological word and do not need to check the 
order of the incoming elements. 
The finding of preparation responses (Meyer, 1988, 1990; Experiment 7 in the present 
research) creates a potential paradox for a theory of phonological encoding. Partial preparation 
of the response by the Associator should facilitate processing because less material needs to 
be determined. At the same time preparation will hinder processing when selection process 
will automatically deliver all the elements of an item, including the elements that were 
already prepared by the Associator. This would require a checking procedure where the 
Associator discards certain elements. This paradox is explained in PEASE because the model 
assumes that similar elements are organized in retrieval sets that can be skipped when no 
selection is required, thus preventing the duplication of materials at the association level. In 
addition, completion of selection can be easily determined in an architecture that uses retrieval 
sets and linear order. Suprasegmental retrieval is obligatory for every item and the slot 
number information clarifies how many phonemes need to be retrieved. 
The PEASE model can also account for a large number of results about the retrieval of 
lexical stress and slot number, and their interaction with phoneme encoding. The mechanisms 
that are responsible for these interactions are partially inspired by the experiments that were 
presented in the earlier chapters. However, the model attempts to show how these mechanisms 
might play a crucial role in the production of connected speech. The generation of a word 
form is not an isolated event but is followed closely in time by successive encoding cycles 
for other words. Word-form generation can in addition be hindered by other simultaneously 
occurring language processes. The model illustrated how some of the experimental results 
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might reflect the dynamics of mechanisms that are assumed to minimize selection delays and 
selection errors. More work remains to be done to show that these mechanisms are indeed 
effective during fast and faultless word-form generation. The first step was made in this 
chapter where I showed that several sound error phenomena found in the literature might be 
reproduced when the system breaks down. 
Finally, the model shows that the cohort metaphor provides an excellent description of 
prime recognition. The model argues that prime processing creates both specific effects (such 
as the preactivation effects) and general effects on word-form generation (such as delay). The 
differences in correspondences between experimental and mental SOAs over experiments, as 
was discussed in Section 10.2, indicates that these general effects operate but more research 
needs to be done to disentangle the factors that underlie these effects. 
Notes 
1. No goodness of fit statistic was run for these simulations The main goal of these simulations was 
to reproduce the finding that begin-related facilitation was found at earlier SOAs than end-related 
facilitation This goal could be achieved without fine-tuning the parameter values and by keeping these 
values constant over both simulations. 
2. This section on PRASE and sound errors contains several statements about the model's behavior 
with respect to phoneme movements. In the near future I plan to perform sound error simulations with 
an extended version of the model in which the association process is included On the basis of these 
simulations it can be decided whether the model can also account for other effects (such as the lexical 
bias effect) and whether it can reproduce the quantitative findings of various error ehcltauon studies 
(such as an increase in sound errors as speech rates increase, as found m Dell, 1986) 
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Appendix A: The Stimuli 
Experiment 1 
The targets-
σ'-σ 
bezem 
borstel 
kikker 
ketel 
cactus 
kussen 
schommel 
vinger 
gieter 
target 
bezem 
borstel 
kikker 
ketel 
cactus 
kussen 
schommel 
vinger 
gieter 
hamer 
hengel 
lepel 
sleutel 
spijker 
varken 
ballon 
banaan 
kanon 
kameel 
kasteel 
komjn 
scharnier 
viool 
gitaar 
fabriek 
fontein 
raket 
sigaar 
trompet 
geweer 
σ-σ' 
ballon 
banaan 
kanon 
kameel 
kasteel 
komjn 
scharnier 
viool 
gitaar 
+onset 
+ ls 
bunker 
bende 
kermis 
korrel 
koffie 
kabel 
schedel 
vijver 
gevel 
heide 
honing 
lijster 
slinger 
spiegel 
veter 
boeket 
beschuit 
kostuum 
kolom 
kompas 
kanaal 
schavot 
vulkaan 
galop 
figuur 
fazant 
rubriek 
satijn 
triomf 
garnaal 
+onset 
-Is 
boeket 
beschuit 
kompas 
kanaal 
kostuum 
kolom 
schavot 
vulkaan 
galop 
hotel 
hormoon 
lakei 
slemiel 
spelonk 
ventiel 
bunker 
bende 
koffie 
kermis 
korrel 
kabel 
schedel 
vijver 
gevel 
filter 
fase 
reiger 
sauna 
trede 
geiser 
σ'-σ 
hamer 
hengel 
lepel 
sleutel 
spijker 
varken 
-onset 
+ls 
korrel 
kermis 
bunker 
vijver 
bende 
schedel 
gevel 
koffie 
kabel 
slinger 
veter 
heide 
lijster 
homng 
spiegel 
kompas 
kostuum 
boeket 
beschuit 
vulkaan 
galop 
kolom 
kanaal 
schavot 
tnomf 
rubnek 
figuur 
fazant 
garnaal 
satijn 
σ-σ' 
fabnek 
fontein 
raket 
sigaar 
trompet 
geweer 
-onset 
-Is 
kompas 
schavot 
boeket 
vulkaan 
beschuit 
galop 
kanaal 
kolom 
kostuum 
spelonk 
lakei 
slemiel 
ventiel 
hormoon 
hotel 
korrel 
kermis 
vijver 
bunker 
bende 
schedel 
gevel 
koffie 
kabel 
reiger 
trede 
filter 
fase 
geiser 
sauna 
по 
Appendix А 
Experiment 2 
The targets - translations: 
σ'-σ 
borrel - DRINK 
bajes - JAIL 
buiten - OUTSIDE 
beker - MUG 
fakkel - TORCH 
ketting - CHAIN 
kaler - HANGOVER 
leuze - CATCH-PHRASE 
laken - SHEET 
varken - PIG 
vonnis - JUDGEMENT 
vijver - LAKE 
σ-σ' 
bandiet - CROOK 
beton - CONCRETE 
behang - WALL-PAPER 
berouw - PENITENCE 
failliet - BANKRUPT 
cognac - BRANDY 
kabaal - NOISE 
lakei - SERVANT 
lokaal - ROOM 
verbod - PROHIBITION 
vergif - POISON 
verraad - TREACHERY 
target 
+ ls 
+ onset 
-Is 
+onset 
+ ls 
- onset 
-Is 
- onset 
borrel 
bajes 
buiten 
beker 
fakkel 
ketting 
kater 
leuze 
laken 
varken 
vonnis 
vijver 
bandiet 
beton 
behang 
berouw 
failliet 
cognac 
kabaal 
lakei 
lokaal 
verbod 
vergif 
verraad 
bisdom 
buidel 
bonus 
beugel 
filter 
kachel 
ketel 
linie 
leugen 
virus 
vijftien 
vaandel 
boeket 
benzeen 
barok 
bacil 
fortuin 
kapel 
komeet 
logé 
limiet 
vulkaan 
vandaal 
viool 
boeket 
benzeen 
barok 
bacil 
fortuin 
kapel 
komeet 
logé 
limiet 
vulkaan 
vandaal 
viool 
beugel 
buidel 
bisdom 
bonus 
filter 
kachel 
ketel 
linie 
leugen 
vijftien 
vaandel 
virus 
vijftien 
leugen 
ketel 
linie 
bisdom 
filter 
virus 
vaandel 
beugel 
bonus 
kachel 
buidel 
fortuin 
vandaal 
viool 
komeet 
benzeen 
vulkaan 
limiet 
viool 
bacil 
kapel 
barok 
logé 
vulkaan 
komeet 
viool 
Limiet 
logé 
vandaal 
fortuin 
bacil 
boeket 
benzeen 
kapel 
barok 
filter 
vaandel 
ketel 
leugen 
linie 
vijftien 
virus 
bonus 
beugel 
kachel 
bisdom 
buidel 
The Stimuli 111 
Experiment 3 
The targets - translations: 
σ'-σ 
buidel - TOUCH 
haver - OATS 
folder - LEAFLET 
kermis - FAIR 
kogel - BULLET 
merel - BLACKBIRD 
gordel - BELT 
mantel - COAT 
paling - EEL 
ridder - KNIGHT 
beitel - CHISEL 
vogel - BIRD 
σ-σ 
bereik - RANGE 
humeur - MOOD 
fornuis - STOVE 
kostuum - SUIT 
konijn - RABBIT 
moeras - SWAMP 
garnaal - SHRIMP 
matroos - SAILOR 
pilaar - COLUMN 
raket - MISSILE 
barak - SHED 
vandaal - HOOLIGAN 
target 
+ ls 
+ onset 
-Is 
+onset 
+ ls 
- onset 
-Is 
- onset 
buidel 
bereik 
haver 
humeur 
folder 
fornuis 
kermis 
kostuum 
kogel 
konijn 
merel 
moeras 
gordel 
garnaal 
mantel 
matroos 
paling 
pilaar 
ridder 
raket 
beitel 
barak 
vogel 
vandaal 
bizon 
boeket 
honing 
houweel 
filter 
fiscaal 
cultus 
cursief 
kabel 
katoen 
mijter 
minuut 
geizer 
gitaar 
meubel 
meloen 
puber 
poelier 
rebus 
reptiel 
beker 
butaan 
venkel 
vizier 
boeket 
bizon 
houweel 
honing 
fiscaal 
filter 
cursief 
cultus 
katoen 
kabel 
minuut 
mijter 
gitaar 
geizer 
meloen 
meubel 
poelier 
puber 
reptiel 
rebus 
butaan 
beker 
vizier 
venkel 
honing 
houweel 
bizon 
boeket 
cultus 
cursief 
meubel 
fiscaal 
mijter 
minuut 
kabel 
katoen 
filter 
meloen 
beker 
gitaar 
rebus 
reptiel 
puber 
poelier 
venkel 
vizier 
geizer 
butaan 
houweel 
honing 
boeket 
bizon 
cursief 
cultus 
fiscaal 
filter 
minuut 
mijter 
katoen 
kabel 
meloen 
meubel 
gitaar 
geizer 
reptiel 
rebus 
poelier 
puber 
vizier 
venkel 
butaan 
beker 
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Experiment 4 
The targets - translations: 
C-coda 
bon - TICKET 
bod- OFFER 
beek - RIVULET 
doek - CANVAS 
duif-PIGEON 
das - NECK-ТШ 
kil - SHIVERY 
kip - CHICKEN 
target 
bon 
biecht 
bod 
berg 
beek 
beest 
doek 
deugd 
duif 
darm 
das 
damp 
kil 
kers 
kip 
kast 
keus 
koers 
laan 
lint 
leed 
Uñ 
mus 
maagd 
nul 
nicht 
rouw 
rups 
reus 
ramp 
tor 
tucht 
+ CV 
+onset 
ban 
beurs 
bal 
balk 
baai 
baard 
dief 
duits 
dijk 
dans 
den 
dolk 
kam 
kaft 
kom 
kem 
kooi 
kaars 
lijm 
lens 
lied 
lunch 
mop 
moois 
nok 
nerf 
roet 
rits 
riet 
rots 
tip 
tank 
CC-coda 
biecht 
berg -
beest • 
deugd 
darm • 
damp 
kers -
kast -
- CONFESSION 
MOUNTAIN 
-ANIMAL 
-VIRTUE 
•INTESTINE 
- VAPOUR 
CHERRY 
WARDROBE 
-CV 
+onset 
beurs 
ban 
balk 
bal 
baard 
baai 
duits 
dief 
dans 
dijk 
dolk 
den 
kaft 
kam 
kern 
kom 
kaars 
kooi 
lens 
lijm 
lunch 
lied 
moois 
mop 
nerf 
nok 
rits 
roet 
rots 
riet 
tank 
«Ρ 
+ CV 
-onset 
kam 
moois 
tip 
rits 
lijm 
duits 
riet 
kaars 
roet 
lens 
nok 
nerf 
mop 
dolk 
bal 
lunch 
lied 
baard 
dijk 
tank 
kooi 
rots 
den 
beurs 
kom 
dans 
baai 
kaft 
dief 
kern 
ban 
balk 
C-coda 
keus 
laan 
leed 
mus 
nul -
rouw 
reus 
tor-
- SELECTION 
-AVENUE 
- SORROW 
- SPARROW 
ZERO 
- MOURNING 
-GIANT 
BEETLE 
-CV 
-onset 
lens 
lijm 
kern 
tip 
rots 
kom 
lunch 
baai 
kaars 
roet 
nerf 
nok 
moois 
mop 
beurs 
riet 
baard 
lied 
rits 
dief 
tank 
bal 
duits 
den 
dans 
kam 
kaft 
dijk 
dolk 
kooi 
balk 
ban 
CC-coda 
koers-DIRECTION 
lint - RIBBON 
lift - ELEVATOR 
maagd - VIRGIN 
nicht - COUSIN 
raps - CATERPILLAR 
ramp - DISASTER 
tucht - DISCIPLINE 
The Stimuli 
Experiment 5 
The targets - translations: 
σ'-σ 
bitter - HARSH 
hengel -
ketting -
mantel -
ROD 
CHAIN 
COAT 
boete-FINE 
bajes - JAIL 
diefstal -•THEFT 
haver - OATS 
σ-σ' 
bandiet-
kostuum 
cadeau -
kabaal -
• CROOK 
-SUIT 
GIFT 
NOISE 
forel - TROUT 
target 
bitter 
fakkel 
hengel 
gordel 
ketting 
borrel 
mantel 
ridder 
diefstal 
misdrijf 
boete 
laken 
bajes 
zenuw 
haver 
vogel 
bandiet 
garnaal 
kostuum 
fatsoen 
cadeau 
diner 
kabaal 
humeur 
forel 
moeras 
I 
+CV 
-tonset 
buffel 
folder 
hummel 
gibbon 
kachel 
bunker 
monnik 
rommel 
doorslag 
monster 
bode 
leuze 
bizon 
zuivel 
hoepel 
virus 
benzeen 
gordijn 
kursief 
festijn 
kopie 
depot 
komeet 
houweel 
facet 
metaal 
fakkel - TORCH 
gordel - BELT 
borrel - DRINK 
ridder - KNIGHT 
laken - SHEET 
zenuw - NERVE 
misdrijf - CRIME 
vogel - BIRD 
garnaal - SHRIMP 
fatsoen - DECENCY 
diner - SUPPER 
humeur - MOOD 
moeras - SWAMP 
-CV +CV 
-tonset -onset 
bijstand folder 
fauna buffel 
heide gibbon 
gave hummel 
kano bunker 
bede kachel 
metro rommel 
reuma monnik 
dove monster 
meute doorslag 
bisdom leuze 
lustrum bode 
borstel zuivel 
zilver bizon 
herberg virus 
venster hoepel 
bougie gordijn 
geschut benzeen 
couplet festijn 
filet kursief 
contrast depot 
dolfijn kopie 
concert houweel 
herstel komeet 
fascist metaal 
margriet facet 
-CV 
-onset 
fauna 
bijstand 
gave 
heide 
bede 
kano 
reuma 
metro 
meute 
dove 
lustrum 
bisdom 
zilver 
borstel 
venster 
herberg 
geschut 
bougie 
filet 
couplet 
dolfijn 
contrast 
herstel 
concert 
margriet 
fascist 
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Experiment б 
The targets - translations: 
short vowel cases 
bod- OFFER 
berg - MOUNTAIN 
damp-VAPOUR 
das - NECK-TIE 
dal-VALLEY 
kil - SHIVERY 
Ир - CHICKEN 
lef - COURAGE 
mus - SPARROW 
mand - BASKET 
nul - ZERO 
pech - TROUBLE 
long vowel cases 
beek- RIVULET 
beest- ANIMAL 
deugd - VIRTUE 
duif-PIGEON 
doek - CANVAS 
kous - STOCKING 
keus - SELECTION 
laan - AVENUE 
meeuw - SEA-GULL 
maagd - VIRGIN 
nier - KIDNEY 
pijl - ARROW 
target 
+vowel 
+onset 
-vowel 
+onset 
+vowel 
-onset 
-vowel 
-onset 
bod 
beek 
berg 
beest 
damp 
deugd 
das 
duif 
dal 
doek 
kil 
kous 
kip 
keus 
lef 
laan 
mus 
meeuw 
mand 
maagd 
nul 
nier 
pech 
pijl 
bal 
baai 
bond 
baard 
dolk 
duits 
den 
dijk 
dop 
dief 
kam 
kuip 
kom 
kool 
lus 
lijm 
mat 
maat 
mist 
moois 
nok 
nijd 
pit 
pees 
baai 
bal 
baard 
bond 
duits 
dolk 
dijk 
den 
dief 
dop 
kuip 
kam 
kool 
kom 
lijm 
lus 
maat 
mat 
moois 
mist 
nijd 
nok 
pees 
pit 
lus 
dief 
mist 
moois 
bond 
baard 
kom 
lijm 
pit 
maat 
den 
dijk 
mat 
baal 
bal 
nijd 
kam 
pees 
dolk 
duits 
dop 
kooi 
nok 
kuip 
dief 
lus 
moois 
mist 
baard 
bond 
lijm 
kom 
nijd 
pit 
dijk 
den 
baai 
mat 
maat 
dop 
pees 
kam 
duits 
dolk 
kooi 
bal 
kuip 
nok 
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Experiments 7 and 8 
The targets - translations: 
bon - TICKET 
beek-RIVULET 
das - NECK-TIE 
doek - CANVAS 
hut - COTTAGE 
kous - STOCKING 
loon - WAGES 
luik - SHUTTER 
mus - SPARROW 
nul - ZERO 
pees - TENDON 
rouw - MOURNING 
tor - BEETLE 
gier - VULTURE 
+ syll 
target + Is 
bon burcht 
bod biecht 
beek boeg 
dal dop 
das dorst 
duif dijk 
doek damp 
douche deugd 
hut hemd 
kip kar 
kous kuip 
laan list 
loon lied 
leed lamp 
luik lijm 
leus loep 
mus mand 
meeuw mat 
nul nijd 
nier nok 
pees pin 
pijl post 
rouw rits 
reus ramp 
tor tip 
wieg wond 
gier gift 
bod- OFFER 
dal-VALLEY 
duif-PIGEON [ 
douche - SHOWER 
Ир - CHICKEN 
laan-AVENUE 
leed - SORROW 
leus - CATCH-PHRASE 
meeuw - SEA-GULL 
nier - KIDNEY 
pijl - ARROW 
reus - GIANT 
wieg - CRADLE 
-syll 
+ ls 
balsem 
bumper 
bundel 
delta 
deken 
discus 
doping 
datum 
hertog 
kelner 
ketel 
linie 
lente 
leugen 
lijster 
lava 
molen 
moslim 
nectar 
navel 
polder 
poeder 
robot 
ruiter 
tandem 
wortel 
gordel 
-syll 
-Is 
biljet 
bandiet 
balkon 
dictee 
detail 
dolfijn 
decor 
domein 
herstel 
karton 
kajuit 
likeur 
lectuur 
lakei 
lawaai 
limiet 
moeras 
magneet 
narcis 
nudist 
parket 
paneel 
raket 
regime 
toernooi 
woestijn 
garnaal 
baseline 
dijk 
list 
deugd 
kuip 
wond 
lijm 
mand 
ramp 
lamp 
dorst 
nok 
burcht 
hemd 
post 
boeg 
nijd 
gift 
biecht 
damp 
loep 
mat 
kar 
tip 
lied 
pin 
rits 
dop 
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Experiment 9 
The targets - translations: 
dal-VALLEY 
douche -SHOWER 
gunst 
huur • 
kers -
kous • 
lint -
maag 
mist -
pols -
reus -
was -
target 
dal 
deugd 
- FAVOUR 
RENT 
CHERRY 
•STOCKING 
RIBBON 
- STOMACH 
FOG 
WRIST 
GIANT 
LAUNDRY 
douche 
duif 
gunst 
hut 
huur 
kip 
kous 
kast 
kers 
lift 
lint 
luik 
maag 
mand 
mist 
Pijl 
pols 
ramp 
reus 
rups 
was 
winst 
•fis 
-fonset 
degen 
dupe 
diesel 
distel 
gave 
hoepel 
heide 
kade 
kachel 
kilo 
kudde 
lade 
leuze 
liter 
mode 
meubel 
monnik 
pony 
poeder 
rede 
rommel 
rage 
weide 
wafel 
deugd - VIRTUE 
duif -PIGEON 
hut -COTTAGE 
kast -WARDROBE 
kip -CHICKEN 
lift - ELEVATOR 
luik - SHUTTER 
mand - ! BASKET 
pijl -ARROW 
ramp - DISASTER 
rups - CATERPILLAR 
winst -1 
-Is 
+onset 
duet 
depot 
detail 
dozijn 
gewei 
hormoon 
houweel 
cadeau 
kapel 
coupé 
kompas 
lakei 
logé 
limiet 
menu 
metaal 
magneet 
puree 
pincet 
revue 
raket 
regie 
woestijn 
wagon 
PROFIT 
+ ls 
-onset 
monnik 
kade 
weide 
liter 
diesel 
rommel 
poeder 
dupe 
wafel 
leuze 
meubel 
mode 
rage 
distel 
kilo 
heide 
hoepel 
rede 
gave 
pony 
kudde 
lade 
degen 
kachel 
-Is 
-onset 
gewei 
cadeau 
limiet 
woestijn 
detail 
raket 
pincet 
depot 
wagon 
logé 
metaal 
menu 
puree 
dozijn 
coupé 
houweel 
hormoon 
revue 
magneet 
puree 
kompas 
lakei 
duet 
kapel 
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Experiment 10 
A: monosyllables 
The targets - translations: 
dal-VALLEY 
kous - STOCKING 
kip - CHICKEN 
luik - SHUTTER 
mus - SPARROW 
maag - STOMACH 
pijl - ARROW 
reus - GIANT 
damp - VAPOUR 
kers - CHERRY 
kast - WARDROBE 
lint - RIBBON 
mist - FOG 
mand - BASKET 
nips - CATERPILLAR 
ramp - DISASTER 
targets +lab/+num +lab/-num -lab/+num -labAnum 
dal 
damp 
kous 
kers 
kip 
kast 
luik 
lint 
mus 
mist 
maag 
mand 
pijl 
rups 
reus 
ramp 
bus 
rits 
lied 
vocht 
roet 
muts 
boef 
dons 
dief 
kaft 
zeis 
pels 
gal 
lans 
wieg 
bult 
rits 
bus 
vocht 
lied 
muts 
roet 
dons 
boef 
lans 
dief 
pels 
zeis 
kaft 
gal 
bult 
wieg 
ego 
iris 
oma 
adel 
unie 
ezel 
ara 
ober 
eega 
akte 
aula 
ozon 
ode 
euvel 
emoe 
ijzel 
iris 
ego 
adel 
oma 
ezel 
unie 
ober 
ara 
akte 
eega 
ozon 
ode 
euvel 
aula 
ijzel 
emoe 
B: disyllables 
The targets - translations: 
buidel - POUCH 
kogel - BULLET 
bajes - JAIL 
zenuw - NERVE 
barak-SHED 
forel - TROUT 
moeras - SWAMP 
raket - MISSILE 
gordel -
kennis -
mantel -
wortel -
bandiet 
fornuis • 
garnaal 
kostuum 
BELT 
FAIR 
COAT 
CARROT 
- CROOK 
STOVE 
-SHRIMP 
ι-SUIT 
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targets -Iab/+mim -labAnum 
buidel 
gordel 
kogel 
kermis 
bajes 
mantel 
zenuw 
wortel 
barak 
bandiet 
forel 
fornuis 
moeras 
kostuum 
raket 
garnaal 
+lab/+num 
kabel 
cultus 
meubel 
masker 
kiezel 
perzik 
beker 
filter 
figuur 
hormoon 
minuut 
magneet 
gitaar 
reptiel 
houweel 
postuur 
+lab/-num 
masker 
kabel 
filter 
beker 
perzik 
kiezel 
cultus 
meubel 
reptiel 
figuur 
magneet 
minuut 
hormoon 
gitaar 
postuur 
houweel 
aardbei 
ambacht 
album 
asfalt 
oester 
ekster 
atlas 
aanslag 
infuus 
orkest 
antiek 
accijns 
eczeem 
insekt 
enzym 
embleem 
ambacht 
aardbei 
asfalt 
album 
ekster 
oester 
aanslag 
atlas 
orkest 
infuus 
accijns 
antiek 
embleem 
eczeem 
insekt 
enzym 
Appendix В: The Hazard Rate 
The selection of an element from the first retrieval set is controlled by the set internal 
characteristics. The hazard rate h(a,s) denotes the probability that metrical node a will be 
selected at time step s, given that it has not been selected yet. The density function fia,s) 
denotes the probability that metrical node a will be selected at time step s. 
Let 
s be a time step (5=1,2,...) 
Δί be the duration of a time step 
abe a metrical node 
sel be selection 
Definitions 
h(p¿) = p(sel a at s | -• Вш(и < s A sel a at и)) 
fiaj) = p{sel a at s) 
h(a¿) = p(sel aat s\ -> Эм;(и < s Л sel a at и)) 
_ pjsel a at s Л -• Bu:(u < s Л sel a at в)) 
PC Зи:(и < s A sel a at и)) 
pjsel a at s) 
PC Зи:(и < s h sel a at и)) 
, £m 
П[1 -ЫрМ 
M 
ßßji) = кш χ π [i - h(oM 
¡•о 
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The selection of an element from the other retrieval sets is controlled by the set internal 
characteristics and by the dynamics of the previous set The hazard rate h(b,s) denotes the 
probability that node b of one of these retrieval sets will be selected at time step s given it 
has not been selected already and given that the previous set has selected its element 
already at an earlier time step. 
Let 
b be a node from any set except the first set 
a be a node from the set that precedes node b's set 
Definitions 
h(b¿) = pisel b at s | [ 3v:(v < s Asela at v) A (^ 3ic(v < и < s A sel bat u))J) 
fifij) = Pisel bat s) 
h(b,s) = pisel b at s | [ 3v:(v <sAselaatV)A(^ эіс( < и < s A sel b at и))]) 
_ pjsel bat s A [ З .( <sAselaatV)Ai^ Зш( <u<sAselbat и))Р 
p(3v.(v <sAselaatV)A(-> Зи:( < и < s A sel b at и))) 
pisel bat s) 
p(3v:(v <sAse/aofv)A(-' 3u:(v < и < s A sel b at U))) 
fiM 
fifij-l) + Σ fiai) χ П[1 - НфЯі 
M) ί*1 
ftfij) = кфл * <flAs-l) * 'ififlù κ Π [1 - hibM 
Appendix С: Simulation Results 
Table C.l Experiment 1, the subset: real data and simulation data (in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
-375 
-300 
-225 
-150 
+0 
+150 
+onset/+ls 
637 
660 
616 
630 
668 
616 
simulation data (median 299) 
-375 
-300 
-225 
-150 
+0 
+150 
333 
324 
322 
332 
387 
339 
+onset/-ls 
695 
700 
674 
700 
717 
681 
385 
385 
385 
395 
450 
379 
-onset/+ls 
681 
697 
675 
694 
721 
694 
374 
374 
373 
382 
434 
401 
-onset/-ls 
679 
688 
666 
684 
720 
694 
375 
375 
374 
383 
436 
402 
silence 
662 
670 
646 
669 
646 
649 
363 
363 
363 
363 
363 
363 
Table C.2 Experiment 2: real data and simulation data (in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
+0 
+150 
+300 
+450 
+onset/+ls 
813 
834 
846 
871 
simulation data (median 426) 
+0 
+150 
+300 
+450 
382 
400 
426 
448 
+onset/-ls 
828 
872 
880 
893 
403 
423 
448 
469 
-onset/+ls 
790 
830 
845 
858 
366 
387 
413 
432 
-onsetZ-ls 
787 
833 
839 
863 
367 
388 
414 
434 
Table C.3 Experiment 3: real data and simulation data (in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
150 
0 
+150 
+onset/+ls 
890 
887 
879 
simulation data (median 538) 
-150 
0 
+150 
336 
356 
376 
+onset/-ls 
918 
925 
886 
351 
375 
395 
-onset/+ls 
897 
897 
876 
336 
359 
378 
-onsetMs 
898 
899 
868 
335 
359 
378 
Table C.4 Experiment 4: real data and simulation data (in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
+0 
+150 
+300 
+450 
+onset/+CV 
790 
794 
797 
758 
simulation data (median 389) 
+0 
+150 
+300 
+450 
401 
402 
394 
384 
+onset/-CV 
794 
814 
811 
781 
410 
425 
418 
397 
-onset/+CV 
776 
791 
802 
746 
391 
394 
388 
378 
-onsef-CV 
800 
817 
834 
788 
411 
429 
424 
403 
Table C.5 Experiment 5: real data and simulation data (in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
+150 
+300 
+onset/+CV +onset/-CV 
813 
798 
simulation data (median 427) 
+150 
+300 
386 
381 
822 
819 
399 
391 
-onset/+CV 
800 
797 
377 
369 
-onset/-CV 
827 
825 
400 
392 
Simulation Results 
Table C.6 Experiment 6: real data and simulation data (in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
+0 
+150 
+onset/+vl 
806 
780 
simulation data (median 456) 
+0 
+150 
340 
348 
+onset/-vl 
807 
789 
339 
338 
-onset/+vl 
825 
812 
341 
345 
-onset/-vl 
810 
796 
341 
344 
Table C.7 Experiment 7: real data and simulation data (in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
-150 
+0 
+syll/+ls 
835 
833 
simulation data (median 585) 
-150 
+0 
239 
252 
-syll/+ls 
861 
849 
261 
285 
-syltf-ls 
855 
859 
266 
285 
baseline 
817 
827 
225 
242 
Table C.8 Experiment 8: real data and simulation data (in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
-150 
+0 
+syll/+ls 
801 
860 
simulation data (median 475) 
-150 
+0 
338 
338 
-syll/+ls 
824 
874 
349 
366 
-sylV-ls 
857 
933 
385 
408 
baseline 
816 
879 
347 
371 
Table C.9 Experiment 9: real data and simulation data (in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
-150 
0 
+150 
+onset/+ls 
775 
761 
787 
simulation data (median 439) 
-150 
0 
+150 
295 
324 
348 
+onset/-ls 
808 
801 
803 
314 
348 
372 
-onset/+ls 
796 
769 
785 
291 
332 
356 
-onset/-ls 
784 
779 
792 
298 
333 
358 
Table CIO Experiment 10, disyllables: real data and simulation data 
(in ms) 
SOA 
real data 
-150 
0 
+150 
+300 
+lab/+num 
822 
812 
882 
831 
simulation data (median 469) 
-150 
0 
+150 
+300 
347 
361 
374 
364 
+lab/-num 
815 
839 
898 
857 
362 
377 
393 
386 
-lab/+num 
823 
821 
882 
832 
348 
361 
374 
363 
-lab/-num 
831 
834 
913 
852 
362 
376 
394 
387 
Summary 
Speech production theories generally distinguish three processing stages involved in the 
generation of fluent speech: conceptualization, formulation, and articulation (Chapter 1). The 
semantic content of the utterance is determined during conceptualization. Formulation entails 
the selection of lemmas, the construction of syntactic structures, the generation of the sound-
form, and the construction of the articulatory program. Finally, the articulatory program is 
executed during articulation, leading to overt speech. In the present research I investigate the 
generation of the sound-form (or phonological encoding), in particular the role of 
suprasegmental structures, such a lexical stress and the number of syllables, on sound-form 
generation. 
In Chapter 2,1 present several suprasegmental characteristics as they are distinguished in 
linguistic theory. These suprasegmental characteristics are represented on different tiers which 
are hierarchically organized in a phonological representation. The bottom tier contains the 
linear sequence of phonemes. These phonemes are on the next tier connected to timing slots. 
These elements were originally labelled C-slots and V-slots, generally with consonants 
associating to C-slots and vowels associating to V-slots. More recent theories claim that the 
slots are unmarked (they are now called X-slots). On the next tier, timing slots are organized 
into syllables. A syllable can be defmed as consisting of an onset (all consonants before the 
vowel), a nucleus (the vowel), and a coda (all consonants following the vowel). Finally, a 
word's lexical stress is represented on the top tier. 
Lexical stress can either be computed on-line during word-form retrieval, or retrieved 
from the lexicon. This computation requires a rule system that predicts stress placement, for 
instance on the basis of the segmental make-up and syllable weight, where weight is measured 
as the number of elements in the non-onset part. However, the determination of lexical stress 
is complex, with a large number of exceptions where lexical stress cannot be computed. 
Therefore, it is probable that lexical stress is not computed during word-form retrieval but is 
stored in the mental lexicon and retrieved during phonological encoding. 
In the same chapter I review a number of studies that investigated the role of 
suprasegmental characteristics in auditory word-recognition, reading, and phonological 
encoding. In word-recognition, there is evidence that a language's dominant syllable structure 
determines how speech is segmented, but there is no evidence that lexical stress affects word-
recognition. In reading aloud, both syllable number and lexical stress affect reading, at least 
during the reading of low-frequent words. But both these characteristics seem relevant only 
for reading-specific processes which have no direct bearing on spontaneous speech production. 
The investigation of phonological encoding has mostly been undertaken through the analysis 
of sound errors. Although suprasegmental slips do occasionally occur, phonemes move in 
most sound errors. This phoneme movement is constrained by suprasegmental characteristics. 
For instance, an onset phoneme preferably moves to another onset position, a nucleus 
phoneme (or vowel) to another nucleus position, etcetera. Moreover, exchanges are more 
likely to occur between two stressed syllables than between unstressed syllables. 
126 Summary 
In Chapter 3,1 discuss three models of phonological encoding (Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1992; 
Dell, 1986,1988), all of which are geared towards describing the regularities in sound errors. 
These models assume that phoneme retrieval is controlled by a suprasegmental frame. For 
instance, Dell (1986) assumes that an onset-nucleus-coda syllable frame controls the selection 
of phonemes. In addition, Dell (1988) incorporates the retrieval of suprasegmental 
characteristics during phonological encoding. This model describes the selection of a word 
frame, containing the word's CV structure prior to phoneme retrieval. 
The picture-word interference paradigm and the translarion-task paradigm, used in the ten 
experiments that are presented in this thesis, are discussed in Chapter 4. In both paradigms, 
a visual stimulus is presented to subjects. An acoustic stimulus is presented prior to, together 
with, or after the onset of the stimulus. The subject is told to ignore the acoustic stimulus (the 
prime) and has to name the visual stimulus (with the target word), either by naming the 
picture (in picture naming) or by giving the Dutch translation of an English word (in 
translation naming). The prime and the target could share certain segmental and 
suprasegmental characteristics. They could have the same word onset, lexical stress pattern, 
CV structure, or number of syllables. 
In a number of experiments, I tested the role of several linguistically motivated 
suprasegmental structures during phonological encoding. The first three experiments, 
presented in Chapter 5, investigated the role of lexical stress. The second series of three 
experiments, discussed in Chapter 6, investigated the role of the word's CV structure. The 
third series of three experiments, discussed in Chapter 7, investigated the role of syllable 
number. 
These experiments yielded three main results. First, phonological encoding does not 
only entail the selection of a word's phonemes, but also of a word's metrical structure. This 
suprasegmental unit contains the word's lexical stress pattern but not its total number of 
syllables. Thus, metrical retrieval was affected by a prime that shared lexical stress with the 
target, but consisted of a different number of syllables. However, an effect on naming was 
only found when the target and prime had the same word onset. The results suggest that 
metrical retrieval is separate from word onset retrieval but that the time course of metrical 
retrieval is governed by word onset retrieval. The metrical structure was retrieved in advance 
when all naming targets in an experiment shared the metrical structure (the preselection 
effect). 
Second, there is an additional structure selection process that retrieves a word's slot 
structure from the mental lexicon. Slot retrieval is independent from metrical retrieval and 
does not seem to interact with word onset retrieval. The slot structure is a sequence of 
placeholders. A placeholder represents exactly one phoneme in the word. It remains to be 
investigated whether there are separate placeholders for vowels and consonants, and whether 
the sequence is syllabified. 
Third, the effect of onset-relatedness in translation task naming differed from that in 
picture naming. In picture naming, onset-related priming facilitates naming compared to onset-
unrelated priming. In translation naming, onset-related priming leads to very moderate degrees 
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of facilitation or even inhibition. 
A new model of phonological encoding, called PEASE, is presented in Chapter 8. This 
model assumes a network of connected nodes, with activation spreading from lexeme nodes 
to stress-, slotnumber-, and phoneme nodes. The to-be-selected nodes are grouped in retrieval 
sets that deliver elements in a fixed serial order. The model contains a combination of 
inhibition mechanisms and dependency relations between the different retrieval processes. 
These mechanisms play a role during phonological encoding, in particular by minimalizing 
selection errors during successive encoding cycles of subsequent lemmas during spontaneous 
speech. The simulations, discussed in Chapter 9, successfully reproduced the experimental 
results. In the model, slots are not labelled as C-slot or V-slot Thus, an acoustic stimulus 
should prime the target when both words have the same number of slots, irrespective of their 
CV structure. This prediction was confirmed in a translation task experiment presented in 
Chapter 10. 

Samenvatting 
Theorieën over spraakproduktíe onderscheiden veelal drie stadia die een rol spelen bij de 
voorbereiding van een gesproken uiting: het conceptualiseren, de formulering, en de articulatie 
(Hoofdstuk 1). De inhoud van de uiting wordt voorbereid tijdens het conceptualiseren. 
Woordselectie, de vorming van de syntactische structuur, het genereren van de 
vormrepresentatie, en het ophalen van de articulatorische programma's vinden plaats tijdens 
de formulering. Die laatste programma's worden tenslotte uitgevoerd tijdens de articulatie. Dit 
proefschrift handelt over het genereren van de vormrepresentatie (of fonologische codering). 
In het bijzonder wordt bekeken welke suprasegmentele kenmerken van een woord, zoals de 
klemtoon en het aantal lettergrepen, een rol spelen in de fonologische codering. 
Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt een aantal suprasegmentele woordkenmerken die in de linguïstiek 
worden onderscheiden. Deze kenmerken zijn geordend op verschillende niveau's in een 
hiërarchische fonologische structuur. Op het laagste niveau liggen de fonemen van een woord. 
Deze zijn op een volgend niveau verbonden met tijdseenheden, ook wel posities genoemd. 
Volgens sommige opvattingen zijn deze eenheden gemarkeerd als C-posities (voor consonant, 
medeklinker) welke alleen verbonden mogen zijn met medeklinkers, en V-posities (voor 
vowel, klinker) welke verbonden mogen zijn met klinkers. Volgens andere opvattingen zijn 
deze posities ongemarkeerd (ook wel X-posities genoemd). Deze tijdseenheden zijn op het 
volgende niveau zelf weer georganiseerd in lettergrepen. Lettergrepen zijn standaard 
opgebouwd uit drie elementen. Het linker deel van een lettergreep, d.w.z. de medeklinkers 
links van de klinker wordt vaak het initieel (of onset) gedeelte genoemd. De klinker wordt 
aangeduid als de kern (of de nucleus), terwijl alles na de klinker de coda wordt genoemd. 
Tenslotte staat, op het hoogste niveau, de klemtoon van het woord gerepresenteerd. 
De klemtoon kan ofwel berekend worden tijdens het genereren van de woordvorm, of het 
klemtoonspatroon kan worden opgehaald uit het lexicon. Een berekening vereist een 
regelsysteem waarmee de klemtoon kan worden bepaald, bijvoorbeeld aan de hand van de 
fonemen en het gewicht van de lettergreep, waarbij het gewicht gemeten wordt in het aantal 
elementen dat een lettergreep bevat in de nucleus en de coda. Echter, een dergelijk 
regelsysteem van klemtoonsbepaling is complex en bevat een groot aantal uitzonderingen 
waardoor de bruikbaarheid tijdens het spreken nogal beperkt lijkt. Het lijkt dan ook 
waarschijnlijker dat de klemtoon ligt opgeslagen in het mentale lexicon en niet steeds 
opnieuw wordt berekend tijdens het maken van de vorm-representatie. 
In hetzelfde hoofdstuk bespreek ik een aantal eerdere onderzoeken over de rol van 
suprasegmentele kenmerken in woordherkenning, lezen, en woordvorming. 
Woordherkeniungsonderzoek heeft aangetoond dat de lettergreepstructuur die typisch is voor 
een gegeven taal, bepaalt hoe spraak wordt gesegmenteerd, maar dat de klemtoon niet 
gebruikt wordt bij het herkennen van gesproken woorden. Leesonderzoek heeft aangetoond 
dat de klemtoon en misschien het aantal lettergrepen een rol spelen bij het hardop lezen van 
laag-frequente woorden. Deze kenmerken tijken echter lees-specifieke processen te 
beïnvloeden welke niet direct betrokken zijn bij spontane spraakproduktíe. 
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Woordvormingsonderzoek heeft zich met name geconcentreerd op de analyse van 
versprekingen. Alhoewel versprekingen waarin de klemtoon wordt verplaatst ook voorkomen, 
verschuiven in de meeste versprekingen fonemen. Die foneemverschuiving wordt gereguleerd 
door suprasegmentele kenmerken. Bijvoorbeeld, een onset-foneem verschuift meestal naar een 
andere onset-positie, een nucleus-foneem (of klinker) verschuift naar een andere nucleus-
positie. etc. Bovendien treden foneemverwisselingen vaker op tussen beklemtoonde 
lettergrepen dan tussen onbeklemtoonde lettergrepen. 
In Hoofdstuk 3 worden drie modellen over fonologische codering behandeld (Shattuck-
Hufnagel, 1992; Dell, 1986, 1988), welke voornamelijk gebaseerd zijn op evidentie ontleend 
aan versprekingen. Deze drie modellen veronderstellen dat het ophalen van de fonemen 
gereguleerd wordt door een frame dat suprasegmentele kenmerken bevat. Dell (1986) 
veronderstelt bijvoorbeeld dat een onset-nucleus-coda lettergreepframe de fonemen van een 
woord selecteert Dell (1988) veronderstelt bovendien dat de suprasegmentele kenmerken zelf 
ook worden opgehaald tijdens woordvorming. In dat laatste model wordt voorafgaand aan de 
selectie van de fonemen een woordframe opgehaald dat overeenkomt met de CV-structuur van 
dat woord. 
In Hoofdstuk 4 worden het plaatjebenoemings-paradigma en het vertaal-paradigma 
besproken, welke gehanteerd zijn in de tien experimenten die behandeld worden in dit 
proefschrfit. In beide paradigma's krijgen proefpersonen een visuele stimulus aangeboden. 
Tegelijkertijd met de aanbieding van deze stimulus, kort daarvoor, of vlak daarna wordt 
tevens een woord auditief aangeboden. De proefpersoon hoeft geen acht te slaan op het 
auditief aangeboden woord (het nevenwoord) maar moet wel reageren op de visuele stimulus 
(met het doelwoord), hetzij door het plaatje te benoemen (bij plaatjesbenoeming) hetzij door 
de Nederlandse vertaling te benoemen (bij de vertaaltaak). De nevenwoorden die de 
proefpersonen hoorden konden meer of minder gelijkenis vertonen met het doelwoord. 
Doelwoord en nevenwoord konden met elkaar overeenkomen in het woord-initiële foneem, 
het klemtoonspatroon, de CV structuur, of in het aantal lettergrepen. 
In een aantal experimenten heb ik getest welke linguïstisch gemotiveerde suprasegmentele 
structuren een rol spelen tijdens het genereren van de woordvorm en of deze structuren het 
ophalen van de fonemen reguleren. In de eerste drie experimenten, welke worden besproken 
in Hoofdstuk 5, werd nagegaan of de klemtoon wordt opgehaald. In de tweede serie van drie 
experimenten, besproken in Hoofdstuk 6, werd bekeken of de CV structuur wordt opgehaald. 
In de derde serie van drie experimenten, besproken in Hoofdstuk 7, werd nagegaan of het 
aantal lettergrepen wordt opgehaald. 
De resultaten van de experimenten kunnen als volgt worden samengevat Ten eerste, 
tijdens het genereren van een woordvorm wordt een metrische structuur opgehaald uit het 
mentale lexicon. Deze metrische structuur bevat een klemtoonspatroon maar niet het totale 
aantal lettergrepen van het woord. Het metrische ophaalproces werd dus versneld door de 
aanbieding van een nevenwoord dat de klemtoon op dezelfde lettergreep had maar dat uit een 
ander aantal lettergrepen opgebouwd was dan het doelwoord. Echter, de overeenkomst in 
klemtoon gaf alleen een effect als het neven- en doelwoord tevens hetzelfde woord-initiële 
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foneem hadden. De resultaten wijzen erop dat de fonemen en de klemtoon tijdens 
verschillende ophaalprocessen worden geselecteerd, maar dat het ophaalproces van de 
beginklank het ophaalproces van de klemtoon reguleert Wanneer alle doelwoorden in een 
experiment eenzelfde metrische structuur hadden, werd de metrische structuur niet telkenmale 
opnieuw opgehaald maar was deze al standaard aanwezig (het zogenaamde preselectie effect). 
Ten tweede, er is een ophaalproces dat een reeks posities vaststelt Elke positie kan gevuld 
worden door precies één foneem, maar het is nog niet vastgesteld of er aparte C-posities en 
V-posities zijn. 
Ten derde, de vertaaltaak verschilt van de plaatjestaak m.b.t. het effect van 
overeenkomende woord-initiële fonemen. In de plaatjestaak benoemen proefpersonen een 
doelwoord vaak sneller wanneer het neven- en doelwoord eenzelfde eerste foneem hebben dan 
wanneer hun beginnende fonemen verschillen, maar in de vertaaltaak zijn deze verschillen 
geringer of soms zelfs tegengesteld. 
In Hoofdstuk 8 presenteer ik een nieuw model van woordvorming, genoemd PEASE. Dit 
model veronderstelt dat in een netwerk van verbonden knopen, activatie van woordknopen 
stroomt naar klemtoon-, positiereeks-, en foneemknopen. De te selecteren elementen zijn 
georganiseerd in ophaalgroepen, die in een vaste volgorde ieder een element selecteren. Het 
model bevat een combinatie van inhibitieregels alsmede afhankelijkheidsrelaties tussen 
verschillende ophaalprocessen. Deze mechanismen spelen mogelijk een rol in de regulering 
van het woordvormingsproces zodat opeenvolgende woorden snel kunnen worden gevormd 
zonder dat dit tot fouten in de selectieprocedures leidt Verscheidene simulaties, besproken 
in Hoofdstuk 9, laten zien dat een succesvolle beschrijving van de eerder gedane 
experimenten met dit model mogelijk is. Het model voorspelt tevens dat er geen aparte ex-
posities en V-posities worden opgehaald. M.a.w., een doelwoord en een nevenwoord zullen 
hetzelfde positiereeks-element gebruiken wanneer deze woorden hetzelfde aantal posities 
hebben, ongeacht de afwisseling van klinkers en medeklinkers. Die voorspelling werd 
bevestigd in een nieuw vertaaltaak-experiment in Hoofstuk 10. 
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